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ABSTRACT
ON SPATIOTEMPORAL CONNECTIVITY DYNAMICS: PERSPECTIVES FROM A
NATURALLY FRAGMENTED METAPOPULATION
SEPTEMBER 2021
JOSEPH CARLETON BALCERAK DRAKE,
B.A., INDIANA UNIVERSITY - BLOOMINGTON
M.S., TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Dr. Christopher Sutherland

Connectivity has quickly become a central tenet of ecological research, frequently
evoked for conservation research and management activities. However, the concept of
connectivity has proliferated into many forms for many different perspectives. I was
motivated to understand and identify core components of connectivity. Such an approach
would help provide a clear roadmap for better applying connectivity in both basic and
applied research settings while simultaneously making such applications easier to
compare between studies. Generally said, population distributions, demography,
landscape, and dispersal all contribute to connectivity in a meaningful way. While great
progress has been made in modeling connectivity for many species, few if any, have been
able to incorporate all the core components when describing their connectedness in the
environment. However, one component seemed to stand out as being underappreciated:
the role of population dynamics in the application of landscape connectivity. While
reviewing the literature, I began to acquire an appreciation for how common modeling
approaches assumptions to be made about these core components of connectivity.
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Through computer simulations, I investigated the consequences of these assumptions to
understand under which conditions each assumption was valid. In order to determine
whether these theoretical simulation-based results applied in practice, I evaluated these
assumptions empirically using a model system, the naturally fragmented mammalian
metapopulation system in Assynt, Scotland, UK. The ability to uncover connectivity’s
influence is only as good as our ability to detect our study species, and thus I conclude
the dissertation with the verification of emerging technological advances to measuring
biodiversity and occupancy in the landscape.
I start my dissertation with a synthesis of connectivity research from across a
wide spectrum of ecological subfields. A general consensus is that connectivity contains
a structural component relating to the distribution and configuration of habitat in the
landscape, and a functional component, that relates to the way the landscape impacts
animal movement and dispersal. I discovered a third component that is often implicitly
referenced, but often overlooked: the fundamental role of demography or spatiotemporal
distribution of species in connectivity research. Overlooking such variation can lead to
modeling assumptions that can bias estimates of connectivity. To demonstrate this, in
Chapter 1, I conducted a series of simulations reflecting common assumptions about
demographic contributions to connectivity. I found that the use of common proxies
(occupancy and abundancy) indeed result in biased characterizations of connectivity.
Extending the existing metapopulation modeling framework (stochastic patch occupancy
modelling), I demonstrate that it is a powerful approach to addressing common
assumption about connectivity. More generally however, I suggest that the
demographically-weighted connectivity yields a conceptual framework for explicitly
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linking population dynamics and the emergent patterns of connectivity that have value
beyond classical metapopulation systems (Drake et al. 2021).
In Chapter 1 I argue connectivity is a dynamic property of landscapes, influenced
by population distributions, distribution of habitat, and dispersal behavior. In Chapter 2, I
sought to explore demographically-weighted connectivity and the implications of the
common assumption that connectivity is a static component of the landscape. Using a
spatially-explicit, stochastic patch occupancy model, I explored competing hypothesis
about the dynamic nature of connectivity. Using data collected in a large scale, long-term
study of water voles (Arvicola Amphibius), a system that has emerged as a model
metapopulation system, I iteratively relaxed assumptions related to demographicweighting and spatiotemporal dynamism in connectivity. This naturally fragmented
spatially structured population provided empirical evidence that demographic-weighting
and temporal variability substantially alter inferred connectivity. Further I verified that
such assumptions impact the outcome of an important and commonly used conservation
metric, metapopulation capacity, a description of the ability of landscape to allow a
metapopulation to persist. Specifically, I demonstrated that static representations of
connectivity, that do not consider demographic contributions, induced large amounts of
error surrounding the point estimate of metapopulation capacity compared to our more
general model. As well, models that accounted for spatiotemporal dynamism and
demographic-weighting provided smaller and more precise estimates of metapopulation
capacity, but with inter-annual variation than traditional static metrics. These results
indicate that it is important to consider how connectivity assumptions may impact results
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when using metrics such as metapopulation capacity to guide conservation planning
(Drake et al. In Review).
In chapter 3, I demonstrate that the characteristics of the inter-patch landscape,
though which dispersal must occur in order for spatially structured populations to persist,
matters when characterizing connectivity. Landscape influences on connectivity have
been increasing acknowledged, but the modeling of such impacts has been hampered by a
distinct lack of movement data for most species. Thus, expert opinion has long been
relied upon to define how dispersal is influenced by particular landscape features, and
thus on connectivity. Using a recently developed cost distance extension of the stochastic
patch occupancy model applied to the 20 year metapopulation time-series, I was able to
estimate landscape cost and better understand how such landscape resistance alters
predictions of landscape connectivity. I demonstrate that the interpatch matrix does
matter to understanding connectivity, and that such information may be gathered using
simple detection histories when more detailed movement data is unavailable.
My final data chapter highlights the utility of an exciting and emerging
biodiversity monitoring tools, camera traps and environmental DNA (eDNA).
Specifically, I introduced a new monitoring scheme to the Assynt, UK study area using
camera-traps. By comparing camera traps and eDNA monitoring methods to the
traditional latrine-based occupancy surveys currently used, I provide a formal comparison
of the detection efficiency of these methods for a range of species. Using eDNA
metabarcoding, we generated species detections from water and sediment samples from
patches where camera traps were placed and where standard latrine surveys were
conducted a large proportion of the expected mammalian community were detected. We
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compared the efficacy of detection of water voles, field voles (Microtus agrestis), and red
deer (Cervus elaphus), showing that water-based eDNA metabarcoding provided
comparable results to traditional methods. These results help to verify an emerging
technique that could potentially revolutionize non-invasive surveying methods and that
could complement existing strategies. This method could help produce long-term
‘distribution maps’ of mammalian diversity at the landscape level, providing much
needed help for conservation of endangered species and monitoring for invasive species.
These methods could also help provide early detection or verification of connectivity for
range-shifting species, reintroduced species, conservation corridors, or invasive species
(Sales et al. 2020b).
My objective in this body of work was to make a meaningful contribution to the
application of connectivity in ecology. Providing a synthesis of historical literature and
recent advances across sub-disciplines, I identified the core components of connectivity
and provided a framework to advance connectivity research called demographicallyweighted connectivity. I applied this framework to demonstrate its impact in recovering
model parameters in a real system and demonstrated how common connectivity
assumptions impact the ability to recover important connectivity model parameters and
what occurs when applied to conservation metrics. I have also demonstrated that
demographic information, such as the dynamic spatiotemporal distribution of populations
can be used to produce arguably more ecologically realistic estimates of connectivity.
Thus, this work helps provide evidence to the demographic nature of connectivity and
how our modeling assumptions may impact the efficacy of conservation plans and
management actions. Moreover, this work provide support for advances in both
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measuring and understanding occupancy and connectivity, both important to consider in a
time of shifting conservation needs.
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CHAPTER 1
THE VALUE OF CONSIDERING DEMOGRAPHIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO
CONNECTIVITY – A REVIEW1
Abstract
Connectivity is a central concept in ecology, wildlife management and
conservation science. Understanding the role of connectivity in determining species
persistence is increasingly important in the face of escalating anthropogenic impacts on
climate and habitat. These connectivity augmenting processes can severely impact
species distributions and community and ecosystem functioning.
One general definition of connectivity is an emergent process arising from a set of
spatial interdependencies between individuals or populations, and increasingly realistic
representations of connectivity are being sought. Generally, connectivity consists of a
structural component, relating to the distribution of suitable and unsuitable habitat, and a
functional component, relating to movement behavior, yet the interaction of both
components often better describes ecological processes. Additionally, although implied
by ‘movement’, demographic measures such as the occurrence or abundance of
organisms are regularly overlooked when quantifying connectivity. Integrating
demographic contributions based on the knowledge of species distribution patterns is
critical to understanding the dynamics of spatially structured populations.
Demographically-informed connectivity draws from fundamental concepts in
metapopulation ecology while maintaining important conceptual developments from
landscape ecology, and the methodological development of spatially-explicit hierarchical
statistical models that have the potential to overcome modeling and data challenges.
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Together, this offers a promising framework for developing ecologically realistic
connectivity metrics.
This review synthesizes existing approaches for quantifying connectivity and
advocates for demographically-informed connectivity as a general framework for
addressing current problems across ecological fields reliant on connectivity-driven
processes such as population ecology, conservation biology, and landscape ecology.
Using supporting simulations to highlight the consequences of commonly made
assumptions that overlook important demographic contributions, we show that even small
amounts of demographic information can greatly improve model performance.
Ultimately, we argue demographic measures are central to extending the concept of
connectivity and resolves long-standing challenges associated with accurately quantifying
the influence of connectivity on fundamental ecological processes.

Introduction
This The ability to accurately measure connectivity is crucial for managing
habitat loss and fragmentation (Rayfield et al. 2011, Wasserman et al. 2012, Haddad et al.
2015, 2016) in order to preserve genetic diversity and promote population persistence
(Hilty et al. 2020). Connectivity, conceptually, is the strength of links among locations
mediated by effective dispersal (Calabrese and Fagan 2004) and how the environment
facilitates or hinders those links (Taylor et al. 1993). Therefore connectivity is a property
of a landscape that emerges for the set of spatial dependencies that arise between
individuals and populations within a particular landscape (or seascape, etc…, Kool et al.
2013). Beyond this general definition, however, the ability to effectively quantify how,
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when, and to what extent, connectivity contributes to ecological processes has been beset
by semantic uncertainties (Kool et al. 2013) and debate (Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000,
2001, Moilanen and Hanski 2001).
Such uncertainty and debate is fueled, in part, by a diversity of ecological subdisciplines and conservation applications that draw upon the concept and seek to quantify
connectivity through a continually increasing array of models and metrics (Kindlmann
and Burel 2008, Rayfield et al. 2011, Fletcher et al. 2016). Population dynamics (Clinchy
et al. 2002), disease networks (Margosian et al. 2009), forestry planning (Banks et al.
2005), wildlife management (Horváth et al. 2019), conservation reserve design (Blowes
and Connolly 2012, Gupta et al. 2019), spatial conservation planning (Daigle et al. 2020),
invasive species mitigation (Drake et al. 2017a), landscape genetics (Marrotte et al.
2017), and more, all invoke the concept of connectivity, but often in different contexts
and spatiotemporal scales. While we acknowledge that such context-dependency makes it
unrealistic to find a single connectivity metric that would satisfy all applications,
idiosyncratic uses of connectivity have proliferated into a loosely related set of tools.
Therefore, we find it pertinent to synthesize the properties of connectivity to understand
how common assumptions in various modeling approaches influence estimates of
connectivity.
Connectivity is traditionally considered to be a function of two core components:
a structural component, relating to the distribution of suitable and unsuitable habitat
(Calabrese and Fagan 2004), and a functional component, relating to the influence of the
landscape matrix on dispersal success (Kindlmann and Burel 2008, Rayfield et al. 2011).
Comprehensive quantification of connectivity (i.e., the probability of an organism
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successfully leaving point A and arriving at point B including what goes on in between),
should ideally consider both structural and functional components. The consideration of
both the available habitat and the movement behavior can be described as ‘potential’
connectivity (Calabrese and Fagan 2004) and can be applied to identify potential
corridors or pinch points (Ziółkowska et al. 2012), and other useful conservation planning
indices such as the probability of connectivity (Saura and Pascual-Hortal 2007).
However, this approach is arguably incomplete because the underlying distributions of
populations are often not incorporated (Moilanen and Nieminen 2002). Indeed, spatially
explicit information about the distribution (e.g., occupancy), size (e.g., abundance), or
demography (e.g., survival) of a population or set of populations is crucial for
understanding how and why both structural and functional components of connectivity
influence ecological dynamics across time and space. Changes in any one of these
components can contribute to shifts in the emergent connectivity and the resulting
ecological processes in important, yet hitherto unexplored, ways. For example,
landscapes and populations change through space and time, and at different spatial and
temporal scales, and the judicious inclusion of information about the dynamics of both in
connectivity modeling is likely to provide greater insight about their relative contribution
to the spatiotemporal dynamics of spatially structured populations.
Through our synthesis, we have identified a third component that is garnering
increasing recognition when describing connectivity, i.e., landscape connectivity is the
combination of structural, functional, and demographic components (Figure 1).
Connectivity is a representation of movement processes, through the lens of dispersal, by
individuals among focal habitats (Matthysen 2012, Baguette et al. 2013). These patches
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contain varying qualities of habitat and exist in the landscape where movement between
them responds to the intervening matrix. Incorporating a demographic weighting to
established components based on the spatiotemporal distribution of the populations
producing dispersers allows for a dynamic and demographically-informed view of
connectivity, which we refer to as demographically-weighted connectivity (Figure 1).
Specifically, we advocate demographically-weighted connectivity as a dynamic
framework synthesized from contributions across ecological and conservation literature
for understanding the role of connectivity-driven processes that cuts across discrepancies
among sub-disciplines about connectivity-driven processes. Further, using simulation, we
explore key demographic assumptions (representing increasing amounts of biological
realism found in connectivity studies) to demonstrate the value of incorporating
demographic components of connectivity and the consequences for ignoring it. This
simulation highlights the importance to estimating key parameters that control the scale
of colonization and dispersal and their probabilities. Such a focused approach on
connectivity and its core components should allow for increased integration across subdisciplines and to help progress the search for general ecological processes (Rapacciuolo
and Blois 2019). We reassert that individual decisions and population dynamics are not
only a product of connectivity but also an important determinant of connectivity.
.
Demographic connectivity: synthesizing core contributions
Demographically-informed connectivity draws from fundamental concepts in
metapopulation ecology (Hanski 1994, Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000, Ovaskainen and
Hanski 2001) while maintaining important conceptual developments from landscape
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ecology (Turner 2005), and the methodological development of spatially-explicit
hierarchical statistical models that have the potential to overcome modeling and data
challenges (Box 1). Ecological connectivity has traditionally been approached from either
a structural or functional perspective (Taylor et al. 1993, 2010). This false dichotomy
masks a complex gradient of ecological assumptions about connectivity. Instead, we
argue that, in addition, connectivity metrics should consider demographic weighting,
when applicable, across this gradient. Although movement is implied to qualitatively
achieve measures of functional connectivity, demographic measures (e.g., occupancy,
abundance; see below) have historically rarely been considered in investigations of
connectivity (Prugh et al. 2008), but an increasing awareness for their need is developing
(Fletcher et al. 2019). Next, taking recent developments and historic contributions from
the literature, we develop the justification and importance of considering demographic
contributions for a more holistic connectivity by discussing each component of
connectivity in turn.
Dispersal
Dispersal, the movement of individuals and propagules that may have
consequences for gene flow across space (Ronce 2007), links populations, making it
essential to connectivity and, as a result, local colonization-extinction dynamics and the
maintenance of gene flow and genetic diversity (Bowler and Benton 2005, Crooks and
Sanjayan 2006, Baguette et al. 2013). However, lack of empirical dispersal knowledge is
often cited as a serious impediment to research (Driscoll et al. 2014), particularly in
applications of connectivity (Zeller et al. 2012). For example, when available, sample
sizes are often small and lack power, and pooling likely masks important sex-, age-, and
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stage-specific variation (Elliot et al. 2014a). Yet, it is the inclusion of information about
dispersal that makes connectivity metrics functional. This is true whether considering
fluid dispersed propagules (Munoz 2004), plants (Auffret et al. 2017), small flying
insects (Jangjoo et al. 2016), anadromous fish (Bradbury et al. 2014), or large predatory
mammals (Zeller et al. 2018). The constraints that impact dispersal for any given species
will impact both the potential or actual connectivity that emerges from the landscape
structure (Vasudev et al. 2015). Understanding dispersal is therefore key to accurately
characterizing the intersection of, and mechanistic link between, landscape structure and
population connectivity.
Unfortunately, this presents a limited perspective of an assumed measure of
functional connectivity that often ignores the underlying population distribution. This is
evident in applications of landscape resistance mapping. For example, when predicting
functional connectivity for bullfrogs, Lithobates catesbeianus, in the Sonoran Desert,
Drake et al. (2017b) produced resistance estimates to illustrate landscape-scale shifts in
potentially connected habitat, regardless of occupancy state. Such demographically-naïve
approaches are widely applied and, while useful, represent hypotheses of connectivity
that are prone to biases (Zeller et al. 2012) resulting from a mischaracterization of the
underlying distribution and behavior of individuals, i.e., of potential dispersers (RiotteLambert and Laroche 2021). Indeed, including information on known occurrences, and
hence a refined representation of dispersal sources, can generate altogether different
characterizations of landscape connectivity and of management priorities (Cushman et al.
2013, Drake et al. 2017a). Overlooking the underlying distribution of potential dispersers
is likely to overstate state-specific dispersal of a landscape and introduces biases in the
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characterization of connectivity which will be more strongly felt in more heterogeneous,
spatially structured populations (Box 2).
Dispersal has three stages: emigration, transfer, and immigration, each a multifaceted context-dependent process. Despite the importance of each stage and the fact that
each plays out at, and is influenced by, factors at characteristic spatial and temporal
scales (Clobert et al. 2012), functional connectivity approaches have often viewed
dispersal solely through the lens of the transfer stage (Diniz et al. 2020). Data at each
stage can be limited, but data on the transfer stage are often scarcest (Cozzi et al. 2018);
assumptions outnumber data in model representation of this movement. Such scarcity
begets the use of proxies, such as functional connectivity, for these largely latent
processes.
In fact, recognizing what controls emigration and immigration may provide
insight and may be as, if not more, important for estimating connectivity (Vasudev and
Fletcher 2016). Variation in emigration rates has been linked to inbreeding avoidance and
kin competition (Lambin et al. 2001, Bowler and Benton 2005), area-dependence (Wang
and Altermatt 2019), and habitat quality (Hui et al. 2012). Likewise, immigration may
depend on conspecific attraction (Matthysen 2005) and perception of site habitat quality
(Betts et al. 2008), rather than solely the distance traveled from natal patches (Telfer et al.
2001). The balancing of dispersal costs and benefits is multi-causal and there is potential
for a dynamic feedback loop whereby each of these demographic processes can be
influenced by, and contribute to, variation in local- and landscape-level connectivity.
Thus, factors such as the distribution and abundance of a population and dispersal
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behavior introduce a spatiotemporal dynamism to the concept of connectivity that has
been often overlooked (Drake et al. In Review).
Where information on the processes influencing dispersal’s transfer stage is
limited, patterns gleaned from observed emigration and immigration may provide a
reasonable alternative source of dispersal data. Occupancy-based statistical methods can
be used to interpret patterns of colonization and extinction (Hanski and Ovaskainen 2003,
Ovaskainen and Hanski 2004) and have been commonly used to infer the scale and rate
of dispersal (Sutherland et al. 2012, Driscoll et al. 2014). Analytical advances have gone
a long way towards the integration of even simple demographic data such as occupancy
or abundance to increase the mechanistic understanding of connectivity and its
contribution to ecological processes, including predictions of how landscape features
influence movement (Vasudev et al. 2015; Box 1). Moreover, advances in data collection
have shown that a variety of sampling methods, including determining presence and
absence of species through non-invasive methods such as hair snares (Dixon et al. 2006),
scat samples (Long et al. 2007), and even environmental DNA (Sales et al. 2020b), can
increase our ability to examine the impact of connectivity more accurately through the
dispersal process for single species and for entire communities (Baguette et al. 2013,
Rapacciuolo and Blois 2019). The rapid advances in sampling technology and analytical
methods have revolutionized ecological monitoring and modeling such that landscapescale inference about species occurrence and abundance distributions is commonplace.
Considering how valuable this information can be to refining measures of connectivity,
we advocate for an integration of landscape-scale estimates of population state variables
into connectivity research (Sutherland et al. 2015, Morin et al. 2017, Meyer et al. 2020).
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Figure 1. Demographically-weighted connectivity considers three core components of
connectivity: landscape (structure and resistance), the dispersal process, and population
demographic information. Landscape connectivity has often been seen as a static process
among habitat patches on the landscape. Connectivity not only influences population
dynamics but is influenced by them. Connectivity in the landscape shifts across space and
time coincident with the spatiotemporal distribution of organisms. While some habitat
may be within effective dispersal range (α) of an organism (Box 2), others may be
functionally isolated due to a landscape that is resistant to successful dispersal. Even
when such habitat is within the dispersal capability of another parcel of habitat, only
when populations of organisms are there, and capable of dispersing, would habitat be
functionally connected. The data used to weight connectivity may take the form of simple
occurrence data (as shown here), but also abundance, number or breeders, fecundity, or
any other demographic representation that is hypothesized to relate to the dispersal
process and impact connectivity. Demographically-weighted connectivity thus provides
an extended conceptual representation of landscape connectivity that considers,
explicitly, the population dynamics and demographics which can influence connectivity
and the ecological processes dependent upon it. Image designed by Tina Sotis based on
research by Drake et al. (2021).
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Landscape
For spatially structured populations, the landscape is often divided thematically
into the habitat patch and the inter-patch matrix (but see Dilts et al. 2016). This paradigm
is applicable across a wide assortment of environments, not solely in terrestrial ones
(Baguette et al. 2013, Boulanger et al. 2020). The focal patch or patch network is often
defined by breeding habitat (Compton et al. 2007) or stepping-stones of suitable habitat
too small for long-term occupancy (Saura et al. 2014); these patches are surrounded by
unsuitable inter-patch matrix typically not permanently occupied by focal species. The
amount and relative position of patches defines the landscape structure but rarely reflects
the realized distribution of populations or whether they are functionally connected via the
intervening matrix. It is worth noting that the patch-matrix landscape model represents
one (a binary) end of a spectrum, while continuously occupied landscapes (e.g., gradients
of habitat suitability) represents the other end. All landscapes exist along this gradient,
depending on the degree of landscape heterogeneity. Therefore, while demographicallyweighted connectivity may seem to stem from a patch-centric view, these ideas are not
limited to the binary matrix perspective.
Structural representations of landscape connectivity that focus solely on spatial
structure of the patch network and overlook the underlying spatial distribution of
individuals can generate biased representations of inter-patch connections (Lookingbill et
al. 2010, Martensen et al. 2017). The simplifying assumptions of structural models can be
useful when demographic data, such as the occupancy, is limited or absent (Urban and
Keitt 2001), but may under-estimate connectivity when the distinction between patch and
matrix is not clear (Wiens 2001). This is particularly true for continuously-distributed
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organisms that use a wide variety of habitat (Dilts et al. 2016) or when a single patch
dominates the network and ecological processes (Cavanaugh et al. 2014).
It is well established that the matrix matters (Ricketts 2001, Brady et al. 2009,
Ruffell et al. 2017), and that overlooking properties of the intervening matrix poses
challenges to estimating connectivity (Calabrese and Fagan 2004). For example, barriers
to movement limit the colonization potential and reduce the neighborhood’s disperser
pool, thus limiting patch-specific contributions to network connectivity and ultimately
limiting gene flow (Kimmig et al. 2020). So, while functionally isolated patches that are
not occupied or are occupied and produce no emigrants are assumed to contribute to
network connectivity under the structural paradigm, in reality, they make no contribution
to actual connectivity. The consequences of not acknowledging such “zombie patches” is
the equivalent of introducing false positive errors which could lead to bias in key model
components and erroneous estimates of connectivity (Box 2). Further, considering
occupancy dynamics for functional connectivity better reflects both the dispersal pool,
through the inclusion of occupancy states and the dispersal process, through colonizationextinction dynamics (Sutherland et al. 2014, Chandler et al. 2015a). Thus, in the same
way demographic data provides mechanistic interpretations of structural connectivity, it
can also offer a mechanistic interpretation of functional connectivity.
Functional connectivity seeks to introduce biological realism by invoking
increasingly realistic movement rules. Often this is through the use of landscape
resistances that introduces variable strengths of spatial dependencies beyond Euclidean
distance based measures (Zeller et al. 2012, Graves et al. 2014, Diniz et al. 2020).
Resulting resistance surfaces are often modelled via cost-distance methods (Adriaensen et
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al. 2003) or circuit theory applications (McRae 2006, McRae et al. 2008), that seek to
quantify the interaction between movement and landscape structure. Thus, the objective
of functional connectivity metrics is to identify inter-patch corridors with lower
resistance to movement than the rest of the matrix (Beier and Noss 2008). As applied,
many existing approaches to connectivity modeling represent hypotheses of naïve
function that assume populations, and hence dispersers, are uniformly distributed through
the landscape. In reality these dispersers are more likely to exhibit spatial heterogeneity
(Zeller et al. 2018). This raises concerns about how well existing approaches represent
the dispersal process, and the value of the resulting resistance surfaces in applied settings
(Beier and Noss 2008, Laliberté and St-Laurent 2020). Noteworthy exceptions include
the rarely applied weighting schemes available in the application of circuit theory
(McRae et al. 2008, Dickson et al. 2019) and the development of a unified framework for
connectivity that can integrate species distribution information (Fletcher et al. 2019).
While conceptually appealing, resistance models are challenging to parameterize
due to the lack of information at the transfer stage, and if mis-specified, can be poor
predictors of connectivity (Janin et al. 2009, Keeley et al. 2017), especially when
parameterized using expert opinion (Koen et al. 2012, Zeller et al. 2012). Empirical
estimates can be derived from techniques such as GPS telemetry, mark-recapture, or
genetic data (Epps et al. 2007, Graves et al. 2014, Sutherland et al. 2015), or indirectly
from observed locations of focal organisms. For example, Zeller et al. (2018) found that
movement corridors were best recovered using resistance surfaces estimated by costdistance pathways informed by GPS data, but also suggesting that circuit-theory based
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algorithms be used to infer dispersal if opportunistic presence-only data is the data
available.
Another emerging interest is the existence of short- and long-term habitat shifts in
response to disturbances, wildfire, climate change, and fragmentation (Bishop-Taylor et
al. 2018, Littlefield et al. 2019). Accounting for temporal variation in habitat structure
and its influence on connectivity by considering long-term and ephemeral changes in
landscapes (Ruiz et al. 2014a, Zeigler and Fagan 2014, Drake et al. 2017b, Bishop-Taylor
et al. 2018) are likely to become increasingly important as more species undergo climateinduced range reductions (Littlefield et al. 2017) and loss of habitat and the subsequent
increasing landscape resistance and reducing structural and functional connectivity (Dilts
et al. 2016). In fact, like spatiotemporal (meta)population dynamics, shifts in the extent,
structure, and quality of habitat is an important contributor to spatiotemporal variation in
connectivity (i.e., connectivity dynamics, Zeller et al. 2020). In a study of fragmented
Brazilian Atlantic Forest patches, Martensen et al. (2017) showed that temporal changes
in patch size resulted in up to 150% increase in connectivity between patches compared
to static snapshots of habitat availability. It is worth noting that the authors did not
account for underlying occupancy dynamics which are predicted to be linked to patch
size (Hanski 1998). In general, both functional and structural measures of connectivity do
not have spatial or temporal dynamics built into their conceptual interpretations. Spatial
habitat variability over ecological time scales is not equal to short-term changes in
populations within that habitat, which, we argue, renders the domain incomplete because,
a patch is not a population. Integrating aspects of the underlying population state directly
resolves this concern.
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Demographic Weighting
Ideally, weighting connectivity measures via locale-specific demographic
contributions would not be necessary if all movements could be observed completely
which we suggest is unlikely in practice. Thus, information on spatiotemporal changes in
the distribution or size of a population, which provides a measure of dispersers and their
contribution to ecological processes, should be used to inform connectivity. Integrating
spatiotemporal heterogeneity in population size and hence in the production of dispersers,
which we refer to as demographically-weighting, directly and explicitly introduces
spatiotemporal dynamism into connectivity modeling (Sutherland et al. 2014, Drake et al.
In Review). Such dynamism is crucial to identify the ‘actual connectivity’ between extant
populations amongst occupied habitat (Calabrese and Fagan 2004). Examples of relevant
and now commonly estimated demographic data useful for weighing the contribution of
patches to connectivity are occupancy, a local state variable that describes the distribution
of populations and whether they contribute to colonization-extinction dynamics
(Chandler et al. 2015a, Howell et al. 2018), and population size, the number of potential
dispersing life stages in occupied patches (Sutherland et al. 2014). Alternatives to
occupancy and abundance may include the number of reproductively active individuals
(Robertson et al. 2019), fecundity (Castorani et al. 2015, 2017), the number of successful
reproducers (Robertson et al. 2018), stage-structure (Sutherland et al. 2012), conspecific
condition (Clobert et al. 2009a, Cote and Clobert 2010), dispersal syndrome of
individuals (Jones et al. 2015, Edelsparre et al. 2018, Fobert et al. 2019), individual
condition (Shima and Swearer 2009, Marshall et al. 2010), and individual behavioral
expression (Cote and Clobert 2007, Brown et al. 2017). Each has in common the fact that
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they have the potential to vary spatially and therefore influence the number of potential
dispersers, and hence connectivity.
These examples build upon earlier approaches to spatially realistic modeling in
landscape ecology and metapopulation ecology. Hanski (1994) introduced a realistic
metapopulation model that accounted for simple occupancy states in the measure of
connectivity between patches. This model also used a Euclidean distance but suggested
that any meaningful biological distance could be included (Box 1). This model also
accounted for variation in habitat amount or quality (Hanski 1994), but was focused on
within-patch metrics. Conservation practitioners often focused on identifying corridors
through interpatch matrix informed by coarse population distributions to identify source
locations and potential bottlenecks (Larkin et al. 2004). More recently, researchers have
integrated species distribution models with information on dispersal to advance the
realism of landscape connectivity, particularly useful for exploring predictions of range
shift abilities in accordance with shifting habitats due to climate change (Ofori et al.
2017). These methods have, however, historically conflated the impact of landscape on
movement and the mortality of dispersing individuals when quantifying resistance and
connectivity (Zeller et al. 2012). Fletcher et al. (2019) used spatially absorbing Markov
chains to disentangle these processes and improve least-cost path and circuit theory
modeling, allowing multiscale temporal predictions as well as quantification of
demographic parameters related to connectivity. Identifying such divergent causal
mechanisms (avoidance vs. mortality) to influence ecological processes may be important
for understanding how demography impacts spatiotemporal heterogeneity in connectivity
and vice versa.
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Spatiotemporal heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic of any spatially
structured population, and where such heterogeneity is prevalent, the assumption that all
populations contribute equally to connectivity is difficult to justify (Prugh et al. 2008,
Box 2). This concern is regularly alleviated using theoretically justified proxies of
population size such as patch size, and while surrogates likely capture longer term
average population sizes, they fail to capture temporal stochasticity resulting from local
population dynamics or whether the species is even present. In this regard, such proxies
may result in misrepresentations of connectivity, potentially similar to those in structural
measures. For instance, while simple patch occupancy may be enough to increase the
accuracy of dispersal estimates, Clinchy et al. (2002) found that occurrence data masked
population declines such that the population dynamic processes of pika could not be
inferred without more detailed demographic data. Ultimately, connectivity measures that
do not consider the spatial distribution of dispersers, may be overly simplistic for many
ecological questions or management goals (Lambin et al. 2004).

Box 1: The current state of demographic connectivity modeling, a spatially realistic
metapopulation perspective
Spatially realistic metapopulation theory (SMT) has the potential to act as a
unifying force in ecological research (Hanski and Gilpin 1991, Hanski and Ovaskainen
2003), providing a strong conceptual basis and analytical framework for the conservation
of fragmented species. Its implementation through the stochastic patch occupancy
framework (Moilanen 1999) has allowed the exploration of connectivity’s influence on
(meta)population dynamics through the lens of dispersal. It has historically been difficult
to implement (Baguette 2004, Sutherland et al. 2014), but recent advances have increased
the popularity and utility of SMT.
Connectivity in SPOMs is often modelled as a function of dispersal from
occupied patches in the spatially explicit patch network (Hanski 1994) and often relies on
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an assumption of abundance scaling with patch size. This approach is often criticized,
because when this assumption does not hold, it can cause erroneous inference,
performing poorly as a connectivity predictor (Prugh 2009). While this model has
classically relied on such assumptions, occupancy models that are used to estimate
dispersal and infer connectivity would benefit from more direct inclusion of demographic
data (Clinchy et al. 2002). This can be achieved with the flexibility of Bayesian
hierarchical modeling (Risk et al. 2011, Sutherland et al. 2014, Howell et al. 2020a).
Bayesian hierarchical modeling has allowed for the accounting for imperfect
detection (Royle and Kery 2007, Guillera-Arroita 2017, MacKenzie et al. 2018) and
estimation of missing data (O’Hara et al. 2002, Risk et al. 2011, Sutherland et al. 2014),
making traditionally error-prone data easier to analyze. Although the need to incorporate
more detailed demographic data is not always needed (Chandler et al. 2015a), the
inclusion of population size and structure can lead to more accurate representations of
connectivity and population dynamics structure (Pellet et al. 2007, Sutherland et al.
2012). Weighting of model components can inherently increase acknowledgement of
spatiotemporal heterogeneity of spatially structured populations (Thomas and Kunin
1999), allowing the combination of temporal dynamism and demographic weighting to
produce more dynamic representations of connectivity (Drake et al. In Review).
Inclusion of other core components of demographic connectivity has been
facilitated by the conditional flexibility of hierarchical modeling (Royle and Dorazio
2009). First, the internal state of patch dynamics, often overlooked by classical SPOMs
(Holt 1992), can be estimated through the use of sub-models (e.g. Sutherland et al. 2014),
thus directly addressing the population size/structure to patch area relationship directly
(Bender et al. 1998). Second, recent advances by Howell et al. (Howell et al. 2018) has
allowed the generalization of SMT to allow landscape resistance to be included in the
model. This addresses a perennial criticism of the metapopulation framework in general
(With 2004), allowing more mechanistic understanding of the dispersal process and
acknowledging non-Euclidean movement to be estimated, reducing the reliance on expert
opinion. As well, the inclusion of non-Euclidean dispersal and demographics address
both system-scale and local issues of population dynamics (Howell et al. 2020a). This
integration of landscape and metapopulation ecological fields has been long anticipated
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(Hanski and Gilpin 1991) but rarely achieved (Moilanen and Hanski 1998, With 2004,
Howell et al. 2018).

Demographic connectivity: synthesizing core contributions
Demographic Proxies
The use of patch size as a surrogate for population size is common in ecology,
especially in landscape-scale investigations. This is largely due to the time-, labor-, and
cost-intensive nature of gathering demographic data at spatial and temporal scales that are
representative of landscape-scale or population-level processes. However, the
relationship between patch size and abundance are not always linear (Deza and Anderson
2010) or even positive (Hovel and Lipcius 2001), and the strength of the relationship can
be taxon- (Pellet et al. 2007) or stage-specific (Sutherland et al. 2012). Indeed, there is
accumulating evidence suggesting that, when measuring connectivity, area-abundance
assumptions do not hold and that demographic information representing real-time
heterogeneity in abundance is preferred (Moilanen and Nieminen 2002, Prugh 2009).
In addition to the spatial misrepresentation of local abundances, area
approximations that use a single measure of patch size implicitly assume a degree of
temporal invariance with the potential to mask local dynamics (Sutherland et al. 2012). In
this case, large patches will dominate, and potentially bias, inferences about network
dynamics regardless of their internal state (Cavanaugh et al. 2014). Moreover, densitydependent factors (e.g., dispersal, local population dynamics) are completely overlooked,
despite their importance in determining both local and regional (meta)population
dynamics (Eriksson et al. 2014, Spanowicz and Jaeger 2019). Attempts at addressing the
deficiencies of the static measures, such as incorporating time-varying measures of
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habitat quality (e.g. Clinchy et al. 2002), are also likely to mischaracterize the response of
either local population size or potential emigrants and overlook important thresholds
(Harman et al. 2020).
Notwithstanding, population size is itself a proxy for the number of dispersers,
which drives connectivity between patches. Dispersal rates can be sex-specific (Trochet
et al. 2016) and/or stage-structured (Sutherland et al. 2014, Tucker et al. 2017). Further,
different demographic life stages within the same habitat patch, may experience the
landscape differently during the transfer stage of dispersal, and per-capita contribution to
connectivity varies accordingly (Baguette et al. 2013). For example, in African lions,
Panthera leo, differences in levels of risk aversion result in substantially different
estimates of sex- and age-specific landscape resistance (Elliot et al. 2014b). Increases in
mortality risk to dispersing individuals, whether due to human-wildlife conflict,
predation, or exposure, can be masked in resistance surfaces (Fletcher et al. 2019),
especially if demographic data is ignored when smaller and younger individuals
experience increased mortality risk (Sibly et al. 1997). Such attention to demographic
details also helps decipher effective dispersal which leads to successful habitat
colonization and reproduction, a potentially crucial aspect to correctly interpret
conservation objectives and ecological questions (Greenwood and Harvey 1982, Vasudev
and Fletcher 2016) A failure to consider demographic determinants of connectivity has
the potential, therefore, to lead to unsound management decisions (Elliot et al. 2014b).
Using common proxies for demography in connectivity can lead to bias (Box 2),
but demographic data is hard and/or expensive to collect. Our simulation demonstrates
what may occur if you fail to account for demographic variation or other additional
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(un)known sources of bias/variation. Rather than forgoing connectivity research due to
this, there is potential for an application of Bayesian hierarchical modeling (Box 1) to
help account for this bias using a random effects parameterization. For example, Fletcher
et al. (2011), used random effects to help account for variation in dispersal. Such an
approach may help increase the robustness of connectivity models (Drake et al. In
Review) to bias but are unfortunately phenomenological and may be less powerful than
including demographic data directly.
Ultimately, connectivity is a dynamic property of an embedded populationlandscape system. Populations vary in space and time and are often structured such that
contributions to ecological dynamics are not equal among individuals. This is no different
for connectivity, and as such, direct measures of the functional component of the local
population in space and time are critically important because they represent fundamental
spatiotemporal contributions to emergent landscape connectivity.
Eco-Evolutionary and Management Implications
Sources of Error and Structural Weaknesses Missing information about the
functional state of a patch can arise in several ways, each with specific implications for
inference about occupancy, dispersal, and hence, connectivity. One main source of error
is the false negative error associated with imperfect detection: the assumption that a patch
is not occupied after failing to detect a species at a site when it is actually present
(Mackenzie et al. 2002, MacKenzie et al. 2003, Guillera-Arroita and Lahoz-Monfort
2012). Missing a patch completely, or assuming it isn’t occupied (note that both overlook
contributions to connectivity), overestimates dispersal rates and colonization in
metapopulations and hence biases estimates of connectivity (Moilanen 2002). Imperfect
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detection also skews resistance estimates of landscape features (Graves et al. 2014) and
masks important demographic information resulting in biased estimates of dispersal and
inferred connectivity when these observational errors are left unaccounted in models
(MacKenzie et al. 2018). False positives can also occur, and while they are another
important source of bias (Moilanen 2002, Miller et al. 2011), they are assumed to be less
common (MacKenzie et al. 2018).
Interestingly, however, unweighted measures of connectivity, of which many are,
systematically introduce false positives by failing to acknowledge the underlying
spatiotemporal distribution of the population. Under the classical description of structural
connectivity, where all viable patches are assumed to be hosting populations, landscape
connectivity is overstated due to the inclusion of contributions from unoccupied parts of
the landscape. Even when weighting schemes are incorporated similar errors can occur.
For example, the estimated mean dispersal distance for the water vole, Arvicola
amphibius, when assuming data perfectly represented patch states compared to when
errors were explicitly acknowledged was 12.4 km and 2.10 km, respectively (Sutherland
et al. 2012, 2014). The latter is more reflective of estimated dispersal confirmed by markrecapture, telemetry, and genetic analyses (Stoddart 1970a, Telfer et al. 2003a, Aars et al.
2006, Fisher et al. 2009). More generally, contributions to connectivity are biased if area
does not correlate to occupancy state or abundance (Box 2), or when occupancy states do
not distinguish between functional states such as breeding and non-breeding populations
(Sutherland et al. 2013). Sources of errors and biases in the underlying patch state such as
erroneously missing or considering the functional importance of a patch, or
misrepresentations of the functional component, erodes the connectivity signal resulting
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in, at best, estimates of connectivity and associated dynamics with high uncertainty, or at
worst, biased estimates of connectivity (Prugh 2009). Recent advances in how data are
collected and analyzed have naturally facilitated the integration of demographic data and
methods for addressing imperfect detection upon which the concept of demographically
informed connectivity has been synthesized (Sutherland et al. 2015, Morin et al. 2017,
Meyer et al. 2020, Box 1).
Box 2: Illustration of bias emerging from common connectivity modeling
assumptions
We conducted a simulation (code available in Supplemental Materials Appendix
1) of spatially-explicit patch occupancy dynamics in a homogenous matrix to determine
how commonly applied assumptions about demographics influence the ability to recover
parameter estimates that influence connectivity. Using a metapopulation as an archetypal
spatially structured system and the well-established stochastic patch occupancy model
(Ovaskainen and Hanski 2004) as pedagogical demonstration, we iteratively relax
spatiotemporal invariance and realism of demographic contributions.
We initialized the metapopulation simulation with each patch having an
occupancy probability of 𝜓. These colonization-extinction rates are Markovian, i.e., they
are conditional on the occupancy states, 𝑧, in the previous year for any given patch i:
𝜓𝑖,𝑡 = (1 − 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 )𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 (1 − 𝜀𝑖,𝑡−1 ),
where 𝜀 is the probability of extinction (𝜀 =0.4) and 𝐶 is the colonization probability. For
every occupied patch, we generated local population size (𝑁𝑖 ) by simulation a random
Poisson variable according to an expected area~abundance relationship. This allowed for
a stochastic variation in spatiotemporal abundances:
𝑁𝑖 ~ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠(exp(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 )) ∗ 𝑧𝑖𝑡
where 𝛽0 is the intercept (𝛽0 = −1) and 𝛽1 is the slope parameter relating area to
abundance, and the multiplication by 𝑧𝑖𝑡 , the occupancy state, ensures only occupied sites
have non-zero abundances. Patch areas were generated from a 𝑈(1,3) distribution.
Transition rates themselves are a function of the number of individuals in a patch,
i.e. they have a demographic basis:
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𝐶𝑖,𝑡 = 1 − exp(−𝛾 ∗ 𝑆𝑖,𝑡 ),
𝛾 is the per capita effective dispersal rate and 𝑆𝑖,𝑡 is the measure of connectivity:
𝑆𝑖𝑡∗ = ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑡 ∗ exp(−𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑗 ),
where the exponentiated term −𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑗 is what makes this representation of connectivity
spatially explicit, being a decreasing function from increasing interpatch distances, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ,
scaled by the parameter 𝛼. Also, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 represents a series of increasingly realistic
demographic weightings (see below).
We explore sensitivities by considering variation in time series length (𝑡=5, 10),
patch network size (sizes=30, 100), and area~abundance relationship (𝛾=0.2, 0.03). In
addition to this area~abundance relationship scenario, we generated abundances to have
the same overall mean and variance but without the area~abundance relationship (this we
refer to as ‘disrupting’ the relationship). We explored additional combinations of
parameters including additional values, which are reported in Appendix 2, although the
results and scenarios used here are representative of general model performance.
Varying both total abundance and heterogeneity of populations sizes allowed us
to consider how different population structures in the landscape impact model recovery of
parameter estimates. Varying the disperser scaling factor 𝛾 and the slope to estimate
abundance allowed us to examine scenarios reflecting diverse metapopulations; from low
population sizes with relatively low variance (ranging from approximately 1 to 11 mean
= 2.72) such as those found in carnivores (e.g. Benson et al. 2016) to the those with high
abundance and variance (ranging approximately from 1 to 154, mean=20.09).
The patch area-disperser abundance relationship has been a core incidence
function model assumption (Hanski 1994) that has recently received increased scrutiny
(Ozgul et al. 2009). This disruption of the area-abundance relationship may reflect
biologically realistic scenarios where this relationship may not exist (Prugh et al. 2008)
and provide insight into bias introduced into modeling populations that do not conform to
this assumption (e.g. Hovel and Lipcius 2001).
We consider 5 formulations of the data-generating model that represents
increasingly unrealistic assumptions about connectivity. First, we fit the data generating
model (𝑁𝑖𝑡 ) described above that included abundance effects on connectivity. Second, we
approximate abundance with occupancy-weighted patch sizes (𝐴𝑖 𝑧𝑖𝑡 ). Third, we
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approximate abundance with occupancy state only (𝑧𝑖𝑡 ), ignoring any potential
information contained in the size of the patch. Fourth, we approximate abundance with
unweighted patch size (𝐴𝑖 ), ignoring the occupancy state. Finally, we fit a model that
assumes all patch contribute to connectivity equally by ignoring patch size and
demographic contributions (𝑈).
These calculations were carried out in R (R Team 2019), using the NIMBLE
package (de Valpine et al. 2017); each model combination was run 500 times, each run
iterated 30,000 times with 10,000 burn-in and a single chain. We wish to note that these
simulations were computationally intensive, requiring multiple processor cores to work
over several days or weeks depending on the settings applied. Extended description of the
model can be found in Appendix 2.
Influence of Demography for Parameter Recovery
Here we focus specifically on the ability to recover the parameter 𝛼, the spatial scale
parameter of the dispersal kernel that represents the spatial scale of connectivity.
Dispersal kernels are central to representing spatial population processes (Nathan et al.
2012). We use a negative exponential version (but other forms may be used; Appendix 1)
of the incidence function model (Hanski 1994). This form relates the dispersal process
to connectivity through the scaling parameter 𝛼, representative of the mean dispersal
distance (Moilanen and Nieminen 2002). To determine the impact of increasing
demographic assumptions on modelling connectivity, we calculated the mean estimator
bias of the median connectivity parameter 𝛼 for each of the 120 possible outcomes.
Unsurprisingly, the data-generating model, 𝑁𝑖𝑡 , performed well and was unbiased
in each scenario (mean bias <0.05; Supplementary Material Appendix 2). Estimates of 𝛼
were more biased in high abundance scenarios than in low abundance scenarios. The
amount of bias propagation i.e., increasing bias for longer time series and more patches,
was inversely proportional to the amount of demographic information included (inset
Figure 1). In fact, model 𝑧, which only used occupancy weighting, was the only model to
reduce bias as data increased by year and patch number, and was able to have an
acceptable amount of bias (from 5 year, 30 patches = 0.06 to 10 years, 100 patches =
0.024) even where the area-abundance relationship was disrupted in the low abundance
variant; the high abundance variant of models weighted with 𝑧 also reduced bias as
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spatial and temporal data increased. This may be due to the ability of occupancy data to
capture the dispersal process through temporal patterns of colonization-extinction across
the landscape.
When the area-abundance relationship held, , model 𝐴𝑖 𝑧𝑖𝑡 exhibited negligible
bias, whereas, when this relationship was disrupted, only low abundance variants in
smaller patch networks with fewer years of data maintained reasonable bias in the
estimator. As the amount of patch data increased both spatially and temporally, so did the
bias. Of note is that the uninformed model 𝑈 generally performed worse than model
𝐴𝑖 when the area-abundance relationship held, but, unsurprisingly when this was
disrupted, area weighting for connectivity models resulted in the greatest bias recorded
(10 years, 100 patches = 0.262), performing less consistently than an unweighted metric
(10 years, 100 patches = 0.192).

This exploration of several key assumptions found in connectivity studies show
that disregarding demographic information can bias recovered parameter estimates and
reduce model consistency. Further, this trend appears to couple with corresponding
parameter coverage performance with decreasing demographic data lending to decreased
coverage (Supplemental Material Appendix 2). Information such as disperser abundance
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and structure of the populations in relation to the patch network can each have impacts
individually or compounding to recover accurate connectivity assessments. As
connectivity models become less general, results indicate that overestimation of
parameter 𝛼 (inset Figure 1), i.e. the overestimation of species ability to disperse, and
hence a bias to connectivity, could lead to misguided conservation decisions. The results
of this simulation suggest that although increased demographic fidelity allows for less
biased parameter estimates, the choice to include any demographic information (e.g.
occupancy) may be more important than neglecting the state variable in favor of areabased approximations or a demographically uninformed model. We prescribe care to be
taken when invoking an area-based assumption for connectivity unless system or speciesspecific patch size to abundance relationships have been empirically confirmed.
This simulation also shows how powerful the SPOM framework can be at
integrating demographic connectivity for describing ecological processes (Box 1) as well
as the importance of demographic connectivity itself in recovering accurate parameter
estimations. While this simulation framework provides a useful perspective on parameter
recovery, we use it as a pedagogical tool. If applied towards hypotheses in real world
systems, it also provides a useful testing framework to extend to other models and
methods pertaining to heterogeneity in connectivity on the landscape. Model selection
methods such as information criterion may also be applied to explore the intersection of
model parsimony and mechanistic explanations of animal behavior and landscape
connectivity. Also, the model is further generalizable through the inclusion of other
biologically informative distances, such as least cost paths, as pointed out by Hanski
(1994) and implemented by Howell et al. (2018). As well, imperfect detection is likely to
be complicating factor for real data and this model could be extended to account for such
observational error (e.g. Sutherland et al. 2014, Chandler et al. 2015). This simulation
shows a reflection of the current state of connectivity modeling and the implications these
common assumptions can have on inference. There is room for improvement and many
of the works referenced throughout this manuscript show that it is a possible and
worthwhile pursuit.
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The Temporal Scales of Demographically-weighted Connectivity
Long-term planning for promoting the persistence of species is often the end-goal
for management actions, yet conservation planning is often based on relatively short time
scales (e.g., annually) and therefore requires demonstration of success at corresponding
scales. Demographically-weighted connectivity is most likely to be important at this scale
of generations and 10’s of generations, i.e. at the scale of (meta)population dynamics
which is driven by dispersal and colonization-extinction dynamics. For example, when
considering species invasions or reintroductions, where small beachheads of organisms
can lead to system-wide occupancy (Howell et al. 2020a), this framework may be
especially useful as an addition to others, as the acknowledgement of demographic states
or population distributions may be crucial to understanding colonization, persistence, and
quickly shifting distribution of organisms though time in such systems.
Spatiotemporally shifting populations, when considered in connectivity analyses,
can help account for the impact of intermittent or cyclic environmental disturbances and
population dynamics (Lambin et al. 2001, Howell et al. 2020b, Zeller et al. 2020). This
may come through shifts in organismal ranges, potentially due to spatiotemporally
correlated extinctions and colonization events shifting the whole system’s configuration.
Such a scenario shifts the numbers and distribution of dispersers, and resulting genetic
diversity, across time and space. For example, current genetic spatial structure may be the
result of past demographic structure and dispersal patterns (Driscoll and Hardy 2005),
reflecting a connectivity that no longer exists on the landscape. This may result from a
temporal lag in observed genetic structure due to loss of connectivity compared to the
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observed structure when the connectivity is facilitated by the removal of barriers to
dispersal (Landguth et al. 2010, Driscoll et al. 2014). As well, demographic insights to
connectivity, such as density dependent dispersal can be useful in determining the ability
for species to track long-term climate change driven range shifts (Best et al. 2007).
Determining the eco-evolutionary consequences to such shifts will be critical in the wake
of large scale disturbances and environmental change (Dytham et al. 2014);
demographically-weighted connectivity metrics can help identify key population
processes and critical habitat, as well as reduce bias in estimates of dispersal and
population dynamics (Sutherland et al. 2014).
Conservation actions often aim to achieve long-term persistence of species,
habitats, or communities, even when constrained by the need for short term results. While
we have focused on demographic-connectivity metrics, other metrics of ‘potential’
connectivity may still be appropriate to conservation planning; particularly those metrics
that emerge at the landscape scale from finer pair-wise metrics. This approach to
connectivity may incorporate behavioral data (such as mean dispersal), but may not
consider the demographic state (e.g. occupancy or distribution) of a species across the
available habitat. One such example is metapopulation capacity (Hanski and Ovaskainen
2000), which has been used to explore the ability of a specific spatial aggregation of
habitat to allow long-term persistence of a species. Such measures are likely to provide
insights into landscapes and habitat patches contributions to long-term population
viability (Visconti and Elkin 2009). Such tools are capable of identifying land for reserve
designs (e.g. Strimas-Mackey and Brodie 2018) but often still rely on connectivity
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measures and proxies to determine population dynamics and persistence (Cabeza and
Moilanen 2001).
The idea that demographics matter to connectivity, even at short time scales, and
that the distribution of populations impacts connectivity inference is well supported in
our simulation study (Box 2, Appendix 2). We demonstrated that as demographic data
was abstracted out of models to greater degrees, the amount of bias increased, both as the
number of patches or years increased. Particularly, if the population to area relationship
does not hold, bias can emerge quickly and appeared to continue to propagate (Box 2,
Figure 1). Likewise, when connectivity was demographically-weighted, the distribution
of dispersers was accounted for, resulting in negligible bias in parameter estimates (Box
2, Figure 1).
Eco-Evolutionary and Management Implications
Dispersal’s central role in life history is under strong selection (Ronce 2007). This
leads to changes in dispersal phenotypes tied to changes in the costs of dispersal and
potentially shifting dispersal life stage, relative probability of effective dispersal success,
and dispersal propensity (Legrand et al. 2017). Changes in dispersal phenotype will
impact functional connectivity, i.e., the response to landscape and demographics
(Legrand et al. 2017). Eco-evolutionary feedbacks driven by changes to functional
connectivity and response to the landscape and conspecifics would, in turn, impact
dispersal (Fronhofer and Altermatt 2017). This feedback may increase dispersal, for
example, through the adaptation to more efficient use of matrix allowing increased longdistance dispersal success (Bonte et al. 2012). If increased isolation increases dispersal
costs, which in turn reduces colonization, this will likely decrease the magnitude of and
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selection for dispersal syndromes, shifting populations to increased residency instead
(Matthysen et al. 1995, Legrand et al. 2017). However, Hanski & Mononen (2011)
identified that simply changing model parameter values alters this prediction, especially
when model assumptions are not reflective of the species biology (e.g. breakdowns in
patch area abundance assumptions). Indeed, connectivity assumptions of dispersal
evolution – usually spatiotemporal invariance. As with Hanski & Mononen (2011), a reparameterization of connectivity models explicitly considering demography, and
associated demographically-weighted connectivity feedbacks, also have the potential to
alter standing expectations about the evolution of dispersal, particularly in the face of
continued habitat fragmentation and loss (Thomas 2000, Cote et al. 2017).
The contribution of habitat fragmentation and habitat loss, or specifically the
associated reductions in connectivity and gene flow (Mills and Allendorf 1996), is a
major conservation concern (Soulé 1987). Also the reduction in dispersal or connectivity
between patches (Griffen and Drake 2008) can decrease potential for viable adaptations
to future disturbances for the whole population (Kimura et al. 1963, Bonte et al. 2018).
This limits the distribution of dispersal phenotypes and genetic diversity, ultimately
reducing the effective population size (Palstra and Ruzzante 2008), again increasing
potential inbreeding risks and genetic drift. A potential, catastrophic scenario is
mutational meltdown, the accumulation of deleterious mutations, happening in an
expedited fashion in highly fragmented and increasingly isolated populations, leading
potentially to metapopulation collapse (Higgins and Lynch 2001). Static, structural, or
other forms of connectivity that rely on area assumptions, would likely miss
demographically driven shifts in connectivity, resulting in overestimated persistence
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(Wang and Whitlock 2003). As well, the increase in realistic estimates of dispersal rates
by inclusion of demographic data that address population processes (Sutherland et al.
2014) can help resolve problems of cryptic population genetic interactions that emerge at
shorter time scales, but have long-term eco-evolutionary consequences for conservation
(Lowe et al. 2017).
As climate change, invasions, fragmentation, and other threats force species to
adapt or shift their range (Shine et al. 2011, Cote et al. 2017, Maher et al. 2017,
Littlefield et al. 2019), the role of connectivity in shaping species’ responses will be a
function of the combined effects of genetic bottlenecks, local adaptation, colonizationextinction dynamics, and dispersal barriers (Parmesan 2006, Saura et al. 2014, Bonte et
al. 2018, Senner et al. 2018, Bani et al. 2019). Now, more than ever, moving beyond
unrealistic assumptions and unrepresentative surrogates, and parameterizing connectivity
models with accurate information on the underlying processes that give rise to, and
respond to, connectivity is paramount (Lowe et al. 2017). In turn, viewing realized
connectivity as inherently reliant on demographic inputs will offer greater insight about
the eco-evolutionary consequences of connectivity and the mechanisms controlling
persistence of (meta)populations (Kinnison and Hairston 2007). Indeed, we suggest that
demographically-informed connectivity provides a conceptual framework (Figure 1)
along with associated modeling innovations to better quantify connectivity with wide
ranging basic and applied implications.
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Looking Forward
Our review suggests that while both structural (e.g. available habitat) and
functional (i.e. dispersal ability) connectivity paradigms are important, demographic
weighting is a comparably, if not more, important dimension of connectivity. Our
simulations illustrate the consequences of assuming all patches contribute equally to
connectivity (Box 2). The ability to accurately characterize connectivity dynamics
increases when unrealistic assumptions about the underlying population are relaxed
through demographic-weighting. The simulations also suggest that inferences about the
impact of connectivity on both short- and long-term population dynamics (and by
extension genetic diversity) are likely to be biased if demographic contributions are
ignored. While connectivity is obviously model-, situational-, species-, landscape-, or
demographically-dependent, the generalities we derive are important for guiding future
research.
Empirical modelling (Box 1) and simulations (Box 2) clearly demonstrate the
value of integrating demographic information to increase mechanistic descriptions of
connectivity, yet studies such as these are still limited in number and further work is
needed. For example, stage-structured dispersal, area-based population scaling
assumptions, and accounting for individual heterogeneity in dispersal need to be
considered in more studies to better understand spatiotemporal heterogeneity to dynamic
connectivity across landscapes (Zeller et al. 2020). Managing populations fragmented by
increasingly inhospitable matrix and its subsequent increase in resistance to connectivity
will be necessary as anthropogenic landscape changes accelerate. Thus, the role of the
disperser, the variation of dispersal behavior in response to landscape, the complex
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interaction of ecological and evolutionary processes, and the demographic influences
upon them, is central to mitigating the detrimental effects of habitat loss and isolation
(Burgess et al. 2014, Poli et al. 2020). However, perhaps more important is to ensure that
these processes are accurately represented in models that are used to make predictions
about connectivity and support specific conservation actions.
We also believe that demographic landscape connectivity falls naturally within
the larger toolbox of existing approaches for understanding eco-evolutionary processes.
In fact, many of the most interesting ecological questions and pressing conservation
concerns may only be tractable with complementary methods, such as demographic
connectivity modeling and landscape genetic techniques (Wan et al. 2018, Cushman et al.
2018, Zeller et al. 2018, Peterman et al. 2019). Not only can demographically-weighted
connectivity be used to improve understanding of individual species, but across taxa as
well (Cushman and Landguth 2012). We predict that it can help identify multi-species
generalities of connectivity for community-level inference (Brennan et al. 2020) and for
uncovering connectivity trends for biodiversity in general (Hartfelder et al. 2020).
Terrestrial ecologists may do well to look to marine systems for examples of
demographically- or population-based connectivity in dynamic environments and vice
versa (Cowen and Sponaugle 2009, Castorani et al. 2015, Zeller et al. 2020).
Demographic connectivity can help refocus sub-disciplines of ecology and conservation
sciences to integrate data and methods (e.g. Howell et al. 2018) across spatiotemporal
scales to provide inference and insight into fundamental ecological processes controlling
biodiversity assembly rules like selection and dispersal (Pinto and MacDougall 2010,
Rapacciuolo and Blois 2019).
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The IUCN recently issued guidelines for connectivity conservation (Hilty et al.
2020). We agree that a focus on connectivity as a concept, and the central role it plays in
mitigating global biodiversity loss is absolutely essential. We do note, however, that the
guidelines put forth by the IUCN make very little mention of the demographic basis of
connectivity and view populations as being a result of connectivity rather than
acknowledging that population dynamics and connectivity are explicitly linked and
should be treated as such. Claims that less than 10% of protected lands are viably
“connected” for biodiversity conservation (Ward et al. 2020) are concerning, but
acknowledgment of the demographic nature of connectivity is required to reaffirm if such
claims are optimistic or pessimistic.
Conclusion
The connectivity paradigm has too often been suggested to be solely the driver of
population dynamics and not to be driven by them. This is a remnant of the “if we build
it, they will come’ mentality (Hilderbrand et al. 2005). Such field-of-dreams hypotheses
may be born out as Shakespearean tragedy. In an age of expanding rates of extinction
(e.g., McCallum 2007, Ceballos et al. 2015, Sánchez-Bayo and Wyckhuys 2019), in a not
too distant future, the world may no longer have the necessary reservoirs of biodiversity
to abide such thinking. Instead, we must continue to elucidate how populations are
connected: the more populations, the more chance for connectivity and recolonization of
conserved habitat. Our framework addresses this directly. If we are not careful, we may
conserve Nature’s Stage (Beier et al. 2015) so perfectly that it lay set for The Tempest
(Shakespeare 1623), yet no survivors may yet cling to the fragments of our shipwreck
whom may take their cue and enter stage-right.
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Here we have presented a general conceptual synthesis of existing approaches for
measuring and estimating connectivity through the integration of information about the
landscape, dispersal, and, importantly, demographic contributions – demographicallyweighted connectivity. It is our hope that this review will lead to further integration of
demographic information into connectivity frameworks and will facilitate the crosstalk
between sub-disciplines of ecology themselves. Indeed, demographically-informed
connectivity helps us prevent Prospero’s hubris, moving the quantification of
connectivity’s influence on ecological processes forward, instead of losing our way in the
coming storm.
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This chapter has been published in the Ecography.
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CHAPTER 2
SPATIOTEMPORAL CONNECTIVITY DYNAMICS IN SPATIALLY
STRUCTURED POPULATIONS
Abstract
Connectivity is a fundamental concept linking dispersal to the emergent dynamics
and ultimate persistence of spatially structured populations. Functional measures of
connectivity typically seek to integrate aspects of landscape structure and animal
movement to describe ecologically meaningful connectedness at the landscape and
population scale. Despite this focus on function, traditional measures of landscape
connectivity assume it is a static property of the landscape, hence abstracting out the
underlying spatiotemporal population dynamics. Connectivity is, arguably, a dynamic
property of landscapes, and is inherently dynamically related to the spatial distribution of
individuals and populations across the landscape. Static representations of connectivity
potentially overlook this variation and therefore adopting a dynamic approach should
offer improved insights about connectivity and associated ecological processes. Using a
large scale, long-term time-series of occupancy data from a metapopulation of water
voles (Arvicola amphibius), we tested competing hypotheses about how considering the
dynamic nature of connectivity improves the ability of spatially-explicit occupancy
models to recover population dynamics. Iteratively relaxing standing assumptions of
connectivity metrics, these models ranged from spatially and temporally fixed
connectivity metrics to the most complex model that allowed temporally-varying
connectivity measures that incorporate spatiotemporally dynamic patch occupancy states.
Our results provide empirical evidence that demographic-weighting using patch
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occupancy dynamics and temporal variability in connectivity measures each are
important for describing metapopulation dynamics. However, we found that the inclusion
of both temporal dynamism and spatial demographic processes is preferred. We highlight
the importance of understanding the implications of commonly held assumption in
connectivity modeling. We also show how these assumptions can produce varying levels
of metapopulation capacity with increasing amounts of noise, oft overlooked in this
ecologically important and connectivity driven metric. Thus, we argue that the concept of
connectivity and its potential applications would benefit from recognizing inherent
spatiotemporal variation in connectivity that is explicitly linked to underlying ecological
state variables.
Introduction
Dispersal is a key, but complex, ecological process that impacts local population
dynamics and, through resulting connectivity, shapes the emergent dynamics and ultimate
persistence of spatially structured populations (Bowler and Benton 2005, Clobert et al.
2009b). Dispersal is generally defined as the movement between natal and breeding
patches (Clobert et al. 2012, Matthysen 2012), and connectivity is the aggregate strength
of these linkages among habitat patches (Calabrese and Fagan 2004). As such,
connectivity represents the set of spatial dependencies that arise between individuals in a
landscape (Kool et al. 2013) and offers a lens through which to view a suite of complex
processes, which themselves are challenging to observe directly (Clobert et al. 2009b).
Dispersal ensures that (re)colonization of vacant habitat in fragmented landscapes
can occur (Hanski and Gilpin 1997). Reductions in effective dispersal, and hence
connectivity, can lead to reductions in recolonization rates and an increased frequency of
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local extinctions (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977), thereby shortening the time to
extinction, even of once-stable metapopulations (Sutherland et al. 2014, Carroll et al.
2020). Indeed, the impacts of climate change and the rapid and global scale of
anthropogenic land conversion are predicted to disrupt connectivity such that many
populations are expected to inhabit novel landscapes that are more fragmented than they
once were (Casagrandi and Gatto 2002, Carroll et al. 2020). Thus, connectivity lies
squarely at the center of contemporary conservation science (Elliot et al. 2014b), yet
approaches to quantifying connectivity often lack the mechanistic basis required to make
them informative of realized connectivity on the landscape. Although quantifying
connectivity is laden with unrealistic assumptions (Moilanen and Nieminen 2002), the
discussion on which of the available metrics offer the most in terms of practical value has
yet to reach a consensus (Zeller et al. 2018).
To date, connectivity has generally been treated as a static feature of a system
(Kool et al. 2013), despite being an emergent property of demographic processes, e.g.,
dispersal and the spatial distribution of dispersers, which are both spatially and
temporally dynamic (Sutherland et al. 2012, 2014). Even recent calls for a greater
appreciation for dynamic nature of connectivity (e.g., McIntyre et al. 2018) overlook this
demographic component and instead focus on long-term changes in habitat due to
environmental change (Bishop-Taylor et al. 2018) or climate change (Ruiz et al. 2014b,
Drake et al. 2017b). There are two potential shortcomings of overlooking demographic
contributions to connectivity. First, despite an implicit focus on movement, the treatment
is generally time invariant, and hence simplistic, raising questions about the utility of
inferred connectivity, particularly for future projections, and especially for non-
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equilibrium populations. Second, many approaches for quantifying connectivity typically
ignore the underlying spatial distribution, and heterogeneity therein, of the dispersing
individuals, thus assuming spatially and temporally homogeneous contribution to
connectivity across the system.
In contrast, connectivity dynamics are an explicit focus of spatially realistic
metapopulation theory (SMT; Hanski 1999, Hanski and Ovaskainen 2003) where
connectivity is treated as a landscape aggregate of weighted patch contributions, where
the weighting scheme relates directly to the occupancy state of a patch (i.e. are dispersers
present?), and the size of the population occupying the patch (i.e. how many potential
dispersers are present?), both of which change in space and time. Given the proliferation
of species distribution models (Ovaskainen et al. 2016, Acevedo et al. 2017), occupancy
models (MacKenzie et al. 2018), and abundance models (Kery and Royle 2016) that offer
a framework for spatially explicit predictions of ecological state variables at landscape
scales, there is no reason weighting schemes applied in metapopulation models cannot be
formally integrated into connectivity modeling in general (Sutherland et al. 2014, Morin
et al. 2017, Meyer et al. 2020). Metapopulations therefore represent ideal systems in
which to investigate the consequences of the restrictive assumptions of spatiotemporal
invariance for inference about connectivity, a topic that has hitherto received little
attention, despite its potential to fundamentally alter predictions about landscape
connectivity.
Acknowledging that the definition of connectivity is tied closely to the specific
scale and context in which it is required and the available data, the existence of a single
unifying measure is unlikely. Instead, it is crucial to understand how specific assumptions
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impact model outcomes and inference so they can be applied sensibly and responsibly.
We seek to empirically address this knowledge gap through the analysis of data collected
from a long-term, large-scale model mammalian metapopulation to evaluate how
predictions of metapopulation dynamics and persistence are influenced by commonly
held assumptions of connectivity. Bayesian analysis of stochastic patch occupancy
models (SPOMs: Ovaskainen 2002, Ovaskainen and Hanski 2004), a flexible class of
metapopulation models, lends itself naturally to the relaxation of the implicit assumptions
often made in landscape ecology about spatiotemporal (in)variability of model
parameters and patch occupancy states, and to formal comparison of model performance.
We analyze a patch occupancy time series using, first, a spatiotemporally homogeneous
metapopulation model, i.e., one that assumes all patches are occupied and that dispersal
parameters are temporally invariant, and then iteratively relax the assumptions of spatial
and temporal invariance analogous to increased realism in how demographic
contributions to connectivity are characterized. Our approach seeks to quantify the
relative contributions of spatial and temporal variability in these demographic
contributions to connectivity dynamics, and in doing so attempts to advance the ideas of
demographic connectivity, a concept that has been largely overlooked outside of
metapopulation ecology.
Methods
Study System
We focus on a model mammalian metapopulation system in Assynt, northwest
Scotland, UK. The species is the riparian specialist water vole, Arvicola amphibius, and
the patch network is a river network consisting of 98 vegetated patches embedded in
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approximately 140 km2 area of unsuitable heather matrix. Around 10% of the total 860
km waterway network represents suitable habitat, patches are therefore highly fragmented
(mean nearest neighbor distance of 0.5 km), and vary in size from 50 m to nearly 3 km
(mean=0.847 km). Patches are connected by dispersal, they exhibit frequent turnover, and
the metapopulation fluctuates around a long-term average of 55% occupancy, i.e., the
system functions as a classic metapopulation (Sutherland et al. 2012, Sutherland 2013).
Between 1999 to 2012, the water vole patches were surveyed between 1 and 4 times per
year during the breeding season (July and August). Surveys involved fecal latrine
searches as indicators of vole occupancy. In short, the data are year- and patch-specific
binary detection histories representing imperfect observations of patch occupancy for a
diffuse patch network that lends itself naturally to analysis using spatial occupancy
models (see below). For further details on the study system and data collections, see
Sutherland et al. (2012, 2013, 2014).
Spatial occupancy modeling framework
The 14-year 98-patch time-series of detection/non-detection data was analyzed
using a Bayesian spatial occupancy model (Risk et al. 2011, Sutherland et al. 2014,
Chandler et al. 2015a). Here, the latent patch occupancy state, 𝑧, is treated as a partially
observed Bernoulli random variable, with site (i) and year (t) specific occupancy
probability 𝜓𝑖,𝑡 . In the initial year, where no information about occupancy states or
dynamics in the previous year are available, occupancy is modelled as:
𝑧𝑖,1 ~ Bernoulli(𝜓1 ), [1]
where 𝜓1 is the expected proportion of occupied sites in the initial year (1999). In
subsequent years (i.e., t > 1), occupancy states are modeled as:
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𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ~ Bernoulli(𝜓𝑖,𝑡 ), [2]
where occupancy probability is a Markovian process that depends on the occupancy state
in the previous year and conditional colonization (𝛾𝑖,𝑡 , if 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 = 0) and extinction (𝜀𝑖,𝑡 , if
𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1= 1) probabilities:
𝜓𝑖,𝑡 = (1 − 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 )𝛾𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 (1 − 𝜀𝑖,𝑡−1 ). [3]
Assuming that patch size and population size are correlated, the probability of extinction,
𝜀𝑖,𝑡 , is modelled as a function of patch size, here the length of the riparian habitat patch,
using a logit linear model:
logit(𝜀𝑖,𝑡 ) = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1 𝐴𝑖 , [4]
where 𝐴𝑖 is the time invariant length of a patch i and 𝛿0 and 𝛿1 are the regression
parameters to be estimated.
Unoccupied sites are assumed to be (re)colonized with probability 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 , which is
modelled as an asymptotically increasing function of connectivity (𝑆𝑖,𝑡 ):
𝛾𝑖,𝑡 = 1 − exp(−𝑆𝑖,𝑡 ), [5]
where 𝑆𝑖,𝑡 is a measure of connectivity. The general formulation of the connectivity term,
which we adapt below, is given by:
𝑆𝑖𝑡∗ = 𝛽 ∑

𝑗≠𝑖

𝐴𝑖 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 exp(−𝛼𝑑𝑖,𝑗 ) , [6]

where 𝛽 is the per capita effective dispersal rate parameter, 𝐴𝑖 is patch length and 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 is
the patch state which sets the contributions of empty patches to zero. The term
exp(−𝛼𝑑𝑖,𝑗 ) is a spatial function that declines with inter-patch distance, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 , the spatial
scale of the decline being determined by the scale parameter 𝛼. This function can be
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thought of as a dispersal kernel and is the spatial weighting that defines the distancedependent contribution of a patch to the connectivity of all other patches.
To evaluate how specific assumptions influence the estimates of model
parameters and the corresponding inference about connectivity, we define four alternative
formulations of equation 6. These formulations are focused on two aspects of the model
and data that broadly represent analogies of commonly made assumptions. The first
relates to the structural connectivity paradigm that defines connectivity as a property of
the landscape rather than the populations residing within them (Urban and Keitt 2001),
and the second relates the definition of ‘function’ in the functional connectivity paradigm
which seeks to introduce aspects of species movement ecology (Adriaensen et al. 2003).
We represent the structural assumption by setting all patches in the network to be
occupied (𝑧𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑧 = 1) which produces a measure of connectivity that is the aggregate
of spatiotemporally homogenous contributions from every patch weighted by their size
which is heterogeneous in space but temporally invariant. We then relax that assumption
by adopting the classical metapopulation formulation of the model where patch
contributions are weighted also by the occupancy state, which is spatiotemporally
dynamic. The functional assumption is implied by the inclusion of the dispersal function
that is also typically assumed to be temporally invariant. Contributions to connectivity
are defined by the per-capita effective dispersal rate (𝛽) and the scale parameter (𝛼), so
by setting those parameters to 𝛼𝑡 = 𝛼 and 𝛽𝑡 = 𝛽, respectively, we enforce temporal
invariance. We then relax that assumption by modeling year specific dispersal parameters
(i.e., 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡 ) as random deviates coming from a hyper distribution: 𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃 + 𝜖𝑡 , where
𝜃𝑡 ~ Normal(0, σ2θ ) and 𝜃 = {𝛼, 𝛽}. This iterative relaxation of connectivity modeling
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assumptions reflects increasing realism of connectivity estimated from occupancy data
with focus on demographic contributions. We refer to these as unweighted with timeinvariant dispersal (UI), demographically-weighted with time-invariant dispersal (DI),
unweighted with time-varying dispersal (UV), and demographically-weighted with timevarying dispersal (DV). Full connectivity model formulations and descriptions are
provided in Table 3.
Finally, acknowledging that the data, 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 , denoting whether latrines were
detected during the jth visit to patch i in year t, arise via an imperfect observation process,
we assume the data are conditional on the estimated latent occupancy state 𝑧:
𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 | 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ~ Bernoulli(𝑧𝑖,𝑡 𝑝𝑡 ), [7]
treating year-specific detection probabilities as random effects (Sutherland et al. 2014):
logit(𝑝𝑡 )~ Normal(𝜇𝑝 , 𝜎𝑝 ), [8]
Model comparison
We use a Gibbs variable selection approach (GVS: O’Hara and Sillanpaa 2009,
Tenan et al. 2014) to quantify support for competing model structures. In the GVS
approach, the indicator variables represent variables that define specific model structures,
and the mass of the posterior distribution of the indicator variables correspond to support
for hypothesized connectivity model formulations. We introduce two latent indicator
variables, 𝐼 𝑧 and 𝐼 𝐷 that correspond to the weighting scheme (i.e., whether occupancy
state weighting is included or not), and the random effect structure of the dispersal
parameters, 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡 , respectively. These enter the model as:
∑𝐴𝑖 × exp(−𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑗 ),
𝑆𝑖𝑡 = {
∑𝐴𝑖 × 𝑧𝑖 × exp(−𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑗 ),
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if 𝐼 𝑧 = 0
, [9]
if 𝐼 𝑧 = 1

for the occupancy weighting, and as 𝛽𝑡 = 𝛽 + 𝜖𝛽,𝑡 × I𝐷 and 𝛼𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝜖𝛼,𝑡 × I𝐷 , which
imposes temporal invariance on effective dispersal when 𝐼 𝐷 = 0. For both binary
indicator variables, we used a 𝐼 ~ Bernoulli(0.5) prior, assuming no prior information
about support for either outcome, and hence posterior distributions that deviate from 0.5
suggest support or not for specific assumptions.
The above model comparison offers a means by which to assess statistical support
for the four hypothesized forms of connectivity. However, we were also interested in
evaluating the ecological significance of these assumptions and do so by calculating the
metapopulation capacity under each of the models. Metapopulation capacity (MC)
incorporates measures of patch area, connectivity, spatial network structure, and dispersal
behavior to quantify the relative ability to support metapopulations in a spatially explicit
metric (Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000, Schnell et al. 2013). Therefore, comparing MC can
inform how dispersal behavior in a connectivity context supports long-term persistence a
patch network. While generally used in analyses comparing scenarios of augmented
networks, here, for a single network but with competing models, it can be instructive to
evaluate how sensitive this important measure is to specific assumptions of temporally
variable connectivity.
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Table 3. Alternative formulations of the standard metapopulation connectivity function.
Connectivity (𝑺) is modelled as a function of patch size (𝑨𝒊 ), a proxy for population size,
and a distance-dependent spatial function 𝒆(−𝜶𝒅𝒊,𝒋 ) . The occupancy column relates to the
structural assumption about contributions to connectivity and the dispersal column relates
to functional assumptions about the temporal nature of dispersal. The GVS column is a
summary of the model support based on the posterior distribution of the indicator
variable used in the Gibbs Variable Selection.
Definition

Occupancy

Dispersal†

𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ≡ 1

𝛼 and 𝛽

𝑈𝐼
𝑆𝑖,𝑡
= 𝛽∑

𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ≡ 1

𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡

𝑈𝑉
𝑆𝑖,𝑡
= 𝛽𝑡 ∑

𝑧𝑖,𝑡

𝛼 and 𝛽

𝑆𝑖𝑡𝐷𝐼 = 𝛽 ∑

𝑧𝑖,𝑡

𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡

𝑆𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑉 = 𝛽𝑡 ∑

Equation

GVS

Unweighted with
time-invariant

𝐴𝑖 𝑒 (−𝛼𝑑𝑖,𝑗 )

0.0014

𝐴𝑖 𝑒 (−𝛼𝑡𝑑𝑖,𝑗)

0.0082

𝐴𝑖 𝑒 (−𝛼𝑑𝑖,𝑗) 𝑧𝑖

0.0927

𝐴𝑖 𝑒 (−𝛼𝑡 𝑑𝑖,𝑗) 𝑧𝑖

0.8977

𝑗≠𝑖

dispersal (UI)
Unweighted with
time-varying

𝑗≠𝑖

dispersal (UV)
Demographicallyweighted and time-

𝑗≠𝑖

invariant (DI)
Demographicallyweighted and timevarying dispersal

𝑗≠𝑖

(DV)
†

For models without temporally varying connectivity, the parameters 𝛽 and 𝛼 are static, whereas in models

with temporally varying connectivity it is treated as a year-specific random effect where 𝜃𝑡 = 𝜃 + 𝜖𝑡 ,
where 𝜃𝑡 ~ Normal(0, σ2θ ) and 𝜃 = {𝛼, 𝛽}.

Each of the models were analyzed using MCMC, fitted in R 3.6.1 (R Core Team,
2019) using the R package NIMBLE (de Valpine et al. 2017), with 3 chains of 80,000
iterations, 30,000 discarded for burn-in. Model priors (see Appendix S1) were chosen to
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be non-informative (Gelman 2006, Gelman et al. 2017). Prior sensitivity analysis, based
on visual inspection of posteriors, suggested that inference was not sensitive to prior
specification. Visual diagnostics of model chains as well as autocorrelation lag plots
provided evidence of convergence (Plummer et al. 2006). Using parameter estimates
from each connectivity model, we used the R package metacapa (Strimas-Mackey and
Brodie 2018b) to calculate metapopulation capacities using the joint posterior distribution
of parameters from the metapopulation model, thus we are able to report point estimates
of MC with associated uncertainty. All visualizations were produced using the R package
ggplot2 (Wickham 2016). Parameter estimates are presented as posterior means, unless
otherwise noted, with 95% Credible Intervals [CI’s].
Results
We found substantial support for the demographically-weighted with timevarying dispersal hypothesis (DV: pr(𝐼 𝑍 + 𝐼 𝐷 = 2) = 0.90, Table 3). Considering GVSbased support for each hypothesis was calculated separately, in relative terms, models
containing demographic weighting carried slightly more combined model weight
(pr(𝐼 𝑧 = 1) = 0.99 and pr(𝐼 𝐷 = 1) = 0.91, Table 3). Also, support for uninformed and
invariant model was negligible (UI: pr(𝐼 𝑍 + 𝐼 𝐷 = 0) < 0.01, Table 3). Thus, we provide
evidence of dynamic connectivity in spatially structured populations and the importance
of considering spatiotemporal weighting related to both the underlying state-variable and
the strength and scale of connectivity.
The support for the inclusion of the occupancy weighting is compelling and
intuitive: connectivity measured as a function of occupied, rather than all, patches better
predicts occupancy dynamics as it includes information about the spatial distribution of
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potential dispersers. The support for temporal variability in the strength of connectivity is
interesting (Figure 2) and deserves further discussion (see below). The dispersal kernel is
defined by the scaling parameter, 𝛼, and the rate of effective dispersal, 𝛽. For the time
invariant models, α was 0.275 [<0.001 – 0.744] and 0.387 [0.195 - 0.632] for the
unweighted and weighted models, respectively (Appendix S2). Estimates of the average
𝛼 (i.e., the mean of the random effect distribution) for the models that allowed for
temporal variability via a random effect were 0.495 [0.170 – 1.12] and 0.528 [0.267 –
0.997], for unweighted and weighted respectively. Year-specific estimates ranged from
0.431 [0.084 – 0.916] to 0.793 [0.149 - 1.773] for the unweighted model and 0.436
[0.149-0.818] to 0.770 [0.243 - 2.368] for the weighted model (Appendix S2). Thus,
estimates of the scale of dispersal is higher without weighting, and although average
values are similar between temporally varying and invariant models, there exists
substantial interannual variation. For 𝛽, estimates from the static models were 0.054
[0.006 – 0.175] and 0.103 [0.041 - 0.203] for the unweighted and weighted models,
respectively, compared to corresponding random effects average estimates of 0.076
[0.021 – 0.247] and 0.124 [0.044 - 0.346] for the time-varying models. Yearly estimate of
𝛽 ranged from 0.061 [0.009-0.208] to 0.267 [0.046-0.885] for the unweighted model and
0.085 [0.016-0.266] to 0.482 [0.100-1.508] for the weighted model (Appendix S2). For
dispersal rate, estimates are lower without weighting, and again while average values are
similar between temporally varying and invariant models, there exists substantial
interannual variation. In general, the inclusion of either demographic weighting or
temporally varying dispersal parameters (i.e. increased realism) produces shorter
dispersal distances (1/𝛼) and higher per capita dispersal rates (𝛽) (Appendix S2).The
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temporally dynamic model parameters 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡 , the width and height of the kernel,
respectively, were negatively correlated (Figure 2a), and interestingly, the observed
temporal variability in both 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡 were not related to annual metapopulation size
(number of occupied patches) in an obvious way (Figures 1b and 1c). Differences among
patch occupancy estimates were negligible among models (Appendix S2).

Figure 2. The random effect variance relationship of raw parameter estimates
representing our connectivity process from the demographically-weighted, time-varying
model (DV) to each other and estimated occupancy in the previous years. This represents
the underlying raw parameter estimates variance around the mean of the random effect.
Left column: The random effect variances, 𝝐𝒕 , for the rate of effective dispersal 𝜷𝒕 and
dispersal scaling parameters 𝜶𝒕 . Middle column: random effects variance of 𝜶𝒕 and
previous years occupancy estimates, 𝝍𝒕−𝟏. Right column: random effects variance of 𝜷𝒕
and previous years occupancy estimates, 𝝍𝒕−𝟏. Error bars represent 50% CI for parameter
values.
To understand how estimates of connectivity model parameters translate to
characterizations of landscape connectivity, we calculated two year-specific measures of
total connectivity for each of the four formulations using the model-specific connectivity
function and, for convenience and relative comparisons across models, naïve occupancy
values. First, we computed the landscape-level average colonization probability (i.e.,
from equation 5) which is the average colonization probability across each pixel of a
raster defined as a rectangular polygon contained within a 2 km buffer around the patches
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in the network (Appendix S3). Second, we calculated a network-level average
colonization probability which is the average colonization probability across each patch
in the network. Average landscape level colonization was lowest for the dynamic models
(DV= 0.184 [0.175 – 0.201]; UV 0.212 [0.189 - 0.215], Figure 3a), while the static,
unweighted model had the highest 14 year mean (UI= 0.308 [0.297 - 0.316], Figure 3a).
Comparing the range of annual values, however, changes this trend with the dynamic,
weighted model having the largest range of annual colonization means (DV range =
0.073 [0.066 - 0.080] to 0.499 [0.477 – 0.522], Figure 3a). However, inclusion of only
demographic weighting allowed a temporal realism to emerged via demographic
covariate weighting influence in the static, weighted model, but with a smaller range of
values (DI: 14 year mean= 0.227 [0.216 – 0.239]; range = 0.136 [0.128 – 0.145] to 0.309
[0.294 – 0.323]). Network-level colonization estimates followed similar trends (see
Appendix S3). In general, including either demographic weighting or temporally-varying
dispersal kernels (i.e. increased realism) induces heterogeneity in the realized functional
landscape connectivity, while static and invariant measures estimate greater connectivity
on average.
Metapopulation capacity, the measure of relative potential of a landscape to
maintain persisting metapopulations, was lowest when connectivity was assumed to be a
fully dynamic property of the system regardless of the weighting structure used (Figure
3b). In contrast, the assumption about weighting structure did affect predictions of MC
for the less supported temporally invariant models: assuming all patches are occupied
results in a higher estimate of MC when compared to estimates from the weighted
connectivity model (MC = 13.09 [4.01 – 68.95] and 9.88 [5.88 – 17.22], respectively).
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Estimated MC using the model with most posterior support, demographic weighting with
temporally-varying dispersal, was on average around half that of the static-structural
model (DV: mean capacity = 6.63, range = 4.92 [1.13 - 14.88] to 8.86 [4.65 – 19.18]).
For both dynamic models, MC was highest in 2006 (9.28 [3.87- 26.66] and 8.63 [4.39 –
21.07] for UV and DV, respectively), still lower than static metrics (Figure 3b). MC
values for the demographically-weighted but time-invariant connectivity was
intermediate relative to these extremes (static MC = 9.88 [5.88 – 17.22]).
Discussion
We present an empirical evaluation of two widespread assumptions used in the
generation of connectivity metrics. In an attempt to understand how characterizations of
connectivity propagate in terms of characterizing the dynamics of spatially structured
populations, we advance discussions about the dynamic nature of connectivity. We show
that spatiotemporal assumptions about effective dispersal rates and the underlying
distributions of the potential pool of dispersers influence most aspects of statistical
estimation and ecological inference using spatially explicit stochastic patch occupancy
models. We confirm the theoretical assertion that it is important to consider connectivity
dynamics as an inherent property of any spatially structured landscape, and critically, we
highlight the fundamental, but often overlooked, role of demography as a major
contributor to connectivity dynamics (Drake et al. 2021b).
We use four competing parameterizations of a stochastic patch occupancy model
that represents statical analogies of commonly made assumptions in connectivity models.
These included assumptions about spatial structure of the system, specifically the
inclusion or not of a demographic weighting scheme that explicitly conditions
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connectivity on the underlying patch occupancy states, and temporal variation in
contributions to connectivity, i.e., in effective dispersal rates. We note also that the use of
a Bayesian hierarchical model allows latent occupancy states to be estimated and thus
included in the weighting while still accounting for imperfect detection (Royle and Kery
2007). These amount to a test of two important components of the quantification of
connectivity: refined representations of where dispersers are, and of the dispersal process
itself, both of which are inherently dynamic in space and time. We present these results in
the context of a classic metapopulation, i.e., a highly structured patch network with high
rates of dispersal-driven turnover, which is ideally suited to exploring the consequences
of connectivity assumptions. As such, our conclusions, which are likely to hold to various
degrees depending on where the system lies on the discrete-continuous continuum, offer
generalities that contribute to a better understanding of the causes and consequences of
dynamic connectivity.
Our iterative relaxation of assumptions represents a transition of increasing
biological realism; here we specifically focus on how demographic contributions to
connectivity are introduced. The degree of support for competing formulations of
connectivity followed this realism gradient: the UI model (unweighted with timeinvariant dispersal) receiving least support, and the DV model (demographicallyweighted with time-varying dispersal) overwhelmingly supported, with models that
included a relaxation of either the structural (Dx vs. Ux) or functional (xT vs xI) falling
in between. In our case, relative support for the relaxation of specific assumptions
suggests that demographic weighting was more important than allowing for temporallyvarying dispersal (Table 3). This outcome is notable as the assumptions being relaxed in
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this study represent those often violated, out of necessity or convenience, in many studies
(Drake et al. 2021b). In particular, and for example, water voles experience frequent
turnover events, limiting the pool of dispersers and introducing false positives in
structural measures. The relative importance of specific contributions to connectivity may
be inconsistent across systems, wherein depending on landscape heterogeneity and
dispersal behavior, relative importance of demographics may shift. We emphasize that
this does not limit the generality of our approach: the framework we have presented is
able to quantify the relative contributions of these two demographic components to
connectivity dynamics.
Implicitly assuming homogenous contributions to connectivity across the
landscape does not consider the inherent spatial variation in the distribution of dispersing
individuals. In fact, this is akin to a false positive observation process in occupancy
models, the consequences of which have been described in detail recently (Royle and
Link 2006, Miller et al. 2011). False positives could lead to mis-estimation of dispersal or
colonization ability, extinction rates, and a reduction in patch turnover rates (Moilanen
2002, Sutherland 2013). For example, even relatively small rates of false positives, i.e.
designating empty sites as occupied, results in biased inferences about occupancy
estimates (Royle and Link 2006) and occupancy dynamics (Sutherland et al. 2013).
Similarly, we find support for our demographically-weighted connectivity models that
account for such assumptions that create false-positives (Table 3, Figure 3). The degree
to which this assumption will affect inference is linked to the dependency of spatial
dynamics (e.g. occupancy) on dispersal (Drake et al. 2021b), although we argue that such
weighting is necessary in any dispersal dependent systems.
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Connectivity metrics rarely consider temporal dynamics (but see Ruiz et al. 2014,
Bishop-Taylor et al. 2018, Zeller et al. 2020). Our fully spatiotemporally dynamic
formulation of a connectivity model allowed for multiple sources of temporal variability,
both in the underlying occupancy states and the effective dispersal parameters. What
results is substantial variation in effective dispersal (Figure 2), which in turn results in
variation in estimates of both colonization potential (Figure 3a) and metapopulation
capacity (Figure 3b). While individual variability can account for some variation in
effective dispersal (Baguette et al. 2013), the spatiotemporal distribution of the disperser
pool among habitat patches will likely contribute greatly to the observed variation in
effective dispersal. Inclusion of such information into connectivity metrics will better
describe observed colonization and occupancy, especially if those population dynamics
are thought to be influenced through demographic processes such as the rescue-effect
(Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977), Allee effects (Amarasekare 1998), or conspecific
attraction (Morgan et al. 2019). As well, environmental shifts (such as climate change)
may induce changes in dispersal probability or distances, but these shifts can play out at
much different scales (often larger and longer) than demographic processes. Such longterm processes can influence the structural and functional connectivity between patch
networks (Drake et al. 2017b, Bishop-Taylor et al. 2018). However, effective
connectivity, connectivity weighted by the effective disperser pool, will be driven at
shorter scales and by populations and by shifts in their dispersal. Local contributions to
connectivity, and local connectivity measures, are thus dependent on the location in time
and space of conspecifics, as well as the patches they reside in. We assessed the
biological significance of overlooking these seemingly obvious processes (true
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occupancy states and temporally varying dispersal rate parameters) when generating
connectivity metrics; first by comparing systemwide summaries of colonization rates, and
second by comparing resulting measures of metapopulation capacity.
Metapopulation capacity, although a relative metric, can be sensitive to the scale
of dispersal (Blazquez-Cabrera et al. 2014, Strimas-Mackey and Brodie 2018a).
Sensitivity analyses are important but uncommon when reporting the MC metric to
understand a network’s ability to support the metapopulation relative to dispersal
capability. Also important, but rarely calculated, is the uncertainty around MC as a point
estimate. Uncertainty around key parameters for MC, such as the dispersal rate and scale,
propagate and therefore contribute to uncertainty in any derived metric, and MC is no
exception. Using the full joint posterior distribution of model parameters, we Compared
metapopulation capacities of the same network under different assumptions. This showed
remarkable variation both in terms of point estimates and associated uncertainty.
Connectivity dynamics, resulting either from demographic or temporal sources, produced
lower estimates of MC and had lower average annual MC than their static counterparts.
Demographically-weighting resulted in smaller CIs than their unweighted counterparts
for both static and dynamic models. While models incorporating heterogeneity through
either demography or dynamism allow for temporal variation to emerge in MC metrics,
the static-unweighted model predicted higher MC with extreme uncertainty (Figure 3b).
This lack of variation should not be interpreted as an ‘averaged’ MC; our results suggest
that such structurally derived models may consistently misgauge MC with high
uncertainty: MC more than halved in some years when considering fully dynamic
connectivity relative to static metrics. We stress the need to account for uncertainty in
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MC; even when accounting for both sources of dynamism, there is the potential for
erroneous assessment of population persistence and network resilience as temporal
heterogeneity in dispersal matters (Matter et al. 2020) and may be masked by model
assumptions or the time series used (Ovaskainen and Hanski 2001, Schnell et al. 2013).
SPOMs, a tool developed to address questions of dynamics in systems assumed to
be in long-term equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium (Hanski 2004), have been criticized for
their reliance on snap shot data that are either short-term or small-scale or both (Baguette
2004). Such snap-shot dispersal estimates may not be accurate if estimated from short
time-series or small spatial scale (Nathan et al. 2012), potentially over- or underestimating dispersal rates depending on stochastic variations. Assuming connectivity is
static also amounts to estimating long-term average effective dispersal rates, overlooking
potentially important temporal heterogeneity that can be informative of both demographic
and landscape processes impacting population dynamics. This important year-to-year
variation not only emerges in model parameters, but also in related system-wide
properties (Figure 3); although such variation may not pose a problem to certain
conservation goals when connectivity or dispersal is not average in one direction, it may
be devastating in the other. Thus, focusing on a single dispersal capability of a species or
population, either from snapshot data, or assumed invariant processes, may not be
adequate, and may mask short-term events that can significantly influence long-term
connectivity trends.
Existing approaches to connectivity modelling have been describe as often being
too naïve or conservative for management reality (Nathan et al. 2012, Diniz et al. 2020).
One example of this is the fact that spatiotemporal variation in spatially structured
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populations can be masked by restrictive model assumptions, precluding the discovery of
important underlying variation driving population processes. Our aim here has been to
increase awareness about the implications of commonly used modeling decisions on
conclusions drawn about a wide range of processes of interest in (meta)population and
landscape ecology (e.g. population synchrony, colonization-extinction dynamics,
landscape connectivity), and in particular highlight the importance of considering
demographic processes as an important component of connectivity dynamics (Drake et al.
2021b). Indeed, connectivity is dynamic, and we argue, via empirical demonstration, that
appropriate modeling decisions that link the dynamic process of animal behavior to the
underlying spatial structure of the landscape and the in-situ populations are essential for
accurate characterization and management of connectivity.
Here we produce seldomly reported quantification of the uncertainty associated
with estimates of MC, and the first to do so with full joint posterior distributions of model
parameters. Interestingly, the homogeneous model that produces estimates of temporal
averages of time varying parameters and makes unrealistic assumptions about the
distribution of potential dispersers has extremely large degree of uncertainty that is
practically useless from an applied perspective (Figure 3b). The addition of biological
realism reduces uncertainty in resulting estimates of MC, although predictions appear
more sensitive to the use of estimates from models that allow for temporal invariance
than use realistic representations of the distribution of potential dispersers (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. Descriptions of local and landscape level processes may depend on the model
of connectivity used and its underlying assumptions such as if they are demographicallyweighted and time-varying (DV), unweighted and time-varying (UV), demographicallyweighted and time-invariant (DI) or unweighted and time-invariant (UI). 2a) Annual
measures of total colonization probability under each of the four connectivity
parameterizations of the stochastic patch occupancy model. The measures show the
landscape level summary of individual landscape pixel colonization probabilities. Points
represent the average across all pixels. The vertical lines represent the 95% interval
spanning the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the empirical distribution of landscape
colonization probabilities, product of the realized connectivity between patches (See
Appendix S3). 2b) Annual metapopulation capacity (Hanski & Ovaskainen, 2000)
calculated using the joint posterior distribution of parameter estimates for each of the four
connectivity parameterizations of the stochastic patch occupancy model. Points represent
the posterior means MC and vertical lines are the 95% Bayesian credible intervals. These
credible intervals provide insight into the level of noise surrounding the point estimates
of metapopulation capacities which are almost exclusively ignored in the literature.
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CHAPTER 3
WHEN DOES THE MATRIX MATTER? SPATIALLY STRUCTURED
POPULATIONS AND THE ROLE OF THE MATRIX IN DISPERSAL
BEHAVIOR AND METAPOPULATION DYNAMICS
Abstract
Connectivity is considered an essential component of the landscape, influencing
ecological processes and is often the focus of conservation management. A functional
perspective of connectivity can include the resistance to dispersal an organism
experiences due to the structure of the landscape. Attempts to reduce the reliance on
expert opinion derived resistance representations has seen the recent development of
models to formally estimate the influence of landscape structure on dispersal from an
increasing variety of data types. Recent statistical innovations and the existence of model
metapopulation systems with long-term time-series of colonization-extinction dynamics
offers a framework for directly investigating the interplay between landscape structure
and dispersal, and ultimately emergent patterns of connectivity. Here I investigate the
influence of landscape structure on dispersal and emergent metapopulation processes,
including functional landscape connectivity, using a novel spatially-explicit
metapopulation model that directly estimates landscape resistance. Using a 21-year timeseries of occupancy data, I empirically demonstrate that landscape resistance impacts
colonization for a classically functioning mammalian metapopulation. As per standing
predictions, colonization was positively related to distance-based connectivity, but I
found strong evidence that connectivity is best measured using cost distance rather than
Euclidean distances. Colonization was impacted by increasing resistance with elevation,
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related to increased topographically rugged landscape features in the study area,
influencing the relative isolation and long-term occupancy of habitat patches. These
results provide evidence to reconcile general ecological assumptions of Euclidean-based
movements for spatially structured habitat specialists and the impact interpatch matrix
has on dispersal behavior at different spatial scales. The spatial distribution of
populations, habitat, and interpatch matrix can all impact connectivity, a spatiotemporally
dynamic phenomenon. This model provides an example of the flexibility of
metapopulation modeling to increase our understanding of the role of the landscape in
dispersal and (meta)population dynamics.
Introduction
Connectivity is a complex ecological process that is vital to ensure genetic
diversity and promote population persistence (Hilty et al. 2020), and has emerged as a
concept central to contemporary conservation and the management of populations, in the
face of global patterns of habitat loss and fragmentation (Crooks and Sanjayan 2006,
Haddad et al. 2016). While it is generally accepted that connectivity is a function of
dispersal, the movement of organisms or propagules that has consequences for gene flow
across space (Ronce 2007), this is highly context dependent and generalities are
elusive(Van Dyck and Baguette 2005). Description of connectivity are then only as good
as our ability to characterize the underlying processes (Drake et al. 2021b). Thus,
understanding connectivity and what governs or constrains it (Vasudev et al. 2015) is
vital to understanding basic species biology and in applying ecological theory (Moilanen
and Hanski 2001) to conservation and wildlife management.
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While a knowledge of dispersal preferences and constraints would thus be useful
for research and management (Russo et al. 2016), limited knowledge of dispersal for
most organisms still hampers effective connectivity conservation and management
(Driscoll et al. 2014, Komonen and Müller 2018). Some progress has been made to
uncover the internal and external factors influencing dispersal (Bowler and Benton 2005,
Le Galliard et al. 2012). However, dispersal is still often difficult to observe reliably (Ims
and Yoccoz 1997) resulting in data on natural dispersal being rare (Fisher et al. 2009,
Driscoll et al. 2014). To understand how determinants of dispersal scale up to the
landscape level and impact connectivity, and thus (meta)population dynamics,
approaches are often limited in scope or laden with unrealistic but necessary assumptions
about the representation of dispersers and their behavior (Chapters 1 and 2).
According to expectations from landscape ecology, the structure of the interpatch
matrix influences dispersal which is especially true for highly spatially structured
populations where dispersal through the matrix is necessary to recolonize habitat patches,
i.e., metapopulations. However, many structured populations use specialized long
distance dispersal where theory suggests straight line movements are least costly (Van
Dyck and Baguette 2005), and there is some evidence from experimental translocations
to support this notion (Fisher et al. 2009). Yet, in heterogeneous landscapes where a
gradient of habitat suitability exists, Euclidean measures of distance may be a poor
descriptor of dispersal pathways (Zeller et al. 2012); classical connectivity measures
based on Euclidean distances therefore may poorly approximate connectivity, particularly
when the interpatch matrix is inhospitable (Ricketts 2001).
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Such a series of seemingly conflicting responses to the potential resistance of
landscape features may be a result of limitations of individual methodologies to capture
the response (Van Dyck and Baguette 2005) or from the spatiotemporal scale of effect
that the biological response may exert (Miguet et al. 2016). As well, we may ask, for
spatially structured species, like habitat specialists, when does the matrix matter? Habitat
specialists that exist in spatially structured landscapes may either remain habitat
specialists through dispersal and non-dispersal modes, or such specialism may be relaxed
during certain life-stages or opportunistically to facilitate dispersal (Elliot et al. 2014b).
Thus, understanding when, or if, the matrix imposes strict limitations on movement
during dispersal can increase our understanding of how species persist in fragmented
landscapes (Vasudev et al. 2015) as well as how to best focus recovery efforts and
facilitate management with limited resources (e.g. which life stage may better facilitate
connectivity-based recovery efforts; are connectivity ‘corridors’ of specific habitat
needed for a study species?).
Spatially explicit metapopulation models may provide a flexible solution to
investigate such questions. They are couched in ecological theory (Hanski 1999) and
have been important for analyzing population dynamics in naturally and
anthropogenically fragmented systems (e.g. Sutherland et al. 2014). Models such as the
Incidence Function Model (IFM) can be parameterized using easily obtainable
detection/non-detection data (Hanski 1994, 1998, MacPherson and Bright 2011). By
assuming extinction is inversely related to patch area and colonization is related to
connectivity, dependent on habitat patch structure and dispersal of focal organisms, these
models can provide inference into (meta)population dynamics.
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While Hanski (1994) suggested that non-Euclidean or cost distances may be
incorporated into IFMs and stochastic patch occupancy models (SPOMs) in general, this
was rarely achieved and could be simplistic, such as potential costs along straight line
paths (Moilanen and Hanski 1998). Also the inclusion of cost-weighted distances into
connectivity models rely on resistance surfaces, but frequently, the use of expert opinion
is relied upon to choose cost values instead of estimating them directly from data that
may not be available (Spear et al. 2010, Zeller et al. 2012).
Recent developments in SPOMs by Howell et al. (2018) have helped to resolve
these issues by directly estimating cost values for landcover features from detection/nondetection data. This relaxation of the assumption of a homogeneous matrix and straight
line dispersal may reduce bias in connectivity parameter estimates (Revilla et al. 2004)
while simultaneously allowing increased mechanistic understanding of dispersal ecology,
connectivity, and population dynamics. Importantly, these methods allow for direct
testing of specific hypotheses about how a landscape feature may differentially contribute
to landscape patterns of connectivity (or its inverse, isolation). Such measures of the
(in)hospitability of the matrix is important as population persistence can be tied to the
quality of matrix (Casagrandi and Gatto 1999, Vandermeer and Carvajal 2001) and the
relative patch isolation induced by such features may influence the strength patches exert
on population dynamics.
Here I develop a spatially-realistic metapopulation model that draws from recent
modelling advancements to infer landscape influence on dispersal. Using a stochastic
patch occupancy model that invokes both metapopulation and landscape ecological
paradigms (Howell et al. 2018), I formally estimate the effects of landscape structure on
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resulting measures of connectivity and resulting colonization-extinction dynamics in a
naturally occurring metapopulation system (Sutherland 2013).This model system
provides an opportunity to test a long standing assumption on the role (or rather, lack
thereof) the interpatch matrix has in shaping dispersal behavior in long-distance, directed
dispersal movement expected in spatially structure habitat specialists (Van Dyck and
Baguette 2005). Using this framework, I estimated landscape resistances, least-cost
distances, and non-Euclidean connectivity directly from long-term occupancy trends,
forgoing the need for expert opinion or genetic-based resistance surfaces. Such
‘ecological distances’ (sensu Royle et al. 2013) help to describe complex, and often
unobservable, dispersal behavior and the intervening landscapes influence to connectivity
helping to increase our general understanding of dispersal (Van Moorter et al. 2021).
Methods
Study system and data
Water voles (Arvicola amphibius) occur across much of Europe, but within the
United Kingdom are threatened by invasive mink and riparian habitat loss (Rushton et al.
2000, Strachan 2004, Brzeziński et al. 2018). As a habitat specialist, it has a surprisingly
long dispersal capability, upwards of four times larger than would be expected based on
allometric relationships of mammalian dispersal (Sutherland et al. 2000). Mean dispersal
has been estimated between 1.9 km and 3.5 km but mark-recapture methods have shown
individuals successfully traveling greater than 20 km (Lambin et al. 2012, Sutherland et
al. 2014). Located in northwest Scotland, the Assynt region is currently still believed to
lie outside of the mink invasion front, and supports a naturally fragmented water vole
metapopulation (Lambin et al. 2004, Aars et al. 2006, Sutherland et al. 2012). This
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metapopulation patch network contains 112 vegetated patches located on a large river
network (860 km) situated within a 140 km2 area. Thus, suitable habitat represents a
fragmented patch network that makes up less than 10% of the total 860 km waterway,
with mean nearest neighbor distance of 0.5 km and the mean patch length varies from 50
m to almost 3 km in length (mean=0.847 km). Patches are surrounded predominately by
unsuitable heather or bog and mire matrix and are situated in a rugged landscape that
ranges in elevation from sea-level to 850 m (Appendix F), encapsulating landcover types
that range from coastal to mires to montane habitats. As such, this system acts as an
example of a classic metapopulation (Moilanen and Hanski 1998) where patches exhibit
frequent turnover. i.e., colonization-extinction dynamics, but metapopulation occupancy
fluctuates around a historical long-term average occupancy rate of approximately 56%
(Drake et al. 2021a).
From 1999 to 2019, repeated fecal latrine surveys were conducted at each patches
during the breeding season (July and August). Water voles deposit latrines as territory
marking in prominent locations (e.g., riverbanks, runs) and are easy to see and are easily
recognizable, and are therefore ideal for determining the presence of water voles. Up to 4
surveys were conducted at each site in each year (mode = 3, range: 0,4) resulting in
detection histories that record whether evidence of water voles (at least one latrine) was
observed. Note that latrines are not observed perfectly, and multiple visits generate binary
detection/non-detection data where a 1 is evidence of occupancy, whereas, because of
imperfect detection, 0’s are not indicative of absences. These data can be incorporated
into analyses using hierarchical models that use repeated visits to account for such
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imperfect detection (see statistical methods below). For further details on surveys and the
study system refer to Sutherland et al. (2012) and Sutherland (2013).
Landscape Covariates and hypotheses
In Assynt, the riparian network is embedded within a landscape that is best
described as uniformly heather dominated, which is unsuitable breeding habitat for water
voles, with patchily distributed riparian grassy flushes that represent suitable breeding
habitat. We assume, therefore, that this apparent binary habitat matrix is homogeneous in
terms of its potential to facilitate or impede movement (Lambin et al. 2012). The major
source of variation in the landscape is the topographical relief: elevation in the area
ranges from sea level to 850 m, with slope values that range from 0° (flat ground) to 84°
(almost vertical). Indeed, elevation has been demonstrated to impact water vole
population genetic structure (Berthier et al. 2005) as well as reduce occupancy
probability (Fedriani et al. 2002). I hypothesize, therefore, that resistance will be
positively associated with elevation such that higher elevation areas are more resistant to
movement (Vasudev et al. 2015).
Elevation data was extracted from BNG Ordnance Survey data (10m contours;
Ordnance Survey 2017) for an area defined by a 5km buffer around patch location (5km
being the upper limit of typical dispersal, Sutherland et al 2014). I aggregated the
elevation layer to a 200m X 200m resolution raster using the mean of aggregated cells.
This allowed for a reasonable reduction in computation time while still remaining fine
enough to be biologically justifiable to provide information on matrix influence to
dispersal among patches (Berthier et al. 2005, Fisher et al. 2009, Koen et al. 2010, Le
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Galliard et al. 2012). This raster represents the cost covariate surface used in the modified
metapopulation model (see statistical model).
Resistance-based Stochastic Patch Occupancy Model
To determine landscape resistance to dispersal, I analyzed the 21-year, 112 patch
time series of detection/non-detection data. I used a Bayesian implementation of a spatial
occupancy model (Sutherland et al. 2014, Chandler et al. 2015b, Drake et al. 2021a) that
incorporates recent advances to relax Euclidean distance assumptions (Howell et al.
2018). Colonization, typically, is assumed to be a function Euclidean interpatch distances
However, inference into the intervening landscape’s influence on connectivity can me
made directly from the presence/absence data using pattens of extinction and colonization
events (see Howell et al 2018).
Our hierarchical model contains 1) a state model that describes first order
Markovian colonization-extinction dynamics, and 2) an observation model that is
conditional on the latent occupancy state (𝑧). The model treats 𝑧 as a partially observed
Bernoulli random variable, with site (𝑖) and year (𝑡) specific occupancy probability 𝜓𝑖,𝑡 .
In the initial year, data is assumed to be detected perfectly to initialize the model and in
subsequent years (𝑡 >1), occupancy is modeled as:
𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ~ Bernoulli(𝜓𝑖,𝑡 ), [1]
where the occupancy probability depends on the occupancy state in the previous year and
is equal to the colonization probability, 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 , if unoccupied (i.e., 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 = 0) and the
extinction probability, 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 , if occupied (i.e., 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 = 1). A statistical rescue effect (Hanski
1999) can be included by adjusting extinction to include the potential for recolonization:
𝜀𝑖,𝑡−1 (1 − 𝛾𝑖,𝑡−1 ). This first-order Markovian process is modelled as:
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𝜓𝑖,𝑡 = (1 − 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 )𝛾𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 [1 − 𝜀𝑖,𝑡−1 (1 − 𝛾𝑖,𝑡−1 )]. [2]
Following the assumption that patch size and population size are correlated, the
probability of extinction 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 is modelled as a function of patch size, the length of riparian
habitat patch. Using a logit linear model:
logit(𝜀𝑖,𝑡 ) = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1 𝐴𝑖 , [3]
where 𝐴𝑖 is the time invariant length of patch 𝑖 and 𝛿0 and 𝛿1 are the regression
parameters to be estimated.
I model (re)colonization of unoccupied patches with probability 𝛾𝑖,𝑡−1 , which is
assumed to be caused by the contribution of immigration from an increasing function of
connectivity (𝑆) between all occupied patches from the previous year within the
landscape (Hanski 1994, Moilanen 2004):
𝛾𝑖,𝑡−1 = 1 − exp(− 𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−1 ). [4]
Using a version of the standard metapopulation model connectivity term (𝑆) and
is a measure describing a distance dependent influence of occupied source patches:
𝑑2

𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡−1 = ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝛽 ∗ exp (− 2𝛼𝑖,𝑗2 ) 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 , [5]
where 𝛽 is the population-level per capita effective dispersal rate, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 represents
interpatch distances, and 𝛼 determines the scale of dispersal.
In the above formulation, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 represents the Euclidean distance between patches
(Sutherland et al. 2014, Chandler et al. 2015b) which can be considered a restrictive
assumption when attempting to characterize animal movement from observational data
(Royle et al. 2013, Sutherland et al. 2015). Recently, Howell et al. (2018) relaxed the
Euclidean distance assumption and use estimated least cost path distances to explicitly
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account for the effect of landscape covariates in the intervening matrix on dispersal.
Specifically, they developed a method that estimates resistance coefficients (𝜃) from
typical metapopulation data.
Using the covariate raster described above and for any given value of 𝜃, cost𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
weighted distance (𝑑𝑖,𝑗
), the accumulation of costs moving between any two locations

in the grid, can be calculated. This is calculated by multiplying the Euclidean distance for
a transition to an adjacent pixel and the cost associated with that transition, as taking the
sum of the path between the pair of patches.
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑑𝑖,𝑗
= ∑𝐿−1
𝑙=1 cost(𝑥𝑙 , 𝑥𝑙+1 ) ‖𝑥𝑙 − 𝑥𝑙+1 ‖ , [6]

where𝑥𝑙 − 𝑥𝑙+1 is the Euclidean distance between patches 𝑖 and 𝑗. It is conditional on:
cost(𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) =

exp(𝜃1 ∗𝑐1 (𝑥))+exp (𝜃1 ∗𝑐1 (𝑥 ′ ))
2

, [7]

which is a cost function for a single covariate.
𝐿𝐶𝑃
The least cost path (𝑑𝑖,𝑗
) is the path that minimizes the cost-weighted distance

travelled between patches (Adriaensen et al. 2003) by moving through adjacent cells 𝑥
and 𝑥 ′ in the grid, i.e.,:
𝐿𝐶𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑑𝑖,𝑗
= min ( 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
)

Finally, the latrine detection data (𝑦𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 ) during 𝑘th visit to patch 𝑖 during year 𝑡,
when 𝑡 > 1, is modelled as an imperfect detection process which is conditional on the
estimated latent occupancy state 𝑧:
𝑦𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 | 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ~ Bernoulli( 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 , 𝑝𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 ), [8]
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where 𝑝𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 is the probability of detecting a species that is present at patch 𝑖, during year
𝑡, and visit 𝑘. I model the detection process as logit-linear function of the size of the
patch:
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 ) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝐴𝑖 , [9]
where 𝑏0 and 𝑏1 are regression parameters to be estimated while 𝐴𝑖𝑘𝑡 is the time invariant
area of the patches record during each survey 𝑘. This could also be modeled as a random
effects model. As well, for this occupancy model, I assume closure.
In addition to the resistance-based SPOM that included elevation as a resistance
covariate I fit a Euclidean distance version of the same model (i.e., setting 𝜃 ≡ 0). This
comparison is used to discuss the consequences of assuming Euclidean dispersal when
movement is influenced by landscape structure.
To improve tractability and reduce computation time by only considering patch
locations and likely dispersal distances, I retained landscape covariate information within
a 5 km buffer of patch locations to focus on areas likely to be pertinent for animal
movement within the system and helps prevent edge effects in path calculations between
patches.
I used a Bayesian framework and a modified version of the custom Metropoliswithin-Gibbs sampler developed by Howell et al. (2018). The sampler is implemented in
R 3.6.1 (R Core Team 2019) and the package gdistance is used for calculating cost
distances (van Etten 2017). For each model, I ran three chains of 45,000 iterations and
discarded the first 5,000 as burn in. Non-informative priors were used for all parameters
(Gelman et al. 2003) and are described in Appendix F. Visual diagnostics of model
chains and Potential Scale Reduction Factor scores <1.1 for each estimated parameter
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(Appendix G) provided evidence of convergence (Gelman et al. 2003). Models were
compared using deviance criterion and by comparing effects sizes and 95% credible
intervals which are reported in brackets, e.g. [0.025,0.975] (Hobbs and Hooten 2015,
Hooten et al. 2015). R code and data is available in Appendix H.
Results

Figure 4. Least cost paths between potential source (blue circles) patches and a receiving patch (red
circle) among patches (black circles) in the Assynt landscape. These paths are drawn from the posterior
distribution of potential least-cost pathways in the estimated cost surface based off the resistance covariate
for elevation. Higher cost areas are darker colors and elevation (m) is visualized in the contours and the
transparency of the paths relate to the relative colonization probability, and when a path is drawn multiple
times, the line darkens even though it the probability of colonization declines as cost distance increases. For
example, paths that try to cross over Quinag, the high relief mountain situated in the middle of the image,
quickly lose colonization probability compared to those that follow lower elevation paths.
The results provide evidence of landscape structure inducing resistance to
dispersal, impacting connectivity and colonization. Landscape resistance increased with
elevation (mean 𝛼 = 0.87, 95% CI [0.67-1.06], Table 4). The influence that elevation has
on connectivity can be seen in least-cost path visualizations (Figure 4) where the
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effective distances between patches separated by areas of high elevation are longer
because of the estimated impedance of movement by higher elevation. In other words,
Euclidean and ecological distance are similar when low elevation areas separated patches
(Figure 6D) but diverge when patches are separated by higher elevation areas (Figure
6A).
Landscape structure impacted connectivity among patches in the landscape.
Least-cost paths were generally longer than straight-line Euclidean distances between
patches (Figure 4), and the spatial scale of dispersal, 𝛼, and mean posterior estimates for
ecological distance-based dispersal rate, 𝛽, were also impacted by the landscape structure
(mean 𝛼 =2.58 [2.08-3.21]; 𝛽 = 0.044 [0.032-0.058]). Consistent with previous research
on this system, extinction probability was impacted by the size of the patch (Table 4).
The detection probability was found to be impacted by the size of the patch in which
observations were taking place during each survey (Table 4; Figure 3A). Failure to
account for such imperfect detection more importantly would have biased colonization
and extinction estimates and produced negatively biased occupancy estimates as seen in
the naïve counts (Figure 3D).
Deviance estimates suggest that the resistance-based model (2808.28 [2698.4 –
2926.38]) performed better relative to the Euclidean-based model (2819.89 [2708.11 –
2940.09]), but 95% CI did overlap. The inclusion of a resistance model appeared to have
very little influence on estimated detection parameters, and only a small impact to the
inferred extinction relationship at the smallest patches (Figure 5B). Likewise,
spatiotemporal occupancy dynamics did not appear to be greatly impacted by the
inclusion of landscape structure compared to accounting for imperfect detection for each
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model respectively (Figure 3A & 3D; Appendix J). Resistance based time-series average
occupancy was 64.25% (annual range: 45.29% to 89.23%) while the Euclidean-based
model average occupancy was 64.06 (annual range: 45.1% to 89.24%).
Whereas inclusion of a resistance-based model impacted connectivity model
parameters. Mean posterior estimates for the ecological distance model 𝛼 was less than
the mean estimate for Euclidean based model (Table 4). Also, the dispersal rate was
larger for resistance-based model relative to the Euclidean-based model (Table 4).

Table 4. Posterior estimate means, standard deviations and 95% credible intervals (CI)
for detection and occupancy model parameters and metapopulation dynamics for both
resistance-based and Euclidean-based spatially explicit stochastic patch occupancy
models.
Model

Parameter

Description

Mean

Resistancebased

𝜶
𝜷
𝜹𝟎

Dispersal scale parameter
baseline colonization probability
intercept of extinction logit-linear
model
slope of extinction logit-linear
model
Detection model logit-linear
intercept
Detection model logit-linear slope
linear effect of elevation on
landscape resistance
deviance

𝜹𝟏
𝒃𝟎
𝒃𝟏
𝜽𝟏
Deviance
Euclideanbased

𝜶
𝜷
𝜹𝟎
𝜹𝟏
𝒃𝟎
𝒃𝟏
Deviance

2.583
0.044
0.031

2.5%
CI
2.081
0.032
-0.323

97.5%
CI
3.206
0.058
0.433

-0.643

-0.912

-0.404

1.044

0.931

1.157

0.354
0.866

0.238
0.673

0.475
1.057

2808.3

2698.4

2926.4

6.249
0.024
-0.199
-0.613
1.036
0.354
2819.9

4.611
0.017
-0.519
-0.869
0.924
0.235
2708.1

8.821
0.031
0.153
-0.391
1.15
0.477
2940.1

Spatiotemporal occupancy dynamics did not appear to be greatly impacted by the
inclusion of landscape structure (Figure 5A & 5D; Appendix J). While non-Euclidean
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cost-distances increase realism for dispersal behavior in relation to colonization,
accounting for detection probability impacted estimated occupancy. The detection
probability was found to be impacted by the size of the patch in which observations were
taking place during each survey (Table 4; Figure 5A). Failure to account for such
imperfect detection would have biased colonization and extinction estimates. Accounting
for imperfect detection also increased the proportion of time a patch was estimated to be
occupied compared to naïve counts (Figure 5D). As well, model performance appraised
by deviance suggests that the resistance-based model (2808.28 [2698.4 – 2926.38])
performed better relative to the Euclidean-based model (2819.89 [2708.11 – 2940.09]),
but 95% CI did overlap.
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Figure 5. Accounting for imperfect detection in both resistance-informed SPOM (black circles with 95%
CI) and Euclidean-based SPOM (grey square with 95% CI) increases the estimated occupancy of the
Assynt Metapopulation compared to naïve observations of detected occupancy (open circles). (B) The
Resistance-based model’s long-term connectivity (connectivity-weighted by time-series average
occupancy) of individual patches is correlated with the proportion of time occupied (C) The correlation
between each patches mean connectivity value (black circles with 95% CI) between Euclidean-based and
resistance informed SPOMs. Euclidean models almost always estimate higher connectivity for each patch
to contribute to proportion of time occupied during the 21-year time series. (D) The Proportion of time each
patch was occupied during the 21-year time series of our survey. Naïve counts (open circles) are always
lower except for the largest patches in the network, of some which never where completely unoccupied
during each year. Accounting for imperfect detection increases the estimated proportion of time occupied
during our survey period for both resistance-informed SPOMs (black circles with 95% CI) and Euclideanbased SPOMs (grey square with 95% CI). The time occupied is correlated negatively with increased
relative isolation from surround patches.

Discussion
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Here I have presented clear evidence that landscape structure impacts realized
connectivity and the dispersal of water voles in Assynt. This model metapopulation
system provides insight on how the landscape structure and the matrix can influence
assumed Euclidean dispersal behavior in habitat specialists. Our results also suggest a
plastic dispersal strategy exists for a habitat specialist when populations are spatially
structured. For the water vole, this emerges as overland dispersal which resemble
Euclidean assumptions in the absence of resistant landscape features. This plastic
dispersal strategy allows for reduced exposure to typically inhospitable matrix when
dispersing between preferred habitat. However, these results do also clarify a standing
assumption on the role of the matrix in directed dispersal movements: the interpatch
matrix can influence dispersal behavior, thus invalidating Euclidean connectivity
assumptions.
This model estimated the impact elevation has in governing spatiotemporal
dynamics of a spatially structured metapopulation. While some studies have identified the
role of large topographic features in shaping genetic structure (eg. Berthier et al. 2005),
there has been no consensus on the influence of intervening matrix to dispersal and
colonization in the water vole. These riparian specialists were assumed to disperse along
water ways to reduce exposure to non-selected habitat; however, genetic evidence had
suggested that more generalist dispersal behavior may be occurring overland,
disregarding interpatch matrix costs (Telfer et al. 2001). As well, in the closely related
southern water vole (A. sapidus), no landscape features proved a barrier to dispersal
based on estimated genetic distances (Centeno-Cuadros et al. 2011). In contrast to those
results, Berthier et al. (2005) found topographic features such as cliffs and valleys
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disrupted gene flow of the fossorial water vole (A. terrestris), but smaller features, such
as more specific landcover types, did not appear to induce genetic discontinuities beyond
those found by isolation by distance. Contrary to the dispersal behavior described above,
water voles are rarely observed more than a few meters from preferred habitat such as
riparian banksides (Lawton et al. 1991) and daily movements are often constrained to
their home range sizes, well below 100m (Stoddart 1970b). Our result support the idea of
plastic dispersal strategies in water voles in contrast to their habitat specialism (Aars et al.
2006).
The results also suggest that water voles avoid higher elevation features during
dispersal. This can impact colonization rates between patches that are relatively close as
the crow flies (Figures 4 & 6). In Assynt, higher elevation locations are often rugged,
difficult to traverse, and can resemble alpine habitats or be composed of bare rock. Such
open habitat may be avoided in addition to the topographic relief. Even if the path is
longer, lower elevation routes may be preferred, being less resistant to dispersal as the
vole trundles. For example, a steep topographic feature called Quinog (Figure 4) induces
high costs to movement and estimated individual least cost paths circumvent it. This can
also be seen in the resistance surface for individual patches (Figure 5C) or the entire
landscape (Figure 5D). Rising to over 800m, this mountain severely restricts colonization
between major networks of patches in Assynt, UK. However, such large features may not
dominate the colonization patterns within clustered subnetworks of patches, thus not
contradicting previous results that may miss such patterns. Determining which method
more accurately describes the dispersal process likely depends on the type of dispersal
(Van Dyck & Baguette 2005), the scale of the question (i.e. spatial: landscape vs
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subnetwork; temporal: intra-annual vs interannual vs multi-generational) and the
precision or grain of data available (e.g. occupancy vs. telemetry; Miguet et al. 2016).
To explore beyond the importance of landscape resistance impact to inter-annual
dispersal events, I calculated the connectivity of each patch weighted by its time-series
average occupancy (Figure 5D). Taking a random draw of the posterior distribution of
connectivity parameter estimates, I calculated the mean connectivity contribution using
of each patch in the network for both resistance-based and Euclidean-based connectivity
models. For almost every patch, Euclidean-based connectivity provided higher estimates
of connectivity relative to the resistance-based model (Figure 5C). Euclidean-based
estimates also have wider 95% CI for long-term connectivity estimates. Weighted by the
long-term average occupancy of each patch (which had similar estimates across models;
Figure 5D), this suggests a potential for bias in Euclidean-based connectivity estimates,
and the resulting inflation of colonization potential relative to resistance-based
connectivity estimates.
Stochastic patch occupancy models have historically been criticized for
neglecting to consider the interpatch matrix when estimating connectivity (With 2004).
While some habitat may exist in a homogeneous matrix, patches are often situated in a
complex mosaic of heterogeneous land cover types. These land cover types may differ in
their relative resistance to dispersal movements either through increased costs (Ricketts
2001) or mortality risks (Fletcher et al. 2019). Elevation is often correlated with
vegetation communities and may act as a proxy for these features at larger scales helping
to explain overall landscape influence on connectivity.
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This model could also be extended to explore multiple landscape structures. For
example, detailed spatial information on the distribution of habitat or vegetation types
may provide insight into the relative contribution to resistance each feature has on
resistance. The landscape is generally not experienced as individual components, but
rather as a whole (Peterman and Pope 2020). The SPOM now provides an excellent
framework to incorporate increasingly detailed landscape ecological perspectives to
explorations of metapopulation dynamics (Howell et al. 2018).
Connectivity is also a spatiotemporally dynamic phenomenon and the
spatiotemporal distribution of habitat could impact inferences in colonization-extinction
dynamics (Chapter 2; Bertassello et al. 2021), shifting the effective connectivity between
patches either through long-term shifts (Bishop-Taylor et al. 2017) or through punctuated
moments of ephemeral connectivity windows (Zeigler and Fagan 2014). This is likely not
a problem in Assynt, inter-patch matrix remains relatively static with few changes since
surveys began in the time series (personal communication, X. Lambin). Recent satellite
imagery of the Assynt area also shows <0.7% landcover assignment changes between
recorded years (Space Intelligence 2021).
So, does the matrix matter? For the water vole, that depends. While genetic
analyses (Telfer et al. 2003b, Aars et al. 2006) and translocation experiments (Fisher et
al. 2009) suggest that the interpatch matrix may be disregarded by dispersing water voles
at some scales, our results indicate that the interpatch matrix exerts influence on
colonization-extinction dynamics at interannual potentially larger time scales and at the
metapopulation and patch spatial scale. Models that include landscape resistance show a
smaller estimated mean dispersal scale and higher dispersal rate with no overlap in 95%
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CI with Euclidean-based model estimates (Table 4). Not including the isolating effect of
landscape resistance between patches caused overestimation of the scale of dispersal
(Figure 5C), leading to potentially biased model predictions (Moilanen 2002).
In sum, the matrix does matter to dispersers, but not all patches are separated by
high resistance (here, high relief) features. Such low elevation areas may have
connectivity that does not diverge from Euclidean-based modeling assumptions (Figures
6A & 6B). Comparatively, due to increased chance of encountering high relief features as
distance increases, long distance dispersal will more likely be impeded than movements
within closely clustered networks (Figure 6). In such closely clustered networks, plastic
dispersal strategies may benefit individuals that disregard some generally highly
impermeable boundaries during non-dispersal periods by limiting their exposure to
inhospitable conditions (Van Dyck and Baguette 2005, Legrand et al. 2017). These
movements would differ from typical foraging or exploratory movements, where the
matrix exerts a stronger influence to movement. However, certain structures in the matrix
(such as topographic relief) may induce such high costs to dispersing individuals, they
will be avoided in favor of less resistant paths. Such features shape emergent landscape
connectivity and reduce the utility of Euclidean dispersal assumptions in explaining
colonization-extinction dynamics. Such insights are key to resolve limitations to our
understanding of dispersal in arvicoline rodents (Le Galliard et al. 2012), and increase
our understanding of dispersal’s role as ecological process in general (Driscoll et al.
2014).
While estimates for resistance covariates and connectivity parameters do show
that colonization processes matter in a spatially explicit context (Table 4, Figures 4 &
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5C), other parameters showed less differences between model estimates. Mean
occupancy estimates and 95% CI were similar between resistance and Euclidean
distance-based models (Figure 5A). As well, while mean extinction estimates diverged at
lower patch sizes between models, 95% CI widely overlapped. The similarity in estimates
of occupancy between resistance and Euclidean-based models suggests that SPOMs may
be able to phenomenologically describe occupancy trends without a mechanistic
explanation when data on the landscape structure is absent. This resilience to Euclidean
connectivity assumptions should be further tested. Predictions based on a
phenomenological approach are likely to be biased and caution should be used to inform
management decisions based on such assumptions.
Landscape resistance may mediate the potential emergence of source-sink
dynamics in the Assynt system. The probability an individual successfully encounters and
settles in a potential sink once it has left a source should influence the strength of sources
and sinks on metapopulation dynamics (Pulliam 1988). Landscape resistance could
increase the functional isolation of potentially low-quality patches that Euclidean-based
connectivity would suggest are highly connected. This may reduce proximity to source
locations and reduce the contribution to overall dynamics (Heinrichs et al. 2016). Water
voles, with limited perceptual ranges, but relatively long dispersal capabilities are also
able to reduce reliance on proximate, if poor quality patches, increasing occupancy at
higher quality patches across Assynt. This should reduce the effect of source sink patterns
on the severity of dynamics (Heinrichs et al. 2016). Such understanding of the way
landscape structure can impact colonization-extinction dynamics and thus in defining the
strength of source- sink dynamics within metapopulations is crucial for making
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appropriate management decisions for habitat and species (Dunning et al. 1992, Elliot et
al. 2014b, Barthold et al. 2016, Heinrichs et al. 2016).
Connectivity estimates that include functional responses to the landscape are
essential for applied conservation (Hilty et al. 2020). Expert opinion derived resistance
surfaces can be useful hypothesis of connectivity, but a growing need to evaluate these
from data are needed to validate theoretical predictions of connectivity (Ricketts 2001,
Zeller et al. 2020). In the UK, recolonization of habitat by water voles after mink
eradication may be impeded by topographic features, slowing expected recovery efforts.
Also, extending models like the one presented here to include increasingly detailed
demographic-weighting could help increase the mechanistic descriptions of
spatiotemporally dynamic connectivity (Sutherland et al. 2014, Howell et al. 2018, Zeller
et al. 2020). While I incorporated a weighting based on the distribution of occupied
habitat, better accounting for the distribution and demography of dispersers could better
describe the magnitude of resistance of individual landscape features to dispersal, the
process that ultimately governs realized connectivity (Driscoll et al. 2014, Drake et al.
2021b). Increasing our understanding of the landscape’s influence on connectivity, and
ultimately persistence of species in the landscape, will require mechanistic explanations
of the influence landscape structure has on ecological processes.
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Figure 6. Non-Euclidean connectivity surfaces estimated from long-term occupancy
trends compared to Euclidean connectivity assumptions in Assynt, UK for a mammalian
metapopulation. (A) The landscape resistance informed connectivity surface for a patch
located in a relatively lowland, low topographic relief area. (B) The Euclidean based
connectivity surface for the same habitat patch as panel A. (C) The landscape resistance
informed connectivity for a patch located near high topographic relief landscape
structure. (D) The same habitat patch as in panel C yet using Euclidean connectivity
assumptions. Notice that the Euclidean-based surface assumes the same connectivity
probability in all directions, missing the reduction in connectivity when the model is
generalized to include landscape structure. (E) The full potential connectivity of the
landscape when considering elevation induced resistance. (F). The Euclidean-based
connectivity surface both over- and under- estimates connectivity depending on the
location in the landscape.
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CHAPTER 4
FISHING FOR MAMMALS: LANDSCAPE-LEVEL MONITORING OF
TERRESTRIAL AND SEMI-AQUATIC COMMUNITIES USING EDNA FROM
RIVERINE SYSTEMS1
Abstract
Environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding has revolutionized biomonitoring in
both marine and freshwater ecosystems. However, for semi-aquatic and terrestrial
animals, the application of this technique remains relatively untested. We2 first assess the
efficiency of eDNA metabarcoding in detecting semi-aquatic and terrestrial mammals in
natural lotic ecosystems in the UK by comparing sequence data recovered from water and
sediment samples to the mammalian communities expected from historical data.
Secondly, using occupancy modelling we compared the detection efficiency of eDNA
metabarcoding to multiple conventional non-invasive survey methods (latrine surveys
and camera trapping). eDNA metabarcoding detected a large proportion of the expected
mammalian community within each area. Common species in the areas were detected at
the majority of sites. Several key species of conservation concern in the UK were
detected by eDNA sampling in areas where authenticated records do not currently exist,
but potential false positives were also identified. Water-based eDNA metabarcoding
provided comparable results to conventional survey methods in per unit of survey effort
for three species (water vole, field vole and red deer) using occupancy models. The
comparison between survey ‘effort’ to reach a detection probability of ≥.95 revealed that
3–6 water replicates would be equivalent to 3–5 latrine surveys and 5–30 weeks of single
camera deployment, depending on the species. eDNA metabarcoding can be used to
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generate an initial ‘distribution map’ of mammalian diversity at the landscape level. If
conducted during times of peak abundance, carefully chosen sampling points along
multiple river courses provide a reliable snapshot of the species that are present in a
catchment area. In order to fully capture solitary, rare and invasive species, we would
currently recommend the use of eDNA metabarcoding alongside other non-invasive
surveying methods (i.e. camera traps) to maximize monitoring efforts.
Introduction
Environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding (the simultaneous identification of
multiple taxa using DNA extracted from an environmental sample, e.g. water, soil, based
on short amplicon sequences) has revolutionized the way we approach biodiversity
monitoring in both marine and freshwater ecosystems (Valentini et al. 2016, Deiner et al.
2017). Successful applications include tracking biological invasions, detecting rare and
endangered species and describing entire communities (Holman et al. 2019). Most eDNA
metabarcoding applications on vertebrates to date have focused on monitoring fishes and
amphibians (Hänfling et al. 2016, Valentini et al. 2016). What has become apparent from
studies in lentic systems (ponds and lakes) is that semi-aquatic and terrestrial mammals
can also be detected (Hänfling et al. 2016, Harper et al. 2019). As a result, there has been
an increasing focus on the use of both vertebrate (Harper et al. 2019) and mammalspecific primer sets (Ushio et al. 2017, Leempoel et al. 2020, Sales et al. 2020a) for
detecting mammalian communities using eDNA metabarcoding.
Mammals include some of the most imperiled taxa, with over one-fifth of species
considered to be threatened or declining (Visconti et al. 2011). Monitoring of mammalian
biodiversity is therefore essential. Given that any optimal survey approach is likely to be
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species-specific, very few species can be detected at all times when they are present. This
imperfect detection (even greater for elusive and rare species) can lead to biased
estimates of occurrence and hinder species conservation (Mackenzie et al. 2002). For
mammals, repeated surveys using several monitoring methods are usually applied. These
include indirect observations such as latrines, faeces, hair or tracks, or direct observations
such as live-trapping or camera trapping surveys over short time intervals such that
closure/invariance can be assumed and detectability estimated (Nichols et al. 2008). Each
of these methods has associated efficiency, cost and required expertise trade-offs, which
become more challenging as the spatial and temporal scales increase.
Environmental DNA sampling yields species-specific presence/absence data that
are likely to be most valuable for inferring species distributions using well-established
analytical tools such as occupancy models (Mackenzie et al. 2002). These models resolve
concerns around imperfect detection of difficult to observe species. When coupled with
location-specific detection histories, these can be used to infer true occurrence states,
factors that influence occupancy rates, colonization-extinction probabilities and estimates
of detection probability (MacKenzie et al. 2018). The use of eDNA sampling to generate
species-specific detection data has unsurprisingly increased in recent years, and in many
cases has outperformed or at least matched conventional survey methods (Lugg et al.
2018, Tingley et al. 2019). Although comparisons between eDNA analysis and
conventional surveys for multi-species detection are numerous (see table S1 in Lugg et al.
2018), studies focusing on detection probability estimates for multiple species identified
by metabarcoding are rare (Valentini et al. 2016, Abrams et al. 2019).
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The aim of this study was to assess the efficiency of eDNA metabarcoding for
detecting semi-aquatic and terrestrial mammals in natural lotic systems in the UK. We
conducted eDNA sampling in rivers and streams in two areas (Assynt, Scotland and Peak
District National Park, England). Together these locations have the majority of UK semiaquatic and terrestrial mammalian species present (Appendix K). Our objectives were
twofold: first, we sought to establish whether eDNA metabarcoding is a viable technique
for monitoring semi-aquatic and terrestrial mammals by comparing it to the mammalian
communities expected from historical data, a group for which eDNA sampling has rarely
been evaluated in a natural setting. Secondly, we evaluate the detection efficiency of
water- and sediment-based eDNA sampling in one of these areas (Assynt) for multiple
species compared to multiple conventional non-invasive survey methods (latrine surveys
and camera trapping).
Materials and Methods
Latrine surveys
Assynt, a heather-dominated upland landscape in the far northwest of the Scottish
Highlands, UK (Figure 7a), is the location of an ongoing 20-year metapopulation study of
water voles Arvicola amphibius led by the University of Aberdeen (Appendix K). Here,
we mainly focus only on data collected in 2017. The metapopulation is characterized by
116 discrete linear riparian habitat patches (ranging from 90 m to nearly 2.5 km)
distributed sparsely (4% of waterway network) throughout the 140 km2 study area
(Sutherland et al. 2014). Water voles use prominently placed latrines for territory
marking (Appendix K). Using latrine surveys, a reliable method of detection (Sutherland
et al. 2014), water vole occupancy status was determined by the detection of latrines that
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are used for territory marking (Sutherland et al. 2013). During the breeding season (July
and August), latrine surveys were conducted twice at each site. In addition to water vole
latrines, field vole Microtus agrestis pellets are also easily identifiable, and so field vole
detections were also recorded along waterways as a formal part of the latrine survey
protocol. Live-trapping was then carried out at patches deemed to be occupied by water
voles according to latrine surveys to determine their abundances (this was used to
determine which sites were sampled for eDNA; Figure 7a).

Figure 7 (a) Environmental DNA (eDNA) sampling sites in Assynt, Scotland; the size of
sites corresponds to abundance categories based on summer live-trapping. (b) A bubble
graph representing presence/absence and categorical values of the number of reads
retained (after bioinformatic filtering) for eDNA (water in blue and sediment in orange)
from each wild mammal identified in each site in Assynt (A1–A18)
Camera trap data
Camera traps were deployed at the beginning of July and thus overlapped
temporally with the latrine survey in Assynt. Data were collected from cameras deployed
at seven of these patches. Within each of these patches, cameras were deployed at the
midpoint of the areas where active signs (latrines, grass clipping, burrows) were detected,
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and if no signs were detected, at the midpoint of historical water vole activity (J. Drake,
C. Sutherland and X. Lambin, pers. comm.). These will also capture images of any
species present in the area that come within close proximity of the camera (Appendix K).
Cameras were deployed approximately 1 m above-ground on iron ‘u-posts’ to
avoid flooding, prevent knock-down by wind/wildlife and optimize both depth of field
and image clarity. Cameras (Bushnell HD Trophy Cam) were set at normal detection
sensitivity (to reduce false-triggers from grass/shadows), low night time LED intensity
(to prevent image white out in near depth of field), three shot burst (to increase chance of
capturing small, fast moving bodies) and 15-min intervals between bursts (to increase
temporal independence of captures and decrease memory burden). The area each camera
photographed was approximately 1–2 m2. Animals were identified on images and
information was stored as metadata tags using the R (R Core Team 2017) package
camtrapR following the procedures described in Niedballa, Courtiol, and Sollmann
(2016). Independence between detections was based on 60-min intervals between
species-specific detections.
eDNA Sampling
A total of 18 potential water vole patches were selected for eDNA sampling in
Assynt from 25 to 27 October 2017. The time lag between the latrine/live-trapping and
eDNA surveys was because of two main reasons: (a) legitimate concerns around crosssite DNA contamination during latrine/live-trapping where researchers moved on a daily
basis between sites as well as regularly handled and processed live animals (for
decontamination procedures see Supporting Information) and (b) the selection of eDNA
sampling sites was based on the latrine surveys and abundance data provided by live-
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trapping so could only occur after this was completed by August 6th. Water and sediment
samples were collected from patches where water voles were determined to be absent
(five sites; A1–A5); with 1–2 individuals present (three sites; A9, A16 and 18); 3–5
individuals (five sites; A6, A8, A11, A14 and A17); and 7–11 individuals (five sites; A7,
A10, A12, A13 and A15; Figure 7a). Each of these streams/rivers differed in their
characteristics (in terms of width, depth and flow) and a representation of the sites is
depicted in Appendix K. Three water (two litres each) and three sediment (~25 ml)
replicates were taken at each patch (further details of sample collection are provided in
Appendix K).
In addition to Assynt, eDNA sampling was also conducted on a smaller scale in
the Peak District National Park, England (Appendix K) to incorporate additional
mammals that are not known to be present in Assynt (Appendix K). Here, the occurrence
of water vole was identified by the presence of latrines in two sites (P1 and P2) at the
time of eDNA sampling, whilst no latrines were identified at one site (P3). At site P1, an
otter Lutra lutra spraint was identified at the time of eDNA sampling (Appendix K).
These three sites were sampled in March 2018 using the same methodology as in Assynt
but were taken in close proximity (<50 cm) to water vole latrines where present
(Appendix K).
eDNA laboratory methods
DNA was extracted from the sediment samples using the DNeasy PowerMax Soil
kit and from the water samples using the DNeasy PowerWater Kit (both QIAGEN Ltd.)
following the manufacturer's instructions in a dedicated eDNA laboratory in the
University of Salford. In order to avoid the risk of contamination during this step, DNA
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extraction was conducted in increasing order of expected abundance of water voles in the
eDNA samples (all field blanks were extracted first, followed by the sites with
supposedly zero water vole abundance, up to the highest densities last). Along with field
blanks (Assynt = 8, Peak District = 2), six lab extraction blanks were included (one at the
end of each daily block of extractions). A decontamination stage using a Phileas 25
Airborne Disinfection Unit (Devea SAS) was undertaken before processing samples from
different locations. Additional information regarding decontamination measures and
negative controls can be found in the Supporting Information.
A complete description of PCR conditions, library preparation and bioinformatic
analyses is provided in Appendix K. Briefly, eDNA was amplified using the MiMammal
12S primer set (MiMammal-U-F, 5′-GGGTTGGTAAATTTCGTGCCAGC-3′;
MiMammal-U-R, 5′-CATAGTGGGGTATCTAATCCCAGTTTG-3′)(Ushio et al. 2017)
targeting a ~170 bp amplicon from a variable region of the 12S rRNA mitochondrial
gene. A total of 147 samples, including field collection blanks (10) and laboratory
negative controls (12, including six DNA extraction blanks and six PCR negative
controls), were sequenced in two multiplexed Illumina MiSeq runs. To minimize bias in
individual reactions, PCRs were replicated three times for each sample and subsequently
pooled. Illumina libraries were built using a NextFlex PCR-free library preparation kit
according to the manufacturer's protocols (Bioo Scientific) and pooled in equimolar
concentrations along with 1% PhiX (v3, Illumina). The libraries were run at a final
molarity of 9 pM on an Illumina MiSeq platform using the 2×150 bp v2 chemistry.
Bioinformatic analysis was conducted using OBITools metabarcoding package
(Boyer et al. 2016) and the taxonomic assignment was conducted using ecotag against a
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custom reference database (see Appendix K). To exclude MOTUs/reads putatively
belonging to sequencing errors or contamination, the final dataset included only MOTUs
that could be identified to species level (>98%), and MOTUs containing <10 reads and
with a similarity to a sequence in the reference database lower than 98% were discarded
(Cilleros et al. 2019). The maximum number of reads detected in the controls for each
MOTU in each sequencing run was removed from all samples (Appendix K). For water
voles, field voles and red deer (the most abundant wild mammals in terms of sequence
reads in our dataset), this equated to a sequence frequency threshold of ≤0.17%, within
the bounds of previous studies on removing sequences to account for contamination and
tag jumping (Schnell et al. 2015, Hänfling et al. 2016, Cilleros et al. 2019).
Occupancy/detection analysis in Assynt
The data collection from the different survey types described above (water-based
eDNA, sediment-based eDNA, latrine and camera traps) produced the following sitespecific detection/non-detection data:
1. Latrine: two latrine surveys at 116 patches.
2. w-eDNA: three water-based eDNA samples at 18 of the 116 patches surveyed.
3. s-eDNA: three sediment-based eDNA samples at 18 of the 116 patches surveyed.
4. Camera: six 1-week occasions of camera trapping data at seven of the 18 patches
surveyed by both Latrine and eDNA (w-eDNA + s-eDNA) surveys.
We chose to focus on three species that were detected by at least three of the four
methods: water voles, field voles and red deer Cervus elaphus. Water voles and field
voles were recorded using all four survey methods and had detection histories for 14
surveying events ((Latrine × 2) + (w-eDNA × 3) + (s-eDNA × 3) + (Camera × 6)). Red
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deer were not recorded during latrine surveys and had detection histories for 12 surveying
events ((w-eDNA × 3) + (s-eDNA × 3) + (Camera × 6)). To demonstrate the relative
efficacy of the four surveying methods, we restricted the analyses to the 18 sites where
both latrine surveys were conducted and eDNA samples were taken, seven of which had
associated camera trapping data. Although each surveying method differs in terms of
effort and effective area surveyed, each is a viable surveying method that is readily
applied in practice. A unit of survey effort here is defined as one latrine survey, one weDNA replicate, one s-eDNA replicate or 1 week of camera trapping. So, while the
specific units of effort are not directly comparable, the relative detection efficacy per
surveying method-specific unit of effort is of interest and will provide important context
for designing future monitoring studies and understanding the relative merits of each
surveying method. Analysing the data using occupancy models allowing for methodspecific detectability enables such a comparison in per unit effort efficacy between eDNA
metabarcoding and multiple conventional survey methods.
A single season occupancy model (Mackenzie et al. 2002) was applied to the
ensemble data where detection histories were constructed using each of the surveying
events as sampling occasions (MacKenzie et al. 2018). The core assumption here is that
the underlying occupancy state (i.e. occupied or empty) is constant over the sampling
period, and therefore, every sampling occasion is a potentially imperfect observation of
the true occupancy status. Because occasions represent method-specific surveying events,
we used ‘surveying method’ as an occasion-specific covariate on detection (Latrine, weDNA, s-eDNA and Camera). Our primary objective was to quantify and compare
method-specific detectability, so we did not consider any other competing models. For
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comparing the methods, we compute accumulation curves as (Mackenzie and Royle
2005):
∗
𝑝𝑠𝑚𝑘
= 1 − (1 − 𝑝̂𝑠𝑚 )𝑘
∗
Where 𝑝𝑠𝑚𝑘
is the cumulative probability of detecting species s, when species s is

present, using method m after k surveying events based on the estimated surveying
method-specific detection probability for each species (𝑝̂𝑠𝑚 ). We vary k from 1 to a large
∗
number and find the value of k that results 𝑝𝑠𝑚𝑘
≥ 95. We conducted the same analysis

separately for water voles, field voles and red deer. Analysis was conducted in R (R Core
Team 2017) using the package unmarked (Fiske and Chandler 2011).
Results
Mammal detection via eDNA metabarcoding
The two sequencing runs generated 23,276,596 raw sequence reads and a total of
15,463,404 sequences remained following trimming, merging and length filtering. After
bioinformatic analysis, the final ‘filtered’ dataset contained 23 mammals (Appendix K).
For mammals, ~12 million reads were retained after applying all quality filtering steps
(Appendix K). Reads from humans, cattle Bos taurus, pig Sus scrofa, horse Equus ferus,
sheep Ovis aries and dog Canis lupus familiaris, were not considered further as the focus
of this study was on wild mammals (Appendix K). Felis was included because of the
potential of it being wildcat Felis silvestris or domestic cat F. catus/wildcat hybrids. A
final dataset comprising ~5.9 million reads was used for the downstream analyses
(Appendix K).
In Assynt, the wild species identified were the red deer (18/18 sites); water vole
(15/18); field vole (13/18); wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus—9/18; pygmy shrew Sorex
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minutus—4/18; wild/domestic cat Felis spp.—4/18; mountain hare Lepus timidus—4/18;
rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus—3/18; water shrew Neomys fodiens—3/18; common shrew
Sorex araneus—2/18; edible dormouse Glis glis—2/18; grey squirrel Sciurus
carolinensis—1/18; pine marten Martes martes—1/18; brown rat Rattus norvegicus—
1/18; red fox Vulpes vulpes—1/18 and badger Meles meles—1/18 (Figure 7b). All of
these species are distributed around/within Assynt Appendix K), with the exception of
the edible dormouse and the grey squirrel. These are unequivocally absent from the
region. The edible dormouse is only present in southern England and the grey squirrel is
not distributed that far north in Scotland (Mathews et al. 2018).
Of the wild mammals in the Peak District, the water vole, field vole, wood mouse
and otter were found in two sites (P1 and P2). The red deer, pygmy shrew, common
shrew, water shrew, red squirrel Sciurus vulgaris, grey squirrel, pine marten and badger
were each found at a single site (Appendix K). Only rabbit was found in site P3. All
species identified are currently distributed within the Park (Appendix K), except the red
squirrel and pine marten. The pine marten, which is critically endangered in England, has
only two reliable records that have been confirmed in the Park since 2000 and the red
squirrel has not been present for over 18 years (Alston et al. 2012).
Overall, water samples yielded better results than sediment samples regarding
species detection and read count for both areas sampled (Figure 7b; Appendix K). In
Assynt, only the wild/domestic cat was exclusively detected in sediment samples (four
sites), whereas water samples recovered eDNA for ten additional species not found in the
sediment samples. The red deer, water vole, field vole, mountain hare and pygmy shrew
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were also found in sediment samples in Assynt (Figure 7b), and water vole and wood
mouse in the Peak District sediment samples (Appendix K).
Occupancy Analysis
Of the 18 sites where both latrine and eDNA surveys were conducted, water voles
were detected at 13 and field voles were detected at 11. A total of seven wild mammals
were recorded at the seven sites with a camera trap from 10 July to 25 October 2017
(Appendix K). There were several incidences where a shrew could not be identified to
species level using camera traps. For camera traps, water voles were recorded at all sites,
red deer at five out of seven, field voles and weasels at three sites, water shrews and
otters at two and a red fox at a single site.
For the 18 sites in Assynt, estimated site occupancy (with 95% confidence
intervals) from the combined surveying methods was 0.91 (0.63–0.98) for water voles
and 0.88 (0.57–0.98) for field voles. Red deer were observed at every patch by at least
one of the methods, and therefore occupancy was 1 (Table 5). For all three species, per
sample detection probability was higher for eDNA taken from water than for eDNA
taken from sediment (Table 5; Figure 8). The surveying method-specific efficacy pattern
was similar for water voles and field voles (Table 5; Figure 8): latrine surveys had the
highest probability of detecting the species (0.77 and 0.52 respectively), followed by
eDNA from water (0.57 and 0.40 respectively), then camera trapping (0.50 and 0.20
respectively) and finally eDNA from sediment (0.27 and 0.02 respectively). Detection
probability was higher for water voles than field voles using all four methods (Table 5;
Figure 8). No effort was made to record red deer presence during latrine surveys. Like the
water voles and field voles, red deer detection was higher using eDNA from water (0.67,
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CI: 0.53–0.78) compared to eDNA from sediment (0.10, CI: 0.04–0.21). Unlike the voles,
which were more detectable by cameras than sediment eDNA, red deer detection on
cameras was similar to sediment eDNA (0.10, CI: 0.04–0.24).

Figure 8. Figures on the left show estimated detection probabilities of each survey
method for each of three focal species; the vertical lines are 95% confidence intervals.
Figures on the right show the method- and species-specific cumulative detection
probability with increasing number of sampling events; the horizontal dashed line shows
a probability of .95 for reference.
The patterns described above detail surveying event-specific detectability. We
also computed the cumulative detection probability for each method and each species
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(𝑝̂𝑠𝑚 ). The cumulative detection curves over 15 surveying events are shown in Figure 2.
∗
The number of surveying events, k, required to achieve 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑚
≥ 0.95 for water voles was

three surveys, four samples, 10 samples and 5 weeks, for latrines, water eDNA, sediment
eDNA and cameras respectively. The number of surveying events, k, required to achieve
∗
𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑚
≥ 0.95 for field voles was five surveys, six samples, 141 samples and 14 weeks, for

latrines, water eDNA, sediment eDNA and cameras respectively. The number of
∗
surveying events, k, required to achieve 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑚
≥ 0.95 for red deer was three samples, 30

samples and 29 weeks, for water eDNA, sediment eDNA and cameras respectively (see
also Figure 8).
Table 5. (Table 1 in pub) Estimated site occupancies and detection probabilities, with
associated 95% confidence intervals in brackets, obtained for water-based eDNA (weDNA), sediment-based eDNA (s-eDNA) and conventional survey methods (Latrine and
Camera) in Assynt, Scotland.
Species

Occupancy

Detection Probability
Latrine†

w-eDNA

s-eDNA

Camera

Water Vole

0.91
(0.63–0.98)

0.77 (0.59–
0.89)

0.57 (0.43–
0.71)

0.27 (0.16–
0.41)

0.50 (0.35–
0.65)

Field Vole

0.89
(0.57–0.98)

0.52 (0.34–
0.69)

0.40 (0.26–
0.55)

0.02 (0.00–
0.14)

0.20 (0.10–
0.37)

Red Deer

1.00
(1.00–1.00)

-

0.67 (0.53–
0.78)

0.10 (0.04–
0.21)

0.10 (0.09–
0.24)

Discussion
Despite the increasing potential of eDNA metabarcoding as a biomonitoring tool
(Deiner et al. 2017), its application has largely been focused on strictly aquatic or semiaquatic animals, thus restricting management and conservation efforts of the wider
ecosystem (Williams et al. 2018). Here, we demonstrate the ability of eDNA
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metabarcoding to provide a valuable ‘terrestrial dividend’ for mammals from freshwater
lotic ecosystems, with a large proportion of the expected species from the wider
landscape being detected in each of the two study locations. In particular, we have
demonstrated that water-based eDNA sampling offers a promising and complementary
tool to conventional survey methods for the detection of whole mammalian communities.
Detection of mammalian communities using eDNA metabarcoding
Of the species known to be common in both Assynt and the Peak District, eDNA
metabarcoding readily detected the water vole, field vole and red deer at the majority of
sites surveyed (Figure 77b; Appendix K). Pygmy, common and water shrews, wood mice
and mountain hares were also detected by eDNA metabarcoding at multiple sites in
Assynt (Figure 7b). A higher eDNA detection rate is expected for aquatic and semiaquatic mammals compared to terrestrial mammals in aquatic environments due to the
spatial and temporal stochasticity of opportunities for terrestrial mammals to be in contact
with the water (Ushio et al. 2017). The semi-aquatic water vole was generally detected by
eDNA metabarcoding where we expected to find it and at relatively high read numbers
(Figure 7b; Appendix K). This is in line with previous studies in lentic systems (Harper et
al. 2019). However, the red deer was the only terrestrial species detected by eDNA
sampling at all sites in Assynt, and the terrestrial field vole at over 70% of surveyed sites.
In addition to lifestyle (semi-aquatic or terrestrial), the number of individuals of
each species (i.e. group-living) may be important for eDNA detection (Williams et al.
2018). As a counter example to this, otters and weasels were notably absent in the eDNA
samples in Assynt despite being captured by camera traps (Appendix K). Otters were
present in the water eDNA samples at two sites in the Peak District, albeit at a lower
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number of reads in comparison to most of the other species detected (Appendix K). This
mirrors previous studies where eDNA analysis has performed relatively poorly for otter
detection in captivity and the wild (Thomsen et al. 2012, Harper et al. 2019). Carnivores
were generally detected on fewer occasions (e.g. red foxes, badgers and pine martens;
Figure 7b; Appendix K) or not at all (e.g. stoats and American mink in addition to those
discussed above) in comparison to smaller mammals and red deer, and a similar pattern
has been shown with North American carnivores in a recent study using eDNA from soil
samples (Leempoel et al. 2020). For some of these species, species ecology/behaviour
such as a relatively large home range and more solitary nature (e.g. red foxes) may go
some way towards explaining a lack of, or few, eDNA records. Furthermore, as
demonstrated by Ushio et al. (2017) poor efficiency for amplifying some mammal
species might be associated to suboptimal experimental conditions (e.g. inadequate
primer design, primer bias, DNA concentration, species masking and/or annealing
temperatures).
Regarding the sampling medium for eDNA, we demonstrated that water is a more
effective method for detection of mammal eDNA than sediment (Table5; Figure 7b;
Appendix K). For one of our focal species, the water vole, 75% of sites which were
deemed unoccupied by latrine surveys and those with ≤2 individuals (eight sites) in
Assynt, returned a non-detection for sediment eDNA as opposed to 37.5% of sites for
water (Figure 7; Appendix K). Distinct temporal inferences are provided by eDNA
recovered from water and sediment samples. DNA bound to sediments can remain
detectable for a longer period (i.e. up to hundreds of years) and provide historical data,
whereas, eDNA retrieved from water samples provide more contemporary data due to a
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faster degradation in the water column (Turner et al. 2015). It is worth investigating
further if sediment eDNA could indicate the presence of a more ‘established’ population,
where a certain threshold of individuals and long-term occupation (i.e. historical) is
required for detection in sediment (Appendix K; Leempoel et al., 2020; Turner et al.,
2015).
Importantly, sparse or single eDNA records should be carefully verified. The
edible dormouse and grey squirrel sequences identified within the Assynt samples
(Figure 7b) and red squirrel within the Peak District (Appendix K) highlight the caveats
associated with this technique. If management decisions had relied on eDNA evidence
alone, false positives for these species could lead to unnecessary resources being
allocated for management/eradication programmes as the edible dormouse and grey
squirrel are classified as invasive species within Great Britain. These potentially arose
due to sample carryover from a previous sequencing run on the same instrument (a
known issue with Illumina sequencing platforms; Nelson et al. 2014) which included
those species for the reference database construction. Controlling for false positives is
certainly a huge challenge in eDNA metabarcoding and the need to standardize and
optimize thresholds for doing so is an ongoing debate (Ficetola et al. 2015, Harper et al.
2019).
Even with these concerns around false positives highlighted, two records are
potentially noteworthy in a conservation context for UK mammals because of the
relatively high read number associated with these records (Appendix K). The first of
these is the Felis records in sediment samples in multiple sites in Assynt (Figure 7b).
Even with a ‘pure’ F. silvestris as a reference sequence, it was not possible to distinguish
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between the wild and domesticated species for this 12S fragment (data not shown).
Despite ongoing conservation efforts, there may now be no ‘pure’ Scottish wildcats left
in the wild in the UK but isolated populations (perhaps of hybrid origin) may exist in this
region (Sainsbury et al. 2019). Given that these eDNA detections were all from sediment
samples, it is possible that they may be historical rather than contemporary (see above).
The other significant eDNA record was the pine marten in the Peak District. The pine
marten Martes martes is known to occur in the Scottish Highlands but had disappeared
from most of the UK and recently has been recovering from historical persecution,
including a potential expansion of its range. Still, authentic records from northern
England are scarce or lacking altogether (Alston et al. 2012, Sainsbury et al. 2019).
However, a record of a recent roadkill exists from just outside the Park's boundary (BBC
News 2018). The high number of reads recovered for the Peak District sample (4,293
reads vs. 25 in the Assynt sample) adds credence to this positive eDNA detection but
further investigations are warranted into the potential presence of this species in the area.
Comparisons between surveying methods
Comparisons of species detection by traditional survey approaches and eDNA
analysis are now numerous in the literature, and mainly focus on what is and what is not
detected within and across different methods (Hänfling et al. 2016, Leempoel et al.
2020). Yet, there has been growing incorporation of occupancy modelling to estimate the
probability of detecting the focal species, in comparison to one other survey method,
either for a single species (Lugg et al. 2018, Tingley et al. 2019) or multiple species
(Valentini et al. 2016, Abrams et al. 2019). Simultaneous multi-method comparisons for
multiple species have been lacking and this study directly addresses this for the first time.
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The probability of detecting the water vole and field vole was higher for the
latrine surveys than eDNA sampling (both water and sediment) and camera traps (Table
5; Figure 8). However, when considering confidence intervals, there was considerable
overlap between latrine, water-based eDNA metabarcoding and camera traps for both
species, with only sediment-based eDNA metabarcoding yielding a low probability of
detection (Table 5). Detection probabilities for water-based eDNA metabarcoding and
camera traps were similar for water voles, with camera traps less likely to detect the field
vole than water-based eDNA. For the red deer (for which no latrine survey was
undertaken), water-based eDNA metabarcoding had a much higher probability of
detection than either sediment-based eDNA metabarcoding or camera traps (which
performed similarly; Table 5). Despite the increasing adoption of camera traps in
providing non-invasive detections for mammals (Hofmeester et al. 2019), camera traps
were outperformed by water-based eDNA metabarcoding for the three focal species in
this component of the study. Here, camera traps were deployed so as to sample the
habitat of the water vole (see Appendix K), which may explain lower detection for other
terrestrial species in comparison to eDNA metabarcoding (see above). Studies focusing
on a single species often report that eDNA analysis outperforms the conventional survey
method in terms of detection probabilities (Lugg et al. 2018). For metabarcoding, there is
clearly a need to carefully consider the potential for cross contamination between samples
and how false positives (and negatives) could impact detection probabilities using
occupancy modelling with eDNA data (Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2016, Brost et al. 2018).
Among the recommendations made by Lahoz-Monfort et al. (2016) to account for these
uncertainties, one was the simultaneous collection of data from more conventional
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surveying methods. Here, we have demonstrated general congruence between surveying
methods for the water vole (Appendix K) and using certain species to apply a multiple
detection methods model would be appropriate in further studies (Lahoz-Monfort et al.
2016). Alternatively, using repeated sampling and known negative controls in occupancy
models that fully incorporate false-positive errors could be applied in the absence of other
surveying data (Brost et al. 2018). Overall, multi-species metabarcoding studies may
trade-off a slightly lower (but comparable) detection probability than other survey
methods for individual species (Figure 8) in favour of a better overall ‘snapshot’ of
occupancy of the whole mammalian community (Ushio et al. 2017).
The comparison between survey ‘effort’ for the four methods to reach a
probability of detection of ≥.95 is highly informative and provides a blueprint for future
studies on mammal monitoring. Focusing on the water vole for example, three latrine
surveys would be required. A total of four water-based and 10 sediment-based eDNA
replicates or 5 weeks of camera trapping would be required to achieve the same result
(Figure 2). This increases for the field vole in the same habitat, with five latrine surveys
and six water-based eDNA replicates. Sediment-based eDNA metabarcoding would be
impractical for this species and camera trapping would take 14 weeks. What is important
here is the spatial component and the amount of effort involved in the field. Taking 4–6
water-based eDNA replicates from around one location within a patch could provide the
same probability of detecting these small mammals with three latrine surveys. In many
river catchments, there may be 100s to 1,000s of kilometres to survey that would
represent suitable habitat, and only a fraction of that may be occupied by any given
species. This is particularly relevant in the context of recovery of water vole populations
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post-translocation or in situations where remnant populations are bouncing back after
invasive American mink Neovison vison control has been instigated. On a local scale,
finding signs of water voles through latrine surveys is not necessarily difficult, but
monitoring the amount of potential habitat (especially lowland) for a species which has
undergone such a massive decline nationally is a huge undertaking (Morgan et al. 2019).
The use of eDNA metabarcoding from freshwater systems to generate an initial,
coarse and rapid ‘distribution map’ for vertebrate biodiversity (and at a relatively low
cost) could transform biomonitoring at the landscape level. For group-living (i.e. deer)
and small mammal species, carefully chosen sampling points (with at least five waterbased replicates) along multiple river courses could provide a reliable indication of what
species are present in the catchment area if conducted during times of peak abundance
(i.e. Summer and Autumn). Then, on the basis of this, practitioners could choose to
further investigate specific areas for confirmation of solitary, rare or invasive species
(e.g. carnivores) with increased effort in terms of both the number of sampling sites and
replicates taken. At present, we would recommend the use of eDNA metabarcoding
alongside other non-invasive surveying methods (e.g. camera traps) when monitoring
invasive species or species of conservation concern to maximize monitoring efforts
(Abrams et al. 2019, Sales et al. 2020a).
It is clear that eDNA metabarcoding is a promising tool for monitoring semiaquatic and terrestrial mammals in both lotic (this study) and lentic systems (Ushio et al.
2017, Harper et al. 2019). We detected a large proportion of the expected mammalian
community (Appendix K). Water-based eDNA metabarcoding is comparable or
outperforms other non-invasive survey methods for several species (Figure 8). However,
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there remain challenges for the application of this technique over larger spatial and
temporal scales. Technical issues of metabarcoding in laboratory and bioinformatic
contexts have been dealt with elsewhere (Harper et al. 2019) but understanding the
distribution of eDNA transport in the landscape and its entry into natural lotic systems is
at an early stage (and incorporating such variables in occupancy modelling approaches).
This clearly requires more detailed and systematic eDNA sampling than undertaken here,
particularly in an interconnected river/stream network with organisms moving between
aquatic and terrestrial environments. Leempoel et al. (2020) recently demonstrated the
feasibility for detecting terrestrial mammal eDNA in soil samples but this study has
shown that sampling a few key areas in freshwater ecosystems (e.g. larger rivers and
lakes) within a catchment area could potentially provide data on a large proportion (if not
all) of the mammalian species within it, even when some species are present at low
densities (Deiner et al. 2017). In this regard, future studies might also investigate the
value of citizen science, where trained volunteers can contribute to data collection at key
sites, thus scaling up the reach of research whilst raising public awareness and the
significance of mammalian conservation concerns (Parsons et al. 2018).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Connectivity has been increasingly invoked for conservation and management.
Semantic and the complexity that has arisen from a proliferation of applications of the
concept can lead to confusion and misapplication of tools to measure the phenomenon. In
Chapter 1, I synthesized approaches and concepts of connectivity from a diverse
spectrum of ecological subfields. While a single metric is unable to encapsulate the
diversity of ways connectivity emerges, through my review I found that a series of core
components reflected the processes that underlie the emergent phenomenon of
connectivity in the landscape. Connectivity includes the distribution of habitat, the
structure of the landscape, the behavior response to this landscape, and importantly, but
seemingly underappreciated, the spatiotemporal dynamics of the distribution of potential
of dispersers. The contribution this last component plays is large, and to emphasize this
contribution to ecological processes, I put forth a conceptual framework entitled
demographically-weighted connectivity. This framework includes the identified core
components while purposefully not excluding any pre-existing perspective of
connectivity. Rather, I view connectivity on a spectrum of increasingly realistic
representations where the decision to include any given facet of connectivity is driven by
the research questions and logistical and data limitations. Understanding how models
perform as this realism is abstracted out is key to making informed connectivity-based
management decisions.
I conducted a simulation study to better understand how common connectivity
assumptions impact the resulting inference. Bias increased as reality was abstracted out
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using common connectivity modeling assumptions. A key takeaway is to consider that
inclusion of any demographic data, including the presence or absence of populations in
the landscape may reduce bias in parameter estimates of connectivity models as it
captures at least some of the underlying dynamics. The spatiotemporal dynamic
distribution of dispersers greatly contributes to the realized connectivity in the landscape.
It is my hope that this review will help drive the discussion of connectivity forward,
helping to increase crosstalk across ecological disciplines while explorations on how the
core components of connectivity impact our ability to measure and understand ecological
processes continue.
Connectivity is a spatiotemporally dynamic phenomenon yet is rarely considered
as such. Some research has begun to explore how the long-term shift in vegetation and
hydrology can impact connectivity between habitat patches. Extending this to incorporate
how connectivity dynamics emerge as a function of spatiotemporal population dynamics
has rarely been done. In Chapter 2, I developed a spatiotemporal dynamic connectivity
model and applied it to a mammalian metapopulation system in the Highlands of
Scotland. This long-term study system provided a useful opportunity to explore how
assumptions about spatiotemporal dynamism and inclusion of demographically-weighted
connectivity improved inference. My work suggests that while the relaxation of both the
static assumptions and demographic-weighting was most supported, it was the inclusion
of spatiotemporal demographic-weighting, which is itself temporally varying, that was
the most important driver of colonization-extinction dynamics. Also, the inclusion of
parameters estimated in spatiotemporally dynamic models provide additional depth to
calculations of important conservation metrics, such as metapopulation capacity (MC).
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Using a novel approach to describe the variation that surrounds the point estimate of MC,
I demonstrated the potential to mis-interpret the persistence capacity in a habitat network.
By demonstrating the spatiotemporally dynamic nature of connectivity, I hope that this
work will allow others to consider connectivity dynamics role more carefully in
ecological processes.
In chapter 3, I considered the landscape’s influence on connectivity. Using recent
modeling advances, I explored how the landscape structure impacts colonizationextinction dynamics in the water vole metapopulation study area of Assynt. Historically,
identifying the landscape’s influence on dispersers often relied on defining resistance
values using expert opinion. Such methods, while having their place, could introduce
erroneous conclusions if resistance was defined poorly. As well, alternatives to expert
opinion are often costly and data intensive. However, I present a model that uses
relatively easy-to-obtain presence-absence data. I tested how elevation impacted
connectivity in the Assynt system, finding it influenced movement and shaped
colonization dynamics. My results indicated that elevation, which can correlate with
topographic ruggedness and vegetation communities, shapes local colonization in the
Assynt metapopulation by impacting the effective dispersal of a riparian-specialist, the
water vole. Comparing results to similar models that do not include these resistance
estimates suggests that simple, Euclidean distance-based models may over-estimate the
spatial scale of dispersal and thus the connectedness of a landscape. As habitats continue
to be assailed from many threats, fragmentation and loss is increasingly problematic for
threatened species, such as the water vole. I demonstrated the ability to estimate
resistance directly from data and show the impact this can have to ecological inference.
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As I have argued, determining the distribution of a species is key to understanding
the connectivity between populations in the landscape. In my fourth chapter, I present a
test of emerging biomonitoring techniques. Environmental DNA (eDNA) has the
potential to revolutionize our ability to monitor species across ecosystems, but it has been
relatively untested against traditional survey methods. This is true, particularly for semiaquatic and terrestrial animals. I presented a collaborative research on the emerging
method of eDNA metabarcoding to assess the efficiency in detecting semi-aquatic and
terrestrial mammals in Assynt riparian habitat. Using occupancy modeling, I was able to
determine the comparative efficiency between eDNA methods and conventional survey
techniques for the mammal community in Assynt. Results suggest that water-based
eDNA was comparable for detection efficiency based on per unit effort compared to
traditional methods. I examined three species of conservation concern in depth, using
occupancy modeling to further compare camera trapping, water-based eDNA sampling,
and traditional detection surveys. I provide evidence that each of these methods fills a
role in a flexible toolbox for comparatively reasonable and successful detection of a wide
range of mammalian species. eDNA methods could be used to generate libraries of
distribution maps if samples were systematically taken at key locations through a
watershed. Combining this biomonitoring scheme with connectivity modeling could
prove useful in early detection of range shifts and spread of threatened or invasive
species. My hope is this could help provide a reliable baseline of a landscape’s
biodiversity, allowing for optimized monitoring efforts in tandem with conventional
survey and management methods.
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Connectivity is a complicated, multi-faceted phenomenon. It is in part driving,
and in part driven by the distribution of populations in the landscape. Combined with the
resistance that landscape structure imposes on the success of dispersers, connectivity
could be seen as an intractably complex process. Yet, by addressing core components and
the spatiotemporal dynamism these components contribute, connectivity and its
contribution to ecological processes is decipherable. I believe that this dissertation
provides a meaningful contribution to understanding connectivity and the detection of
organisms on the landscape. These two facets compliment each other, for without an
understanding of the distribution of populations, understanding the realized connectivity
among populations is unlikely. My research provides important contributions to
ecological theory and applications of connectivity through this lens. First, my review
provides a conceptual framework I call demographically-weighted connectivity that
draws across ecological subdisciplines and synthesizes the core constituent components
of connectivity. Identifying these provides a useful framework that illustrated an
underappreciated component of connectivity. It also demonstrated the importance of
using my framework using a simulation to illustrate bias that emerges when demographic
components are abstracted away from reality. Second, I applied this framework to a real
metapopulation to demonstrate how accounting for spatiotemporal dynamism and the
distribution of populations impacts model performance and parameter estimates. Further,
I investigated the contribution of landscape structure on connectivity estimates. The
results suggest that each facet of connectivity can influence how connectivity emerges in
a landscape, yet the role of the disperser is central. Due to the importance of the
distribution of a study organism plays in understanding connectivity, advancing and
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confirming the efficacy of monitoring methods is also key. Combining emerging and
conventional monitoring methods will be key to advancing and confirming existing
theory driven by ecological processes influenced by connectivity. As climate change and
habitat fragmentation and loss continues, mitigating our impact on ecosystems will be
increasingly necessary. By understanding the dynamic interplay between populations of
organisms and the landscape they interact with, connectivity driven process may be
sustained. I hope this research provides such a framework to enable conservation and
research a springboard in which to increase and pursue connectivity applications across
ecological disciplines.
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APPENDIX A
CHAPTER 1: SIMULATION CODE
Drake, J. C., Lambin, X., and Sutherland, C. 2021.The value of considering demographic
contributions to connectivity - a review. Ecography.
Supplemental information including 1) Simulation code in R script 2) NIMBLE Bayesian
metapopulation modeling code, and 3) R code needed to execute model recovery in
parallel.
This file is an RMarkdown produced file.
Data Simulation code
Custom built R function for data simulation This needs to be saved in a separate R file to
be able to be accessed by the implementation code
sim.spom <- function(n.patches = 100,
# number of patches to
include
spatial.extent = c(0,0,100,100), # size of the stu
dy area
patch.size.range = c(1,3), # range of patch sizes
n.years = 20,
# number of years to simul
ate
AreaEqualsInds = TRUE, #TRUE = A:N maintained; FA
LSE= A:N disrupted
psi1 = 0.4,
#initial occupancy
lam_b0 = -1,
# intercept for the Poisso
n relationship of population to patch area
lam_b1 = 1,
# slope for the Poisson re
lationship of population to patch area
pr.ext = 0.4,
# probability of extenctio
n for simulated population
alpha = 5,
# mean dispersal distance
gamma = 0.2,
# per capita effective dis
persal rate
theta = 1,
# control dispersal kernel
1=neg exp 2=half-normal
plots=FALSE,
# generates visualization
of the simulated landscape
boxplots=FALSE){
# generates boxplots of si
mulated data
library("actuar")
library("AHMbook")
library("raster")
#make hetergeneous patches
occ.mat <- matrix(NA,n.patches,n.years)
n.mat <- matrix(NA,n.patches,n.years)
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if(is.null(alpha)){
alpha <- max(diff(spatial.extent[c(1,3)]),
diff(spatial.extent[c(2,4)])) / 20 #approx 50 dispersa
l ranges
}
patches <- cbind(x=runif(n.patches,spatial.extent[1]+2*alpha,spatial.
extent[3]-2*alpha),
y=runif(n.patches,spatial.extent[2]+2*alpha,spatial.
extent[4]-2*alpha),
area = runif(n.patches,patch.size.range[1],patch.siz
e.range[2]))
#make occupancy and populations
occ.mat[,1] <- rbinom(n.patches,1,psi1)

# occupancy

n.mat[,1] <- occ.mat[,1] * rztpois(n.patches,exp(lam_b0 + lam_b1*patc
hes[,3])) # abundance
if(AreaEqualsInds==FALSE){
# disrupted relationship abundance
n.mat[which(n.mat[,1] >= 1),1] <- sample(n.mat[which(n.mat[,1] >=1
),1],length(which(n.mat[,1]>=1)))
}
for(tt in 2:n.years){
ee <- matrix(1,n.patches,1) %*% pr.ext
con <- n.mat[,tt-1] * exp(-as.matrix(dist(patches[,1:2])^(theta)) /
(theta*alpha^(theta)))
diag(con) <- 0
cc <- 1-exp(-gamma * apply(con,2,sum))
occ.mat[,tt] <- rbinom(n.patches,1,occ.mat[,tt-1] * (1-ee) + (1-occ
.mat[,tt-1]) * cc)
n.mat[,tt] <- occ.mat[,tt] * rztpois(n.patches,exp(lam_b0 + lam_b1*
patches[,3]))
if(AreaEqualsInds==FALSE){
n.mat[which(n.mat[,tt] >= 1),tt] <- sample(n.mat[which(n.mat[,tt]
>=1 ),tt],length(which(n.mat[,tt]>=1)))
}
if(plots){
yy <- expand.grid(x=spatial.extent[1]:spatial.extent[3],
y=spatial.extent[2]:spatial.extent[4])
dd <- e2dist(patches[,1:2],yy)
cc <- exp(-dd^theta / (theta*alpha^theta)) * n.mat[,tt]
diag(cc) <- 0
plot(rasterFromXYZ(cbind(yy,1-exp(-c(gamma*apply(cc,2,sum))))), a
xes=F,legend=F)
points(patches[,c(1,2)],pch=21,bg=ifelse(occ.mat[,tt]==1,"blue","
white"))
}
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if(boxplots){
boxplot(cc[occ.mat[,tt-1]==0]~occ.mat[occ.mat[,tt-1]==0,tt], ylim
=c(0,1))
}
}
if(plots) plot(apply(occ.mat,2,sum),type="o",pch=16,ylim=c(0,n.patche
s))
return(list("occ" = occ.mat, "abund" = n.mat, "area"= patches[,3], "c
oords" = patches[,1:2],
"dmat"=as.matrix(dist(patches[,1:2])), "alpha"=alpha, "co
l.mat"=cc, "con.mat"=con))
}

NIMBLE Metapopulation Model Code
This needs to be saved in a seperate R file in the working directory to be able to be
accessed by the implementation code
metapop.fit <- nimbleCode({
#~~~~~~~Priors~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
psi1 ~ dunif(0,1)
#alpha.link ~ dnorm(0,0.01)
#log(alpha) <- alpha.link
alpha ~ dunif(0,10)
gamma.link ~ dnorm(0,0.1)
logit(gamma) <- gamma.link

# Initial occupancy probability
# alpha
# -> reals scale
# alpha
# logit(gamma) # dbeta(2,2)
# -> reals scale

epsilon.link ~ dnorm(0,0.01)
# logit(epsilon)
logit(epsilon) <- epsilon.link
#~~~~~~~Likelihood~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
for(i in 1:n.patches){ #occupancy in yr 1
z[i,1] ~ dbern(psi1)
}
for(k in 2:n.years){ #occupancy t2-T
for(i in 1:n.patches){
for(j in 1:n.patches){
con.arr[i,j,k-1] <- exp(-(dmat[i,j]^(theta)) / (theta*(alpha^(t
heta)))) * #kernel...
#
negative exponential: theta = 1
#
half normal: theta = 2
(demog*n[j,k-1] + 1 - demog) *
#demogra
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phy (N)
(nprox*Area[j]

+ 1 - nprox) *

#area app

roximation (A)
((1-struct)*z[j,k-1] + 1*struct) * #ALL: st
ruct=1, OCC: struct=0
(1 - equals(i,j))

#remove

self
}
col.mat[i,k-1] <- 1 - exp(-gamma * sum(con.arr[i,1:n.patches,k-1]
))
ext.mat[i,k-1] <- epsilon
#occupancy
psi.t[i,k-1] <- z[i,k-1]
* max(0.001, min((1-ext.mat[i,k-1]
), 0.999)) +
(1 - z[i,k-1]) * max(0.001, min(
col.mat[i,k-1]
, 0.999))
z[i,k] ~ dbern(psi.t[i,k-1])
}
}
#~~~~~~~Derived parameters~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
for(t in 1:n.years){
m.occ[t] <- sum(z[1:n.patches,t])
}
})

Code for implementation in parallel
library(nimble)
library(foreach)
library(doParallel)
library(actuar)
library(AHMbook)
library(ggplot2)
source("simcode.R")
source("metapop_jags.R")
file.path <- "NnotequalsA_HighN/" #where to dump files
AeN <- FALSE
#set A:N relationship
###
###
# We wish to to make a note that this simulation is computationally int
ensive. It can take several days to weeks depending
# the number of cores you dedicate to the model and the number of patch
es, years, and iterations you explore.
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# For example, we used 64 bit Windows operating system running a Dual I
ntel Xeon Processor 2.2 GHz with a dedicated 32 gb (4X8gb) DDR4 RAM
# It took us several days to run midrange combinations of parameters fo
r iter = 500
###
###
start_time <- Sys.time()
n.iterations <- 500 # how many ties to run
n.models
<- 5
# N, AZ, Z, A, U
n.params
<- 3
# number of parameters you are tracking (don't for
get that some params are longer than 1 item)
modelnames
<- c("N", "AZ", "Z", "A", "U")
n.patches <- c(30, 50, 100, 150)[3]
n.years
<- c( 5, 10, 20)[2]
int <- c(-1,-1)[2]
# refers to which intercept for the Poisson r
elationship of population to patch area used in simulation
slp <- c(1,2)[2]
# this refers to the slope of the Poisson rel
ationship of population to patch area used in simulation
gamm <- c(0.2, 0.03)[2]
# this is referring to which gamma you wish t
o use and should reflect the generated simulation data

#model 1: N (abundance weighted connectivity)
mod.N.consts <- list(n.years
= n.years,
n.patches = n.patches,
theta
= 1,
#
rmal
demog
= 1,
#
nprox
= 0,
#
(if demo=1, nprox MUST = 0)
struct
= 0)
#
= 1 (if demo=1, struct MUST = 0)

1 = neg exp; 2 = half no
demographic = 1
approximate N with A = 1
patches are populations

#model 2: AZ (area-informed occupancy weighting connectivity)
mod.AZ.consts <- list(n.years
= n.years,
n.patches = n.patches,
theta
= 1,
# 1 = neg exp; 2 = half no
rmal
demog
= 0,
# demographic = 1
nprox
= 1,
# approximate N with A = 1
(if demo=1, nprox MUST = 0)
struct
= 0)
# patches are populations
= 1 (if demo=1, struct MUST = 0)
#model 3: Z (occupancy weighted connectivity)
mod.Z.consts <- list(n.years
= n.years,
n.patches = n.patches,
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theta

= 1,

# 1 = neg exp; 2 = half no

demog
= 0,
nprox
= 0,
(if demo=1, nprox MUST = 0)
struct
= 0)
= 1 (if demo=1, struct MUST = 0)

# demographic = 1
# approximate N with A = 1

rmal

#model 4: A (area weighted connectivity)
mod.A.consts <- list(n.years
= n.years,
n.patches = n.patches,
theta
= 1,
rmal
demog
= 0,
nprox
= 1,
(if demo=1, nprox MUST = 0)
struct
= 1)
= 1 (if demo=1, struct MUST = 0)
#model 5: U (uninformed connectivity)
mod.U.consts <- list(n.years
= n.years,
n.patches = n.patches,
theta
= 1,
rmal
demog
= 0,
nprox
= 0,
(if demo=1, nprox MUST = 0)
struct
= 1)
= 1 (if demo=1, struct MUST = 0)

# patches are populations

# 1 = neg exp; 2 = half no
# demographic = 1
# approximate N with A = 1
# patches are populations

# 1 = neg exp; 2 = half no
# demographic = 1
# approximate N with A = 1
# patches are populations

consts.list <-list(mod.N.consts=mod.N.consts,
mod.AZ.consts=mod.AZ.consts,
mod.Z.consts=mod.Z.consts,
mod.A.consts=mod.A.consts,
mod.U.consts=mod.U.consts)
#parameters to track during the sim
params <- c("alpha", "gamma", "epsilon" ) # "m.occ"
out.ests <- data.frame(mean = double(),
median = double(),
SD = double(),
CI025 = double(),
CI975 = double(),
model = factor(),
parameter = factor(),
iteration = double())
if(1==2) load("") # here you can input iterations that were paused beca
use of the set seed implementation
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for(i in 1:n.iterations){ # number of iterations of all simulations; ca
n start from last finished run
set.seed(i)
# this helps allow for replicable results
# sim.spom simulates that data you will try to recover parameters fr
om
simulated.pops <- sim.spom(n.patches = n.patches,
n.years = n.years,
AreaEqualsInds = AeN,
lam_b0 = int,
lam_b1 = slp,
gamma = gamm)
data <- list(Area = simulated.pops$area,
z
= simulated.pops$occ,
n
= simulated.pops$abund,
dmat = as.matrix(simulated.pops$dmat))
#initial seeds for non-constants (anything with a prior)
inits <- function(){
list(psi1
= runif(1, 0.1,0.9),
#0.4,
,0.9),
alpha
= runif(1, 1, 10),
#5,
2),
gamma.link
= runif(1, 0.001, 10), #log(0.2),
2)
epsilon.link = runif(1, 0.001, 10) )#qlogis(0.4))
2))
}

#runif(1,0.1
#runif(1,-2,
#runif(1,-2,
#runif(1,-2,

#loop through each model
cl <- makeCluster(8)
# this defines the number of cores to dedic
ate to this simulation. more cores is faster,
# but not all machines have the same number
to use.
registerDoParallel(cl)
tmp.dat <- foreach(j = 1:n.models,
le') %dopar% {

.combine='rbind', .packages='nimb

mod <- nimbleMCMC(code = metapop.fit,
constants = consts.list[[j]],
data = data,
inits = inits,
monitors = params,
niter = 30000,
nburnin = 10000,
thin = 1,
nchains = 1,
summary = TRUE,
WAIC = FALSE,
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check = FALSE,
samplesAsCodaMCMC = TRUE)
# put the data in the frames
# c("mean", "median", "SD", "CI025","CI975","model")
# here we have hard coded the number of parameters (3), but you cou
ld replace these with n.params as well
tmp <- data.frame(mean = mod$summary[1:3,1],
median = mod$summary[1:3,2],
SD = mod$summary[1:3,3],
CI025 = mod$summary[1:3,4],
CI975 = mod$summary[1:3,5],
model = rep(c("N", "AZ", "Z", "A", "U")[j],3),
parameter = rev(params),
iteration = rep(i,3))
tmp
}
out.ests <- rbind(out.ests,tmp.dat)
rownames(out.ests) <- NULL
stopCluster(cl)
#save(out.ests, file=paste0("disrupted_modelrun_",n.years,"years_",n.
patches,"patches.RData")) # initial settins, but A:N interrupted
save(out.ests, file=paste0(file.path,"modelrun_",n.years,"years_",n.p
atches,"patches.RData")) # initial settings, and A:N preserved
}
end_time <- Sys.time()
end_time - start_time
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APPENDIX B
CHAPTER 1. EXPANDED VISUALIZATIONS OF SIMULATION OUTPUT
INCLUDING COVERAGE AND BIAS FOR MODEL PARAMETERS SIGMA

Appendix Figure 1: Example simulation of landscape, occupancy states (white=
unoccupied, blue=occupied), and the demographically-weighted connected that emerges
between patches for years 2:20 in a simulation run. Darker green is higher connectivity
with orange/khaki being the lower connectivity with white being of the least or no
connectivity. The bottom right panel represents the average number of occupied patches
throughout the time period of this simulated iteration of the landscape and population.
These plots may be made with the bespoke simulation function provided in Appendix 1
associated with this work.
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Appendix Figure 2A. Extended figure for bias in estimated metapopulation model mean
dispersal parameter alpha (α). Notice that as the relationship to patch area and patch
population is disrupted, i.e. made weaker, the accumulation of bias is generally more. As
well, only scenarios that directly model population abundance do well across all
combinations of years and patch network size.
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Appendix Figure 2B. The amount of coverage that accumulated across iterations when
recovering the alpha (α) value representing mean dispersal. Again, using abundance to
model connectivity and dispersal allows a reasonable coverage across all scenarios.
However, coverage greatly reduces as the data accumulates, especially as the relationship
between patch area and patch population size breaks down.
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APPENDIX D
CHAPTER 2: CODE

Overview
Drake, J. C., Lambin, X., and Sutherland, C. 2021. Spatiotemporal connectivity
dynamics in spatially structured populations. IN PREP 000: 000-000
Supplemental information referred to as Appendix S1 in text, including 1) NIMBLE
code for dynamic metapopulation code with prior distribution details 2) R code for
execution of model, and 3) GVS model selection script
Nimble Dynamic Metapopulation Model
Save this as a separate R script named “nimblecode.R” so that it can be sourced by
execution script.
###################################################################
# A Dynamic Col-Ext metapopulation model SPOM
# Data:
#
Area: a vector of patch sizes
#
dmat: npatch x npatch distance matrix
#
Y: npatch x nyears matrix of detection FREQUENCIES
#
K: npatch x t matrix of number of VISITS
#
z: npatch X nyear matrix of occupancy (1 or NA)
#
nsite: numnber of patches
#
nyear: numnber of years
flexispom <- nimbleCode({
#~~~~~~~PRIORS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
#PSI1 prior
psi1 ~ dunif(0,1)
# Detection prior
p_mu ~ dnorm(0,0.001)
p_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
p_tau <- pow(p_sd, -2)
for(t in 1:(nyear.obs)){
P_t[t] ~ dnorm(p_mu, p_tau)
logit(p_t[t]) <- P_t[t]
}
# Connectivity model priors
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b1_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
b1_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
b1_tau <- pow(b1_sd, -2)
alpha_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
alpha_sd ~ dunif(0, 10)
alpha_tau <- pow(alpha_sd, -2)

for(t in 1:(nyear.sim-1)){
Alpha[t] ~ dnorm(0, alpha_tau)
alpha[t] <- alpha_mu + c.dyn*Alpha[t]
sigterm[t] <- 1/(exp(alpha[t])) # sigterm is mean dispersal distan
ce
B1_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, b1_tau)
b1_t[t] <- exp(b1_mu + c.dyn*B1_t[t])
}
# Extinction model priors
# logit(ext) = g0 + g1 * Area
g0_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
g0_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
g0_tau <- pow(g0_sd, -2)
g1_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
g1_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
g1_tau <- pow(g0_sd, -2)
#time specific random transition parameters
for(t in 1:(nyear.sim-1)){
G0_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, g0_tau)
G1_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, g1_tau)
g0_t[t] <- g0_mu + e.dyn*G0_t[t]
g1_t[t] <- g1_mu + e.dyn*G1_t[t]
}

#~~~~~~~Likelihood~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
for(i in 1:nsite){
z[i,1] ~ dbern(psi1)
}

#initial occupancy t0

for(k in 2:nyear.sim){
#for occupancy t1 and after
for(i in 1:nsite){
for(j in 1:nsite){
con[i,j,k-1] <- exp(-sigterm[k-1] * dmat[i,j]) * #kernel
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(1 - equals(i,j)) *
max(z[j,k-1], struct) *

#self
#functional weig

Area[j]

#area weight con

ht
trib
}
#transition probs
conx[i,k-1] <- sum(con[i,1:nsite,k-1])
col[i,k-1] <- 1-exp(-b1_t[k-1]*conx[i,k-1]) #
et al. 2014 to help with model convergence
logit(ext[i,k-1]) <- g0_mu + g1_mu * Area[i]

akin to Sutherland

#occupancy
mu.z[i,k-1] <- z[i,k-1] * max(0.001, min((1-ext[i,k-1]), 0.999))
+
(1 - z[i,k-1]) * max(0.001, min(col[i,k-1],
)) # min-max trick to prevent calculation issues
z[i,k] ~ dbern(mu.z[i,k-1])
}
}
#### observation model
for(i in 1:nsite){
for (t in 1:nyear.obs){
mu.p[i, t] <- z[i,t] * p_t[t]
Y[i, t] ~ dbin(mu.p[i, t], K[i,t])
}
}
#### Derived parameters
for(t in 1:nyear.sim){
m.occ[t] <- sum(z[1:nsite,t])
}

0.999

})

R Script for Model Execution
library(nimble)
## the "Drake_etal_2020_ecology.RData object is available as a suppleme
nt
## download and place in your working directory, then load using:
load("Drake_etal_2020_ecology.RData")

#
#
#

Data:
Area: a vector of patch sizes
dmat: npatch x npatch distance matrix
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#
#
#
#
#

Y: npatch x nyears matrix of detection FREQUENCIES
K: npatch x t matrix of number of VISITS
z: npatch X nyear matrix of occupancy (1 or NA)
nsite: numnber of patches
nyear: numnber of years

data <- list(Area=Area,
Y=Y,
K=K,
dmat=dmat,
z=z)

#
#
#
#
#

#1. struct. connectivity (nwork position only) + static effect (beta_t
= beta) (model UI)
#2. struct. connectivity (nwork position only) + dynamic effect (beta_t
)
(model UV)
#3. funct. connectivity (z-weighted) + static effect (beta_t = beta)
(model DI)
#4. funct. connectivity (z-weighted) + dynamic effect (beta_t)
(model DV)
#1 and 2 are *non*-demographic or demographically naive
#3 and 4 are demographic connectivity
#model 1
sta.consts.struct <- list(nyear.obs=nyear.obs,
nyear.sim=nyear.sim,
nsite=nsite,
c.dyn=0, #0=invariant, 1=time-varying
e.dyn=0, #0=invariant, 1=time-varying
struct=1) #1=structural, 0=functional
#model 2
dyn.consts.struct <- list(nyear.obs=nyear.obs,
nyear.sim=nyear.sim,
nsite=nsite,
c.dyn=1,
e.dyn=0,
struct=1) #1=structural, 0=functional
#model 3
sta.consts <- list(nyear.obs=nyear.obs,
nyear.sim=nyear.sim,
nsite=nsite,
c.dyn=0,
e.dyn=0,
struct=0) #1=structural, 0=functional
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#model 4
dyn.consts <- list(nyear.obs=nyear.obs,
nyear.sim=nyear.sim,
nsite=nsite,
c.dyn=1,
e.dyn=0,
struct=0) #1=structural, 0=functional

# Parameters to track
params <- c("alpha","b1_t","m.occ","sigterm", "Alpha", "alpha_mu", "b1_
mu", "B1_t")

inits <- function(){
list( psi1=runif(1,0.1,0.9),
p_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
p_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
P_t=rnorm(nyear.obs,0,0.1),
alpha_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
alpha_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
b1_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
b1_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
B1_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1),
g0_mu=runif(1,-1,1),
g1_mu=rnorm(1,-1,0.1),
G0_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1),
G1_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1))
}
source("nimblecode.R")

mp_DV <- nimbleMCMC(code=flexispom,
constants=dyn.consts,
data=data, inits=inits, monitors = params,
nchains=3, niter = 80000, nburnin = 30000,
#
80k run 30k burnin
thin = 1, summary = TRUE, WAIC =FALSE,
check= TRUE, samples = TRUE, samplesAsCodaMCMC
=TRUE)
save(mp_DV, file=paste("mp_DV",format(Sys.time(), "%Y%m%d"), ".RData",
sep=""))
mp_UV <- nimbleMCMC(code=flexispomv,
constants=dyn.consts.struct,
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data=data, inits=inits, monitors = params,
nchains=3, niter = 80000, nburnin = 30000,
thin = 1, summary = TRUE, WAIC = FALSE,
check= TRUE, samples = TRUE, samplesAsCodaMCMC
=TRUE)
save(mp_UV, file=paste("mp_UV",format(Sys.time(), "%Y%m%d"), ".RData",
sep=""))
mp_DI

<- nimbleMCMC(code=flexispom,
constants=sta.consts,
data=data, inits=inits, monitors = params,
nchains=3, niter = 80000, nburnin = 30000,
thin = 1, summary = TRUE, WAIC = FALSE,
check= TRUE, samples = TRUE, samplesAsCodaMCMC

=TRUE)
save(mp_DI, file=paste("mp_DI",format(Sys.time(), "%Y%m%d"), ".RData",
sep=""))

mp_UI

<- nimbleMCMC(code=flexispom,
constants=sta.consts.struct,
data=data, inits=inits, monitors = params,
nchains=3, niter = 80000, nburnin = 30000,
thin = 1, summary = TRUE, WAIC = FALSE,
# Use params2 for WAIC=TRUE
check= TRUE, samples = TRUE, samplesAsCodaMCMC
=TRUE)
save(mp_UI, file=paste("mp_UI",format(Sys.time(), "%Y%m%d"), ".RData",
sep=""))

Nimble GVS model selection Script
Save this as a separate R script named “gvscode.R” so that it can be sourced by
execution script.
modelselection <- nimbleCode({
#~~~~~~~PRIORS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
#PSI1 prior
psi1 ~ dunif(0,1)
pick ~ dcat(probs[1:4])
mod <- equals(pick,1)
equals(pick,2)
equals(pick,3)
equals(pick,4)

*
*
*
*

1
2
3
4

+
+
+
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structural <- mod.binary[mod,1] #
c.dyn <- mod.binary[mod,2]
#detection prior
p_mu ~ dnorm(0,0.001)
p_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
p_tau <- pow(p_sd, -2)
for(t in 1:(nyear.obs)){
P_t[t] ~ dnorm(p_mu, p_tau)
logit(p_t[t]) <- P_t[t]
}
#####connectivity model priors
b1_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
b1_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
b1_tau <- pow(b1_sd, -2)
alpha_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
alpha_sd ~ dunif(0, 10)
alpha_tau <- pow(alpha_sd, -2)
for(t in 1:(nyear.sim-1)){
Alpha[t] ~ dnorm(0, alpha_tau)
alpha[t] <- alpha_mu + c.dyn*Alpha[t]
sigterm[t] <- 1/(exp(alpha[t]))
B1_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, b1_tau)
b1_t[t] <- exp(b1_mu + c.dyn*B1_t[t])
}
# Extinction model priors
g0_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
g0_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
g0_tau <- pow(g0_sd, -2)
g1_mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
g1_sd ~ dunif(0,10)
g1_tau <- pow(g0_sd, -2)
#time specific random transition parameters
for(t in 1:(nyear.sim-1)){
G0_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, g0_tau)
G1_t[t] ~ dnorm(0, g1_tau)
g0_t[t] <- g0_mu + e.dyn*G0_t[t]
g1_t[t] <- g1_mu + e.dyn*G1_t[t]
}
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#~~~~~~~Likelihood~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#
for(i in 1:nsite){
z[i,1] ~ dbern(psi1)
}

#initial occupancy t0

for(k in 2:nyear.sim){
#for occupancy t1 and after
for(i in 1:nsite){
for(j in 1:nsite){
con[i,j,k-1] <- exp(-sigterm[k-1] * dmat[i,j]) * #kernel
(1 - equals(i,j)) *
#self
max(z[j,k-1], structural) *
#functional weight
Area[j]
#area weight contrib
}
#transition probs
conx[i,k-1] <- sum(con[i,1:nsite,k-1])
col[i,k-1] <- 1-exp(-b1_t[k-1]*conx[i,k-1]) #
et al. 2014 to help with model convergence
logit(ext[i,k-1]) <- g0_mu + g1_mu * Area[i]

akin to Sutherland

#occupancy
mu.z[i,k-1] <- z[i,k-1] * max(0.001, min((1-ext[i,k-1]), 0.999))
+
(1 - z[i,k-1]) * max(0.001, min(col[i,k-1],
z[i,k] ~ dbern(mu.z[i,k-1])
}
}
#### observation model
for(i in 1:nsite){
for (t in 1:nyear.obs){
mu.p[i, t] <- z[i,t] * p_t[t]
Y[i, t] ~ dbin(mu.p[i, t], K[i,t])
}
}
#### Derived parameters
for(t in 1:nyear.sim){
m.occ[t] <- sum(z[1:nsite,t])
}
})

GVS model selection R script
library(nimble)

#
#
#

Data:
Area: a vector of patch sizes
dmat: npatch x npatch distance matrix
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0.999))

#
#
#
#
#

Y: npatch x nyears matrix of detection FREQUENCIES
K: npatch x t matrix of number of VISITS
z: npatch X nyear matrix of occupancy (1 or NA)
nsite: numnber of patches
nyear: numnber of years

## Model selection matrix
# column 1 = func (0) vs. struc (1)
# column 2 = dynamic = 1, static =0
mod.binary <- matrix(c(1,0,
# struc static (model UI)
1,1,
# struc dynamic (model UV)
0,0,
# func static (model DI)
0,1), 4,2, byrow=TRUE) # func dynamic (model DV
)
#1. struct. connectivity (nwork position only) + static effect (beta_t
= beta) (model UI)
#2. struct. connectivity (nwork position only) + dynamic effect (beta_t
)
(model UV)
#3. funct. connectivity (z-weighted) + static effect (beta_t = beta)
(model DI)
#4. funct. connectivity (z-weighted) + dynamic effect (beta_t)
(model DV)
#1 and 2 are *non*-demographic or demographically naive
#3 and 4 are demographic connectivity
data <- list(mod.binary=mod.binary,
probs=c(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25),
Area=Area,
Y=Y,
K=K,
dmat=dmat,
z=z)

#constants
consts <- list(
ferenced above

mods=as.numeric(c(1,2,3,4)), # the list of models re
nyear.obs=nyear.obs, # number of years in data
nyear.sim=nyear.sim,
nsite=nsite,
# number of sites in data
e.dyn=0
)
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params <- c("pick") # the parameter to track, which shows which model i
s selected by the GVS process

inits <- function(){
list( psi1=runif(1,0.1,0.9),
pick=1,
p_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
p_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
P_t=rnorm(nyear.obs,0,0.1),
alpha_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
alpha_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
b1_mu=rnorm(1,0,0.1),
b1_sd=runif(1,0.1,1),
B1_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1),
g0_mu=runif(1,-1,1),
g1_mu=rnorm(1,-1,0.1),
G0_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1),
G1_t=rnorm(nyear.sim-1,0,0.1))
}
source("gvs.R")

mp_modelselect <- nimbleMCMC(code=modelselection,
constants=consts,
data=data, inits=inits2, monitors = params,
nchains=3, niter = 110000, nburnin = 10000,
thin = 1, summary = TRUE, WAIC = FALSE,
check= TRUE, samples = TRUE, samplesAsCodaMCMC
=TRUE)
save(mp_modelselect, file=paste("mp_modselect",format(Sys.time(), "%Y%m
%d"), ".RData", sep=""))
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APPENDIX D
CHAPTER 2: PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Appendix S2: This appendix contains supplemental information in support of results from Drake
et al. (2020). These results are parameter and occupancy estimates for 4 different models
assuming various degrees of realism for the connectivity process.
Table S2A. Parameter estimates for four dynamic and spatially-explicit stochastic patch
occupancy models. Each model represents various amounts of abstraction for connectivity in the
landscape: demographically-weighted and time-varying (DV), unweighted and time-varying
(UV), demographically-weighted and time-invariant (DI), & unweighted and time-invariant (UI).
Here α - µ represents the raw parameter estimate of the random effects mean of the dispersal
scaling factor, while α – 1999 to α – 2011 represents year specific parameter estimate. Notice that
time-invariant models do not change. The link function to bring this to kilometers would be 1/eα
to represent mean dispersal distance. βt - µ represents the random effects mean of the
connectivity parameter representing the per capita effective rate of dispersal. βt – 1999 to βt –
2011 represents the year specific value of the per capita rate of dispersal. Also note that timeinvariant models do not vary across time. LCI and UCI stand for the lower confidence interval
and upper confidence interval respectively.
Parameter

DV
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

UV
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

DI
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

UI
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95% UCI)

α-µ

0.638

-0.057

1.321

0.702

-0.144

1.773

0.993

0.458

1.632

4.04

0.249

18.917

α - 1999

0.630

-0.418

1.524

0.707

-0.403

1.946

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2000

0.532

-0.669

1.488

0.646

-0.573

1.905

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2001

0.779

-0.106

1.812

0.853

-0.239

2.338

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2002

0.457

-0.862

1.413

0.504

-0.816

1.758

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2003

0.600

-0.279

1.463

0.701

-0.285

1.949

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2004

0.520

-0.376

1.333

0.566

-0.489

1.678

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2005

0.739

0.176

1.432

0.766

-0.025

1.854

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2006

0.916

0.201

1.906

0.985

0.087

2.482

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2007

0.576

-0.460

1.447

0.666

-0.429

1.874

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2008

0.588

-0.495

1.510

0.596

-0.591

1.853

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2009

0.709

0.028

1.473

0.760

-0.041

1.900

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2010

0.762

-0.027

1.653

0.818

-0.165

2.141

-

-

-

-

-

-

α - 2011

0.541

-0.460

1.411

0.640

-0.466

1.871

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - µ

0.124

0.044

0.346

-2.572

-3.846

-1.399

0.103

0.045

0.203

0.054

0.006

0.175

βt - 1999

0.124

0.013

0.363

0.087

0.009

0.281

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2000

0.122

0.012

0.425

0.107

0.007

0.356

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2001

0.233

0.042

0.790

0.147

0.018

0.523

-

-

-

-

-

-
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βt - 2002

0.098

0.011

0.347

0.076

0.008

0.288

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2003

0.155

0.030

0.470

0.082

0.013

0.262

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2004

0.120

0.020

0.372

0.066

0.010

0.222

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2005

0.179

0.051

0.441

0.099

0.021

0.266

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2006

0.483

0.099

1.508

0.265

0.046

0.787

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2007

0.123

0.015

0.391

0.088

0.008

0.311

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2008

0.086

0.016

0.266

0.061

0.009

0.208

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2009

0.181

0.056

0.449

0.108

0.024

0.284

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2010

0.367

0.093

1.086

0.267

0.046

0.885

-

-

-

-

-

-

βt - 2011

0.128

0.021

0.413

0.100

0.013

0.352

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table S2B. Mean posterior estimates for occupancy as fraction of the 98 patches in the Assynt
metapopulation system for four dynamic and spatially-explicit stochastic patch occupancy
models. Each model represents various amounts of abstraction for connectivity in the landscape:
demographically-weighted and time-varying (DV), unweighted and time-varying (UV),
demographically-weighted and time-invariant (DI), & unweighted and time-invariant (UI). LCI
and UCI stand for the lower confidence interval and upper confidence interval respectively.
Occupancy

DV
Posterio
r mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

UV
Posterio
r mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

DI
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

UI
Posterior
mean

(95%
LCI)

(95%
UCI)

1999

0.686

0.827

0.650

0.531

0.867

0.619

0.531

0.724

0.629

0.531

0.735

0.581

0.622

0.531

0.714

0.626

0.531

0.724

2002

0.646

0.608

0.551

0.684

0.619

0.561

0.694

2003

0.542

0.558

0.480

0.653

0.580

0.490

0.673

2004

0.540

0.538

0.469

0.622

0.564

0.490

0.653

2005

0.528

0.560

0.500

0.643

0.573

0.500

0.663

2006

0.649

0.681

0.622

0.745

0.685

0.622

0.755

2007

0.884

0.858

0.827

0.888

0.859

0.827

0.898

2008

0.608

0.586

0.551

0.633

0.590

0.551

0.643

2009

0.549

0.566

0.520

0.622

0.567

0.520

0.622

2010

0.631

0.636

0.612

0.673

0.636

0.602

0.673

2011

0.856

0.850

0.837

0.867

0.851

0.837

0.867

2012

0.633

0.91
8
0.75
5
0.78
6
0.78
6
0.67
3
0.64
3
0.60
2
0.71
4
0.92
9
0.67
3
0.60
2
0.66
3
0.87
8
0.70
4

0.520

2001

0.53
1
0.53
1
0.46
9
0.56
1
0.45
9
0.48
0
0.48
0
0.59
2
0.84
7
0.55
1
0.51
0
0.60
2
0.83
7
0.57
1

0.626

0.630

0.89
8
0.74
5
0.76
5
0.76
5
0.65
3
0.63
3
0.59
2
0.71
4
0.92
9
0.67
3
0.60
2
0.66
3
0.87
8
0.70
4

0.693

2000

0.53
1
0.53
1
0.44
9
0.56
1
0.45
9
0.46
9
0.48
0
0.59
2
0.84
7
0.56
1
0.51
0
0.60
2
0.83
7
0.57
1

0.637

0.582

0.704

0.637

0.582

0.704

0.637
0.605
0.648
0.558
0.551
0.529
0.648
0.888
0.607
0.550
0.630
0.856
0.633
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APPENDIX E
CHAPTER 2: LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY

This figure represents the realized connectivity between habitat patches across all 12
scenario years. Demographically-weighted and time-varying connectivity (DV),
unweighted and time-varying connectivity (UV), & demographically-weighted and timeinvariant connectivity (DI) all contain varying levels of dynamism either accounted
through model structure or through the inclusion of demographic data in the form of
occupancy state-variables. Unweighted with time-invariant connectivity (UI) shows that
no matter the observed occupancy in the landscape, the connectivity fails to shift,
representing a structural view of the connectivity in the landscape. DV was the most
supported connectivity model based on Bayesian model selection and the model UI was
least supported.
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APPENDIX F
CHAPTER 3: STUDY AREA

Figure A. Assynt study area in Northwest Scotland. Red dots represent approximate
locations of patches in the landscape.
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APPENDIX G
CHAPTER 3: TABLE OF NON-INFORMATIVE PRIORS

Prior distributions for parameters estimated in the spatially-explicit stochastic patch
occupancy model.
Parameter
𝜶
𝜷
𝜹𝟎
𝜹𝟏
𝒃𝟎
𝒃𝟏
𝜽𝟏

Description
scale parameter of colonization function
baseline colonization probability
intercept of extinction logit-linear model
slope of extinction logit-linear model
Detection model logit-linear intercept
Detection model logit-linear slope
linear effect of elevation on landscape
resistance
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Prior
Gamma(0.001, 0.001)
Uniform(-∞,∞)
Uniform(-10,10)
Uniform(-10,10)
Norm(0, 10)
Norm(0, 10)
Norm(0, 10)

APPENDIX H
CHAPTER 3: CHAIN CONVERGENCE DIAGNOSTICS

Trace plots and posterior density plots for elevation inclusive model. Models converged
with r-hat scores <1.06 for all parameters and most parameters converging with r-hat
scores <1.01. All years occupancy estimates converged well, but reduce length and
increase clarity, their visualizations are excluded.
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APPENDIX I
CHAPTER 3: R CODE OF THE MODEL

Drake, J. C. 2021. When does the matrix matter? Habitat specialists’ potential for
generalist dispersal. In: On Spatiotemporal Connectivity Dynamics: Perspectives
from a Naturally Fragmented Metapopulation, PhD Dissertation..
Supplemental information of R code for the custom MCMC for spatially-explicit
stochastic patch occupancy model that infers landscape resistance from turnover
patterns.
Model Code
Save as seperate R file named “resistance_model.R” to use with run code below.
# Spatial Metapopulation Model with Landscape Resistance estimation
# Adapted from code presented by Howell et al. 2018
#Author: Joseph Drake
#Date: 20210610
#
# necessary libraries
library(compiler)
##

Custom algorithm

ResistSPOM <- function( y,
#
of detection/non-detection
x,
#
ates
r.cov1,
#
r.cov2=NULL,
r.cov3=NULL,
r.cov4=NULL,
kernel=2,
#

nSampled x nVisits X nYear array
nSites x 2 matrix of site coordin
resistance coveriate

the shape of the kernel
# 1= neg exp, 2 = gaussian/half-n

orm
e.cov,
# extinction covariates
p.cov1,
# detection covariate
nIter=10,
# MCMC iterations
tune,
# a vector of tuning parameters = p
roposal candidate distributions widths
# the order ; the proposed values t
o run
#1 sigma;
0.3
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estAlpha=TRUE,

#2 gamma0;
0.01
#3 epsilon0; 0.1
#4 epsilon1; 0.1
#5 beta0;
0.9
#6 beta1;
0.9
#7 alpha[1]; 0.2
#8 alpha[2]; 0.2
#9 alpha[3]; 0.2
#10 alpha[4];0.2
#(10 in total)
# TRUE= estimate resistance coe

inits=NULL,

# initial values of candidates,

fficients
if null=preset in model
zProp=c("ind","vec"), # update z matrix by eith
er proposing z(i,k) or z(,k)
zProbs=NULL,
# marix of proposals probs to u
s if zProp="vec"
monitor.z=FALSE,# TRUE=store each iteration of
the z matrix
report=FALSE,
# only report on model progress
if >0 (TRUE)
save=FALSE,
# only save chain in progress i
f >0 (TRUE)
plot.z=FALSE,
# Plot the laten presence-absen
ce state (if report=TRUE)
tol=0
# Reject proposal of z(i,k=1) i
f mu(i,k-1) < tol
)
{
zProp <- match.arg(zProp)
## Dimensions
nSites <- nrow(x)
# number of all possible sites instead of only sa
mpled sites
nReps <- ncol(y)
nYears <- dim(y)[3] # number of slices in array y
## Specify sites sampled to calculate likelihoods more efficiently
nSampled <- nrow(y)
dataYears <- apply(!is.na(y),3, any) #if sites had any visits during
year, this is included
anyDetections <- matrix(FALSE, nSites, nYears)
anyDetections[1:nSampled,] <- apply(y, c(1,3), sum, na.rm=TRUE) > 0
## If a site is no longer sampled, because it is destroyed or lost
known0 <- matrix(FALSE, nSites, nYears)
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notFailed <- 1 - known0
if( any( anyDetections & known0 ))
stop("detection at sampled sites and lost sites do not agree")
## containers for the data
y.wide <- matrix(y, nSampled)
epsilon <- rep(NA, nSites) # container for epsilon
gamma0 <- rep(NA, nSites) # container for gamma0
# if only one landscape covariate, then these allow model to pass ext
ra resistance parameters
rc2 <- is.null(r.cov2)
if(rc2) {
r.cov2 <- r.cov1
}
rc3 <- is.null(r.cov3)
if(rc3) {
r.cov3 <- r.cov1
}
rc4 <- is.null(r.cov4)
if(rc4) {
r.cov4 <- r.cov1
}
## Define initial values (candidate means)
gamma <- muz <- matrix(NA, nSites, nYears-1)
if(is.null(inits)) {
epsilon0 <- rnorm(1) # extinction intercept
epsilon1 <- rnorm(1) # extinction covariate 1 slope
epsilon <- plogis(epsilon0 + epsilon1*e.cov)
sigma <- runif(1, 2, 3) # set initial sigma between 1 and 4
gamma0 <- runif(1, 0.01,0.3) # set initial gamma0 between 0.01, 0.3
beta0 <- rnorm(1) # detection intercept
beta1 <- rnorm(1) # detection covariate 1 slope
p <- plogis(beta0 + beta1*p.cov1)
alpha<- c(0,0,0,0)
z <- matrix(0, nSites, nYears)
# we are assuming year one has perfectly known sites
z[,1] <- rowSums(y.pre[,,1], na.rm = TRUE)
z[,1] <- ifelse(z[,1] >= 1, 1, 0)
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## resistance surface initial values
# create surface
cost <- exp(alpha[1]*r.cov1 + alpha[2]*r.cov2 + alpha[3]*r.cov3 + a
lpha[4]*r.cov4)
# calculate conductances among neighbors
tr1 <- transition(cost, transitionFunction = function(x) 1/mean(x),
directions=8)
# adjust diag. conductances among neighbors
tr1CorrC <- geoCorrection(tr1, type="c", multpl=FALSE,scl=FALSE)
# if calculating LCP
## if you are not calculating LCPs/Resistances
if(!estAlpha)
alpha <- c(0,0,0,0) #Forcing alpha to be euclidean distances inst
ead of ecological distances
D<-costDistance(tr1CorrC,x,x)/1000 #from meters to km for easier ca
lc
G<-gamma0*exp(-D^kernel / (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears) {
PrNotColonizedByNeighbor <- 1 - gamma0*exp(-D^kernel/(kernel*sigm
a^kernel)) * t(z[,rep(k-1, nSites)])
PrNotColonizedAtAll <- apply(PrNotColonizedByNeighbor, 1, prod)
gamma[,k-1] <- 1 - PrNotColonizedAtAll
muz[,k-1] <- z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma[,k-1])) + (1-z[,k-1])*ga
mma[,k-1] #Rescue effect
muz[,k-1] <- muz[,k-1]*notFailed[,k] # exclude destroyed sites
z[,k] <- rbinom(nSites, 1, muz[,k-1])
z[known0[,k],k] <- 0 # coding in destroyed sites
z[which(anyDetections[,k]),k] <- 1
}
} else {
gamma0 <- inits$samples["gamma0"]
sigma <- inits$samples["sigma"]
epsilon0 <- inits$samples["epsilon0"]
epsilon1 <- inits$samples["epsilon1"]
epsilon <- plogis(epsilon0 + epsilon1*e.cov)
alpha<-c(inits$samples["alpha1"],inits$samples["alpha2"],inits$sa
mples["alpha3"],inits$samples["alpha4"])
D <- inits$D
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beta0 <- inits$samples["beta0"]
beta1 <- inits$samples["beta1"]
p <- plogis(beta0 + beta1*p.cov1)
z <- inits$z
.Random.seed <- inits$seed ## use same random seed as before
}
# calculate likelihoods
ll.z <- matrix(0,nSites,nYears) # container for occupancy
ll.y <- array(0, c(nSampled, nReps, nYears)) # container for survey d
etection histories
for(k in 2:nYears){
PrNotColonizedByNeighbor <- 1 - gamma0*exp(-D^kernel/(kernel*sigma^
kernel ))*t(z[,rep(k-1, nSites)])
PrNotColonizedAtAll <- apply(PrNotColonizedByNeighbor, 1, prod)
gamma[,k-1] <- 1 - PrNotColonizedAtAll
muz[,k-1] <- z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma[,k-1])) + (1-z[,k-1])*gamm
a[,k-1]
muz[,k-1] <- muz[,k-1]*notFailed[,k]
ll.z[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz[,k-1], log=TRUE)
ll.y[,,k] <- dbinom(y[,,k], 1, z[1:nSampled,k]*p[,,k], log=TRUE)
}
ll.z.cand <- ll.z
ll.z.sum <- sum(ll.z)
ll.y.cand <- ll.y
ll.y.sum <- sum(ll.y, na.rm=TRUE)
gamma.cand <- gamma
muz.cand <- muz
nz1 <- z # for computing expected occ at each site
zkup <- rep(0, nYears-1)
## Posterior samples
nPar <- length(tune) + 1 + nYears + nSites # length of tune = # par
ams being estimated
# +1 for deviance tracking and
then the # of years
# + nSites for zp tracking
samples <- array(NA, c(nIter, nPar))
zK <- matrix(NA, nSites, nIter)
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#Tracking the following parameters
colnames(samples) <- c("sigma",
"gamma0",
"epsilon0",
"epsilon1",
"beta0",
"beta1",
"alpha1",
"alpha2",
"alpha3",
"alpha4",
paste("zk", 1:nYears, sep=""),
"deviance",
paste("zp", 1:nSites, sep=""))
reportit <- report>0
saveit <- save>0
nzup <- rep(0, nYears-1)
zA <- NULL
if(monitor.z)
zA <- array(NA_integer_, c(nSites,nYears,nIter))
if(reportit) {
cat("iter 1\n")
cat("

theta =", round(c(sigma,
gamma0,
epsilon0,
epsilon1,
beta0,
beta1,
alpha
), 5), "\n")

cat("
cat("
cat("
cat("

z[k] =",
ll.z =",
deviance
time =",

round(colSums(z), 2), "\n")
round(sum(ll.z), 2), "\n")
=", round(-2*ll.y.sum, 2), "\n")
format(Sys.time()), "\n")

cat("
cat("
cat("
cat("

z[k] =",
ll.z =",
deviance
time =",

round(colSums(z), 2), "\n")
round(sum(ll.z), 2), "\n")
=", round(-2*ll.y.sum, 2), "\n")
format(Sys.time()), "\n")

if(plot.z) {
library(lattice)
zd <- data.frame(z=as.integer(z), year=factor(rep(1999:2019, ea
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ch=nSites)),
x=as.numeric(x[,1])/1000, y=as.numeric(x[,2])/
1000)
print(xyplot(y~x|year, zd,groups=z,aspect="iso",pch=c(1,16),as.
table=TRUE))
}
}
## Sample from posteriors
for(s in 1:nIter) {
ll.z.sum <- sum(ll.z)
if(reportit) {
if(s %in% c(2:100) || s %% report == 0) {
cat("iter", s, "\n")
cat("
theta =", round(samples[s-1,1:length(tune)], 5), "\n
")
cat("
z[k] =", zk, "\n")
cat("
accepted", round(zkup/(nSites)*100, 1), "percent of
z[k] proposals \n")
cat("
sum(ll.z) =", ll.z.sum, "\n")
cat("
deviance =", round(samples[s-1,"deviance"], 2), "\n"
)
cat("
time =", format(Sys.time()), "\n")
if(plot.z) {
library(lattice)
zd$z <- as.integer(z)
print(xyplot(y ~ x | year, zd, groups=z, aspect="iso", pch=
c(1,16), as.table=TRUE))
}
}
}

####### Estimating Alpha ########
if(estAlpha){
library(gdistance)
## resistance covariate 1
# Metropolis update for alpha
alpha1.cand <- rnorm(1, alpha[1], tune[7])
# create resistance surface
cost <- exp(alpha1.cand*r.cov1 + alpha[2]*r.cov2 + alpha[3]*r.c
ov3 + alpha[4]*r.cov4)
## calculate conductances among neighbors
tr1 <- transition(cost, transitionFunction=function(x) 1/mean(x
), directions=8)
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tr1CorrC <- geoCorrection(tr1, type="c", multpl=FALSE,scl=FALSE
) #adjust diag.conductances
## calculate least cost distance between all pairs of sites.
D.cand <- costDistance(tr1CorrC,x,x)/1000
G.cand <- gamma0*exp(-D.cand^kernel / (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears){
zkt <- matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
muz.cand[,k-1] <- (z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) +
(1-z[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.alpha.cand <- dnorm(alpha1.cand, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
prior.alpha <- dnorm(alpha[1], 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
# accept or reject candidate update
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.alpha.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.alpha))) {
alpha[1] <- alpha1.cand
D <- D.cand
G <- G.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
}
## resistance covariate 2
if(!rc2) {
alpha2.cand <- rnorm(1, alpha[2], tune[8])
cost <- exp(alpha[1]*r.cov1 + alpha2.cand*r.cov2 + alpha[3]*r.c
ov3 + alpha[4]*r.cov4)
tr1 <- transition(cost, transitionFunction=function(x) 1/mean(x
), directions=8)
tr1CorrC <- geoCorrection(tr1, type="c", multpl=FALSE,scl=FALSE
)
D.cand <- costDistance(tr1CorrC,x,x)/1000
G.cand <- gamma0*exp(-D.cand^kernel/ (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears) {
zkt <- matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
muz.cand[,k-1] <- (z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) +
(1-z[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
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prior.alpha.cand <- dnorm(alpha2.cand, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
prior.alpha <- dnorm(alpha[2], 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.alpha.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.alpha))) {
alpha[2] <- alpha2.cand
D <- D.cand
G <- G.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
}
}
## resistance covariate 3
if(!rc3) {
alpha3.cand <- rnorm(1, alpha[3], tune[9])
cost <- exp(alpha[1]*r.cov1 + alpha[2]*r.cov2 + alpha3.cand*r.c
ov3 + alpha[4]*r.cov4)
tr1 <- transition(cost, transitionFunction=function(x) 1/mean(x
), directions=8)
tr1CorrC <- geoCorrection(tr1, type="c", multpl=FALSE,scl=FALSE
)
D.cand <- costDistance(tr1CorrC,x,x)/1000
G.cand <- gamma0*exp(-D.cand^kernel/ (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears) {
zkt <- matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
muz.cand[,k-1] <- (z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) +
(1-z[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.alpha.cand <- dnorm(alpha3.cand, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
prior.alpha <- dnorm(alpha[3], 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.alpha.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.alpha))) {
alpha[3] <- alpha3.cand
D <- D.cand
G <- G.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
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}
}
## resistance covariate 4
if(!rc4) {
alpha4.cand <- rnorm(1, alpha[4], tune[10])
cost <- exp(alpha[1]*r.cov1 + alpha[2]*r.cov2 + alpha[3]*r.cov3
+ alpha4.cand*r.cov4)
tr1 <- transition(cost, transitionFunction=function(x) 1/mean(x
), directions=8)
tr1CorrC <- geoCorrection(tr1, type="c", multpl=FALSE,scl=FALSE
)
D.cand <- costDistance(tr1CorrC,x,x)/1000
G.cand <- gamma0*exp(-D.cand^kernel/ (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears) {
zkt <- matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
muz.cand[,k-1] <- (z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) +
(1-z[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.alpha.cand <- dnorm(alpha4.cand, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
prior.alpha <- dnorm(alpha[4], 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.alpha.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.alpha))) {
alpha[4] <- alpha4.cand
D <- D.cand
G <- G.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
}
}
}
####### Metropolis updates for other model parameters ########
## Metropolis update for sigma
sigma.cand <- rnorm(1, sigma, tune[1])
if(sigma.cand > 0) {
G.cand <- gamma0*exp(-D^kernel/ (kernel*sigma.cand^kernel) )
for(k in 2:nYears){
zkt<-matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow = TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
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muz.cand[,k-1] <- (z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) + (
1-z[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])* notFailed[,k-1]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.sigma.cand <- dgamma(sigma.cand, 0.001, 0.001)
prior.sigma <- dgamma(sigma, 0.001, 0.001)
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.sigma.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.sigma))) {
sigma <- sigma.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
muz <- muz.cand
G <- G.cand
}
}
## Metropolis update for gamma0
prior.gamma0.cand <- prior.gamma0 <- 0
gamma0.cand <- rnorm(1, gamma0, tune[2])
if(gamma0.cand > 0 & gamma0.cand < 1 ) {
G.cand <- gamma0.cand* exp(-D^kernel/ (kernel*sigma^kernel) )
for( k in 2:nYears) {
zkt <- matrix(z[,k-1], nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k-1] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G.cand*zkt)))
muz.cand[,k-1] <-(z[,k-1]*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k-1])) + (1-z
[,k-1])*gamma.cand[,k-1])*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
# Alternative priors for gamma0
# prior.gamma0.cand <- dunif(gamma0.cand, 0, 1)#, log=TRUE) # lik
e Sutherland et al. 2012 but constrained
# prior.gamma0 <- dunif(gamma0.cand, 0, 1)#, log=TRUE) # like Suth
erland et al. 2012
ll.z.sum.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.z.sum.cand + prior.gamma0.cand) (ll.z.sum + prior.gamma0))) {
gamma0 <- gamma0.cand
gamma <- gamma.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
ll.z.sum <- ll.z.sum.cand
G <- G.cand
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}
}
## Metropolis update for epsilon0
epsilon0.cand <- rnorm(1, epsilon0,tune[3])
e.cand <- plogis(epsilon0.cand + epsilon1*e.cov)
for(k in 2:nYears){
muz.cand[,k-1] <- z[,k-1]*(1-e.cand*(1-gamma[,k-1])) + (1-z[,k-1])*
gamma[,k-1]
muz.cand[,k-1] <- muz.cand[,k-1]*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.epsilon0.cand <- dunif(epsilon0.cand, -10, 10, log=TRUE) # chan
ged dbeta to dunif following Sutherland et al. 2012
prior.epsilon0 <- dunif(epsilon0, -10, 10, log=TRUE)
if(runif(1) < exp((sum(ll.z.cand) + prior.epsilon0.cand) (sum(ll.z) + prior.epsilon0))) {
epsilon0 <- epsilon0.cand
epsilon <- e.cand
muz <- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
}
## Metropolis update for epsilon1
epsilon1.cand <- rnorm(1, epsilon1, tune[4])
e.cand <- plogis(epsilon0 + epsilon1.cand*e.cov)
for(k in 2:nYears) {
muz.cand[,k-1] <- z[,k-1]*(1-e.cand*(1-gamma[,k-1])) + (1-z[,k-1])*
gamma[,k-1]
muz.cand[,k-1] <- muz.cand[,k-1]*notFailed[,k]
ll.z.cand[,k-1] <- dbinom(z[,k], 1, muz.cand[,k-1], log=TRUE)
}
prior.epsilon1.cand <- dunif(epsilon1.cand, -10, 10, log=TRUE) # chan
ged dbeta to dunif following Sutherland et al. 2012
prior.epsilon1 <- dunif(epsilon1, -10, 10, log=TRUE)
if(runif(1) < exp((sum(ll.z.cand) + prior.epsilon1.cand) (sum(ll.z) + prior.epsilon1))) {
epsilon1 <- epsilon1.cand
epsilon <- e.cand
muz<- muz.cand
ll.z <- ll.z.cand
}
###### Update Z #######

zkup <- rep(0, nYears-1)
for(k in 2:nYears) {
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anyDet <- anyDetections[,k]==1
zknown <- anyDet | !notFailed[,k]
prop.back <- prop.cand <- 0
for(i in 1:nSites) {
if(zknown[i])
next
if(z[i,k]<1 & muz[i,k-1]<tol)
next
zk.wide <- matrix(z[,k], nSites, nReps)
zk.cand <- z[,k]
zk.cand[i] <- 1-z[i,k]
zk.cand.wide <- matrix(zk.cand, nSites, nReps)
ll.y.tmp <- 0
ll.y.cand.tmp <- 0
if((k > 0) & (i <= nSampled)) {
ll.y.cand.tmp <- dbinom(y[i,,k], 1, zk.cand[i]*p[i,,k], log=TRU
E)
ll.y.tmp <- sum(ll.y[i,,k], na.rm=TRUE)
}
## Calc for time t and t +1 as both effect z
ll.z.cand[i,k-1] <- dbinom(zk.cand[i], 1, muz[i,k-1], log=TRUE)
ll.z2 <- ll.z2.cand <- 0
if(k < nYears) {
zkt.cand <- matrix(zk.cand, nSites, nSites, byrow=TRUE)
gamma.cand[,k] <- 1 - exp(rowSums(log(1-G*zkt.cand)))
muz.cand[,k] <- (zk.cand*(1-epsilon*(1-gamma.cand[,k])) + (1-zk
.cand)*gamma.cand[,k])*notFailed[,k+1]
ll.z.cand[,k] <- dbinom(z[,k+1], 1, muz.cand[,k], log=TRUE)
ll.z2 <- sum(ll.z[,k])
ll.z2.cand <- sum(ll.z.cand[,k])
}
if(runif(1) < exp((sum(ll.y.cand.tmp, na.rm=TRUE) + ll.z.cand[i,k
-1] +
ll.z2.cand + prop.back) (ll.y.tmp + ll.z[i,k-1] +
ll.z2 + prop.cand))) {
z[,k] <- zk.cand
ll.z[i,k-1] <- ll.z.cand[i,k-1]
if(k < nYears) {
gamma[,k] <- gamma.cand[,k]
muz[,k] <- muz.cand[,k]
ll.z[,k] <- ll.z.cand[,k]
}
if((i <= nSampled) & (k>0)) {
ll.y[i,,k] <- ll.y.cand.tmp
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}
zkup[k-1] <- zkup[k-1] + 1
}
}
}
nz1 <- nz1+z
######## Observation model ######
## Metropolis update beta0
beta0.cand <- rnorm(1, beta0, tune[5])
p.cand <- plogis(beta0.cand + beta1*p.cov1)
z.wide <- z[,rep(1:nYears, each=nReps)]
z.a <- array(z.wide, c(nSites, nReps, nYears))
ll.y[,,dataYears] <- dbinom(y[,,dataYears], 1, z.a[1:nSampled,,dataYea
rs]*p[,,dataYears], log=TRUE)
ll.y.cand[,,dataYears] <- dbinom(y[,,dataYears], 1, z.a[1:nSampled,,da
taYears]*p.cand[,,dataYears], log=TRUE)
prior.beta0.cand <- dnorm(beta0.cand, 0,10, log=TRUE)
prior.beta0 <- dnorm(beta0, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.y.sum <- sum(ll.y, na.rm=TRUE)
ll.y.sum.cand <- sum(ll.y.cand, na.rm=TRUE)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.y.sum.cand + prior.beta0.cand) (ll.y.sum + prior.beta0))) {
beta0 <- beta0.cand
p <- p.cand
ll.y <- ll.y.cand
ll.y.sum <- ll.y.sum.cand
}
## Metropolis update beta1
beta1.cand <- rnorm(1, beta1, tune[6])
p.cand <- plogis(beta0 + beta1.cand*p.cov1)
z.wide <- z[,rep(1:nYears, each=nReps)]
z.a <- array(z.wide, c(nSites, nReps, nYears))
ll.y.cand[,,dataYears] <- dbinom(y[,,dataYears], 1, z.a[1:nSampled,,da
taYears]*p.cand[,,dataYears], log=TRUE)
prior.beta1.cand <- dnorm(beta1.cand, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
prior.beta1 <-dnorm(beta1, 0, 10, log=TRUE)
ll.y.sum.cand <- sum(ll.y.cand, na.rm=TRUE)
if(runif(1) < exp((ll.y.sum.cand + prior.beta1.cand) -
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(ll.y.sum + prior.beta1))) {
beta1 <- beta1.cand
p <- p.cand
ll.y <- ll.y.cand
ll.y.sum <- ll.y.sum.cand
}
##### Save your samples #####
zk <- colSums(z)
zp <- rowSums(z)/nYears
samples[s,] <- c(sigma,
gamma0,
epsilon0,
epsilon1,
beta0,
beta1,
alpha,
zk=zk,
deviance=-2*ll.y.sum,
zp=zp)
zK[,s] <- z[,nYears]
if(monitor.z)
zA[,,s] <- z
# can help with problem solving if function throughs an error
if(saveit) {
if( s %in% seq(100, nIter, 100)){
save(samples, file="chains.RData")
}
}
} # end of s in 1:nIter
final.state <- list(z=z, D=D, samples=samples[s,])
library(coda)
return(list(samples=samples,
final.state=final.state,
zK=zK,
zA=zA,
Ez=nz1/nIter,
seed=.Random.seed))
} # function end

ResistSPOM <- cmpfun(ResistSPOM)
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Simple Implementation Code
# Spatial Metapopulation Model Implementation Code
# Adapted from code presented by Howell et al. 2018
#Author: Joseph Drake
#Date: 20210610
#

#load libraries
library(raster)
library(gdistance)
library(coda)
##### Load and scale data ######
#site coordinates
# xy coordinates, nrow=#sites, ncol=2
coords <- read.table("")
#site data
# vector # sites long
patch.size <- read.table("")
# detection covariate
# rows=site, cols=detect, slice=year
p.cov1 <- read.table("")

# extinction data
# here a vector nsites long
e.cov <- read.table("")
# occupancy data
# rows=site, cols=survey, slice=year
y.pre <- read.table("")
#landscape covariates
# raster file
r.cov1
r.cov2
r.cov3
r.cov4

<<<<-

raster("")
raster("")
raster("")
raster("")

##### Run Code for 3 chains ####
#load mcmc sampler
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source("resistance_model.R")
pre.time.total <- Sys.time()
pre.time <- Sys.time()
# individual chain code, replicate for additional chains and run serial
Chain1 <- ResistSPOM(y=y.pre,
#occupancy data
x=coords,
# coordinates of patches
kernel=2,
# shape of dispersal kernal
# 1 = neg exp, 2=half norm
r.cov1=r.cov1,
# resistance covariates
#r.cov2=r.cov2,
# NULL if not included
#r.cov3=r.cov3,
# NULL if not included
#r.cov4=r.cov4,
# NULL if not included
e.cov=e.cov,

# extinction covariates

p.cov1=p.cov1, # detection covariate

##
slooow mixing

nIter=45000,
#
inits=NULL,
monitor.z=FALSE,
# tune = the width of the proposal distribution
tune=c(0.5,
#1 sigma
0.1, #2 gamma0
0.2,
#3 epsilon0
0.2,
#4 epsilon1
0.3,
#5 beta0
0.2,
#6 beta1
0.4,
#7 alpha[1]
0.5,
#8 alpha[2]
0.5,
#9 alpha[3]
0.5
#10 alpha[4]
),
estAlpha=TRUE, # TRUE = est landscape resistance
zProp="vec", zProbs=Ez,
## This results in

report=10,
save=TRUE,
plot.z=FALSE, tol=1e-3)
post.time<-Sys.time()
time.elapsed <- post.time - pre.time
time.elapsed
#save(Chain1, file=paste0("Chain1_",Sys.Date(),".gzip"))

### view output
library(MCMCvis)
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mc1 <- mcmc(Chain1$samples)
mc.list <- mcmc.list(mc1)
MCMCsummary(mc.list,round=2)
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APPENDIX J
CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATED OCCUPANCY DATA

Table A. Posterior estimate means and 95% credible intervals (CI) for occupancy
estimates for both resistance-based and Euclidean-based distances in a novel spatially
explicit stochastic patch occupancy model.
Model
Euclidean-Based

Resistance-Based

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
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Mean
0.5029
0.5233
0.6166
0.5837
0.5888
0.6285
0.7291
0.8259
0.6158
0.4796
0.6419
0.8327
0.5909
0.6868
0.8925
0.7372
0.7206
0.7165
0.6958
0.4509

2.5% CI
0.4464
0.4554
0.5536
0.5089
0.5179
0.5625
0.6607
0.7768
0.5625
0.4375
0.6071
0.8036
0.5536
0.6339
0.8661
0.6964
0.6786
0.6786
0.6696
0.4196

97.5% CI
0.5625
0.5982
0.6875
0.6518
0.6607
0.6964
0.7946
0.8750
0.6696
0.5268
0.6786
0.8571
0.6339
0.7411
0.9196
0.7768
0.7679
0.7589
0.7232
0.4911

0.5076
0.5299
0.6255
0.5886
0.5940
0.6313
0.7325
0.8328
0.6155
0.4787
0.6420
0.8339

0.4464
0.4554
0.5625
0.5179
0.5268
0.5625
0.6696
0.7857
0.5625
0.4375
0.6071
0.8125

0.5714
0.6071
0.6964
0.6607
0.6607
0.6964
0.7946
0.8750
0.6696
0.5179
0.6786
0.8571

0.5891
0.6824
0.8923
0.7352
0.7217
0.7181
0.6955
0.4530

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
-
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0.5536
0.6250
0.8661
0.6964
0.6786
0.6786
0.6696
0.4196

0.6339
0.7411
0.9196
0.7768
0.7679
0.7589
0.7232
0.4911

APPENDIX K
CHAPTER 4: LINKS TO PUBLISHED APPENDICES

Please see the following links for appendices and supplemental materials hosted on the
journal’s website: https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/13652664.13592
Supplemental Material 1:
• https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1
111%2F1365-2664.13592&file=jpe13592-sup-0001-Supinfo.docx
• Containing:
o Appendix 1
▪ eDNA sample-collection information
▪ Reference database information
▪ eDNA laboratory methods information
o Table S1
▪ Detection non-detection data for species in study areas
o Table S4
▪ Number of reads information
o Table S5
▪ Camera trap detection information
o Table S6
▪ Tissue sample list for mammal local reference database
o Table S7
▪ Reads subtracted for contamination protocols
o Figure S1
▪ Presence and absence of water voles based on survey method
o Figure S2
▪ Water vole latrine example
o Figure S3
▪ Examples of camera trap photos
o Figure S4
▪ Sample site examples
o Figure S5
▪ Bubble graph representing presence-absence in the Peak District
Study area

Supplemental Material 2
• https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1
111%2F1365-2664.13592&file=jpe13592-sup-0002-TableS2.xlsx
• Table S2
o Species identified in water based eDNA samples
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Supplemental Material 3
• https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1
111%2F1365-2664.13592&file=jpe13592-sup-0003-TableS3.xlsx
• Table S3
o Species identified in sedimentary eDNA samples
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